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Preface

MCEER is a national center of excellence dedicated to the discovery and development of new 
knowledge, tools and technologies that equip communities to become more disaster resilient in 
the face of earthquakes and other extreme events. MCEER accomplishes this through a system of 
multidisciplinary, multi-hazard research, in tandem with complimentary education and outreach 
initiatives. 

Headquartered at the University at Buff alo, The State University of New York, MCEER was originally 
established by the National Science Foundation in 1986, as the fi rst National Center for Earth-
quake Engineering Research (NCEER). In 1998, it became known as the Multidisciplinary Center 
for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER), from which the current name, MCEER, evolved.

Comprising a consortium of researchers and industry partners from numerous disciplines and 
institutions throughout the United States, MCEER’s mission has expanded from its original focus 
on earthquake engineering to one which addresses the technical and socio-economic impacts of a 
variety of hazards, both natural and man-made, on critical infrastructure, facilities, and society.

The Center derives support from several Federal agencies, including the National Science Founda-
tion, Federal Highway Administration, Department of Energy, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
and the State of New York, foreign governments and private industry.  
 
The goal of this report is to improve the professional community’s ability to collect, document 
and understand the eff ects of earthquake damage on low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear 
walls. To this end, twelve large-scale specimens were designed, detailed and constructed at the 
Structural Engineering and Earthquake Simulation Laboratory at the University at Buff alo. The 
data collected from the reversed cyclic inelastic testing of these 12 walls enabled the development 
of a fi rst-of-a-kind, non-contact automated tool for processing high-resolution images to obtain 
and process damage data, including lengths and widths of cracks. The database was also used to 
correlate observed damage with story drift at peak shear strength, which can be used to inform 
repair strategies and to update fragility functions in support of performance-based seismic as-
sessment and design.
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ABSTRACT 

 Low aspect ratio reinforced concrete (RC) shear walls provide the lateral strength and 

stiffness for many low-rise to medium-rise buildings and nearly all safety-related nuclear 

structures. Low aspect ratio walls are generally shear-critical. In commercial buildings, shear-

critical walls are expected to sustain moderate damage in design basis earthquake shaking and 

severe damage in maximum considered earthquake shaking. In nuclear structures, moderate 

damage is expected in shear-critical walls in shaking more intense than design basis. The seismic 

behavior of these shear-critical walls is poorly understood, despite their widespread use. 

Importantly, there exists no consensus on the level of damage that should trigger repair following 

an earthquake.  

 Twelve large-scale low aspect ratio RC walls were constructed and tested at the University 

at Buffalo as part of a project funded by the National Science Foundation. The goal of the project 

was to better characterize the seismic performance of low aspect ratio walls in terms of their lateral 

stiffness, peak lateral strength, post-peak-strength cyclic behavior, and residual lateral strength as 

a function of damage.  

 The data collected from the tests of these twelve walls enabled the development and 

validation of I-Crack: a non-contact, automated tool to document cracks (length, width, location 

and orientation) in reinforced concrete walls. The tool is suitable for both laboratory and field 

applications. The Matlab code for the I-Crack tool is provided in the report.  

 Cracking and crushing (spalling) of concrete was carefully documented at each load step 

for each wall. Surface cracking of the concrete was mapped using I-Crack and manually, using 
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drawing sheets and crack gages. Lengths and widths of cracks were documented at peak transient 

story drift and at zero lateral load in each load step, providing a first-of-a-kind dataset.  

 The concrete crack data were mined to a) update the Gulec et al. fragility functions for 

seismic performance assessment, and b) enable an inspector/engineer to judge whether the peak 

shear strength of a wall has been achieved (in the laboratory or the field), on the basis of crack 

widths measured at zero lateral loading. Information on whether the peak shear strength of a wall 

has been reached in the field, during an inspection following an earthquake, will be an important 

factor in determining whether structural repairs to the wall are needed. This dataset was also mined 

for crack widths at 1) peak transient displacement, and 2) zero lateral force upon subsequent 

unloading, to establish crack width ratios at displacements less than, equal to, and greater than that 

at peak strength, which is important information for future post-earthquake evaluations of low 

aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls. 
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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

 Low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls are widely used in low-rise and medium-

rise buildings, infrastructure, and most safety-related nuclear facilities. The height to length ratio 

for these walls is between 0.3 and 1.0, and their seismic behavior is governed by shear, namely, 

they are shear-critical. 

 Seismic framing systems in commercial buildings, such as low aspect ratio reinforced 

concrete walls, are expected to be damaged in design basis shaking; displacements will be greater 

than those associated with peak shear strength. The strength and stiffness of shear walls will likely 

be substantially diminished by design basis shaking and beyond design basis shaking; i.e., 

maximum considered earthquake shaking per ASCE 7-10 (ASCE, 2010). In nuclear power plants, 

designed per ASCE 4-16 (ASCE, 2016) and ASCE 43-05 (ASCE, 2005), shear walls are expected 

to remain elastic for design basis earthquake shaking and sustain the effects of beyond design basis 

shaking with only moderate damage.  

 A major challenge confronting design professionals, inspectors and researchers is the 

effective cataloguing of earthquake damage to reinforced concrete shear walls (and other 

reinforced concrete components). Post-earthquake inspections of buildings often involve the 

speedy logging of cracks using photographs, crack gages, and hand sketches, providing an 

incomplete picture of the extent of the damage and only partial information upon which to base a 

repair strategy (where the goal is often to return the reinforced concrete component to its pre-

earthquake condition). Importantly, inspections in earthquake-damaged buildings entail risk to the 
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inspector in the event of aftershocks affecting the damaged building. Inspections and documenting 

of damage to walls tested in a laboratory also entails some risk to those involved, if, as has been 

the traditional practice, cracks and their widths are logged at peak transient displacements; namely, 

the wall is still resisting significant lateral loads. An automated, non-contact tool for logging and 

processing damage data, which could be remotely installed and operated, would be a safe, reliable, 

and efficient means to collect and process earthquake damage. 

 Another challenge facing design professionals tasked with post-earthquake evaluation of 

buildings is to determine whether the earthquake resistance of a building has been compromised; 

namely, has the displacement associated with the peak shear strength of the building been 

exceeded? If the earthquake-induced displacement of the wall is less than that associated with its 

peak shear strength, there may be no reason to perform structural repairs on the wall, which will 

likely be cracked. However, there is no useful information in the archival literature or in technical 

reports that enable an engineer to determine whether the displacement associated with the peak 

shear resistance of a wall has been reached, noting that information on the earthquake loading of 

a wall, for example, is not available for evaluation after an earthquake. Rather, only information 

at zero lateral load, such as widths of cracks, spalled concrete, and base sliding is available. An 

understanding of the extent of damage at zero lateral load (i.e., the post-earthquake condition) 

corresponding to prior deformation to displacements associated with peak strength would greatly 

benefit the design professional community. 

 The ATC-58 project on the performance-based seismic design of buildings, published as 

FEMA P-58 (FEMA, 2012), provide second-generation tools for performance-based earthquake 
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engineering. These tools enable calculations of repair cost, as well as business interruption for 

intensity-, scenario- and time-based assessments. Key to the calculations of loss is fragility 

functions, which plot the probability of exceeding a damage state (e.g., crack width greater than 

0.05”) as a function of a demand parameter, which is calculated by analysis of a mathematical 

model of a building. Each damage state in FEMA P-58 is accompanied by a consequence function, 

which transforms the damage into a repair measure. Gulec (2009) and his co-workers developed 

fragility functions for low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls. Gulec used data available 

in the archival literature to build fragility functions. These data were sparse and not carefully 

documented. Crack widths, where reported, were limited to maximum values on a component, 

were often documented as displacements much greater than that associated with peak strength, and 

were not reported at zero lateral loading, which is the post-earthquake condition encountered by 

inspectors. Importantly, the areal density of cracking, which is needed for accurate estimates of 

repair, and associated with cost, was not reported. Fragility functions for low aspect ratio 

reinforced concrete shear walls, which use observed damage at zero lateral loading (i.e., the post-

earthquake basis for repair) as a function of peak transient displacement calculated by analysis, 

will be more robust than those developed by Gulec. 

 

1.2 Research objectives 

 The overarching goal of this research is to improve the profession’s ability to collect, 

process, document and understand the effects of damage to low aspect ratio, shear-critical, 

reinforced concrete shear walls. To this end, the authors undertook the following research tasks: 
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1. Designed, constructed and tested twelve, large-scale, low aspect ratio reinforced concrete 

shear walls in partnership with Dr. Luna [as documented in Luna (2015), Luna et al. (2015), 

Luna et al. (2018)]. 

2. Documented damage to the twelve walls tested under reversed cyclic loading using 

traditional means and high-resolution photographs. 

3. Developed, documented and validated a non-contact, automated tool (known as I-Crack) 

for processing high-resolution photographs to obtain detailed information on cracking in 

reinforced concrete shear walls, including crack length, crack width along length, and areal 

density of cracking. The source code for I-Crack is written in the MATLAB environment 

(Mathworks, 2013) and provided in Appendix A of this report. The documentation of I-

Crack is also described in Rivera et al. (2015). 

4. Correlated the width of cracks in reinforced concrete shear walls as a function of 

displacement, enabling judgments to be made regarding whether peak shear strength of a 

wall had been achieved (thus likely requiring repair) as a function of crack width at zero 

lateral loading (i.e., mimicking the post-earthquake condition). 

5. Compared and documented the widths of cracks in given load steps at peak transient 

displacements and at zero lateral load, at a drift ratio less than that at peak shear strength, 

the drift ratio at peak shear strength, and at drift ratios greater than that at peak shear 

strength. 
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6. Re-assessed the fragility functions developed by Gulec (2009), Gulec and Whittaker (2009) 

and Gulec et al. (2009), as documented in FEMA P-58, using high-quality data available 

from the tests of the twelve shear walls. 

 The research tasks documented in this report complement but do not duplicate prior 

published work by Rocks (2012), Luna (2015), Luna et al. (2015) and Epackachi and Whittaker 

(2017). The MS thesis of Rocks (2012), PhD dissertation of Luna (2015), the Luna et al. (2015) 

journal article, and Chapter 2 of this report document the pre-test analysis, design, construction, 

instrumentation and testing of 12 large-scale, low aspect ratio reinforced concrete walls. The Luna 

dissertation presents information on the testing phase of the project not discussed in Chapter 2; the 

inelastic cyclic responses of the walls; a discussion of the lateral stiffness of the 12 walls, with a 

focus on displacement less that associated with peak shear strength; information on the strain fields 

and rebar strains in the 12 walls at the displacement associated with peak shear strength; and 

equations for predicting the peak shear strength of low aspect ratio walls. Epackachi and Whittaker 

(2017) present cyclic backbone curves and propose cyclic inelastic models for shear-critical walls, 

which are informed in part by the data presented in this report and Luna’s dissertation.  

 

1.3 Organization of this report 

 This report is composed of six chapters, a list of references, and two appendices. 

 Chapter 2 describes the design and construction of twelve large-scale, low aspect ratio 

reinforced concrete shear walls that were tested at the University at Buffalo. Information is 

presented on the geometry, material properties, foundation-block design, reinforcement for 
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selected walls, and construction process for the selected walls. [Other data are reported in Rocks 

(2012), Luna (2015) and Luna et al. (2015).] 

 The development of an automated, non-contact tool for documenting cracking in reinforced 

concrete walls (and other components), known as I-Crack, is detailed in Chapter 3. The means 

used to validate I-Crack, using data from the tests of eight of the twelve walls tested at the 

University at Buffalo, is described. 

 Chapter 4 presents the damage incurred by the twelve walls under reversed cyclic loading, 

and discusses the degree of damage observed as a function of drifts less than, equal to, and greater 

than the drift associated with peak shear strength. Cracks widths at peak transient displacement 

and zero lateral force in the same load step, and the ratios of the crack widths, at drift ratios less 

than, equal to, and greater than that associated with peak shear strength, are reported. Such data 

should enable reinterpretation of data from past tests where only crack widths at peak transient 

displacements were reported. 

 Fragility functions for low aspect ratio shear walls are discussed in Chapter 5. The 

functions developed by Gulec (2009), Gulec and Whittaker (2009) and Gulec et al. (2009) are 

reviewed and updated based on damage collected from the tests of the twelve walls described in 

Chapter 2. 

 The studies presented in the report are summarized in Chapter 6. Key conclusions 

regarding I-Crack, damage to shear walls as a function of story drift, and fragility functions are 

also presented in this chapter. A list of references follows Chapter 6. 
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 The source code for I-Crack is presented in Appendix A. A tutorial for I-Crack is presented 

in Appendix B. 
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SECTION 2 

SPECIMEN CONSTRUCTION 

2.1 Introduction 

Twelve large-scale low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls were designed, detailed 

and constructed in the Structural Engineering and Earthquake Simulation Laboratory (SEESL) at 

the University at Buffalo. Construction and testing of these walls was split into two phases: Phase 

I with seven walls (SW1-SW7) and Phase II with five walls (SW8-SW12). The Phase I walls had 

varying aspect ratios (height divided-by-length) and equal vertical and horizontal reinforcement 

ratios. The Phase II walls had an aspect ratio of 0.54 with unequal vertical and horizontal 

reinforcement ratios; two of the five walls included in-plane boundary elements. The size and 

reinforcement of these walls was restricted by the capacities of the actuators, strong floor, strong 

wall and overhead gantry crane in the laboratory.  

 

2.2 Phase I specimens 

Complete information on the detailing, materials used and construction of the Phase I walls 

can be found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of Rocks (2012). These walls were designed with different 

aspect ratios, horizontal reinforcement ratios  t , and vertical reinforcement ratios  l . Two of 

the specimens, SW2 and SW3, included Type-2 mechanical couplers per ACI 318-14 Section 

25.5.7 (ACI, 2014) that joined the vertical reinforcement in the wall to vertical bars in the 

foundation. Each wall was eight inches thick and 120 inches long. The heights of the walls from 

the top of the foundation to the centerline of loading were 41 (SW5, SW6, SW7), 65 (SW2, SW3, 

SW4) and 113 (SW1) inches. 

The reinforcement used in walls SW1 and SW4-SW7 was ASTM A615 Grade 60 (ASTM, 

2012). The reinforcement used in walls SW2 and SW3 was ASTM A706 Grade 60 (ASTM, 2009). 
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Tensile tests were performed on random samples using ASTM A370 (ASTM, 2012) to ensure the 

reinforcement complied with ACI 318-14 Section 20.2.2.5. All reinforcement used for 

construction of the walls met the requirements of Section 20.2.2.5, namely, the nominal yield 

strength was between 60 and 78 ksi, and the ratio of tensile to yield strength exceeded 1.25.  

Each specimen was cast with normal-weight concrete. Numerous cylinders were cast for 

compressive-strength testing following ASTM C39 (ASTM, 2012). Compression tests were 

performed 7, 14, 28, and 56 days after casting and on the day of testing. The compressive strength 

of the concrete in the walls on the day of testing ranged from 3600 psi to 7800 psi. 

The mechanical properties of the Phase I specimens are summarized in Table 2-1. The 

concrete strengths reported in the last column were obtained on the day of testing. The 

reinforcement strengths, yf  and uf , were obtained from tests per ASTM A370.  A typical cross-

section and plan view of the Phase I specimens are shown in Figure 2-1. Note the use of 90  

hooks at the ends of the horizontal rebar in the wall. Figure 2-2 shows a typical elevation of the 

Phase I specimens. Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 are reproduced from Chapter 3 of Rocks (2012). 

Each Phase I specimen was cast atop a foundation block that was 36 inches wide, 18 inches 

high and 168 inches long. The reinforcement in the foundation block consisted of ten #8 horizontal 

bars (five top and five bottom) and vertical reinforcement consisting of four #5 tie sets placed three 

inches on center. The foundation reinforcement cages were fabricated off-site. 

The reinforcement cages were placed into formwork and two-inch diameter pipes were 

installed at two feet on center. These pipes enabled the installation of the DYWIDAG 

THREADBAR® used to post-tension the foundation block to the laboratory strong floor. After the 

reinforcement cages were placed in the formwork and the two-inch diameter pipes were installed, 

the vertical reinforcement for the walls was placed and the foundation was cast.  
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Table 2-1. Phase I wall mechanical properties1 

Wall w wh l   l   

(%) 

t   

(%) 

yf   

(ksi) 

yf   

(ksi) 

cf    

(psi) 

SW1 0.94 0.67 0.67 67 102 3600 

SW2 

0.54 

1.00 1.00 63 87 7000 

SW3 0.67 0.67 63 87 7800 

SW4 0.33 0.33 67 102 4200 

SW5 

0.33 

1.00 1.00 67 102 4300 

SW6 0.63 0.69 67 102 3800 

SW7 0.34 0.38 67 102 3800 

1. wh   height of the wall; wl   length of the wall; l   vertical reinforcement ratio; 

t    horizontal reinforcement ratio; yf    yield strength; uf   ultimate tensile strength; 

cf    concrete compressive strength 

  

 
 

a. cross-section b. plan view 

Figure 2-1. Typical Phase I details (Rocks, 2012)  

No. 4 rebar 

No. 4 rebar 

Type II  

mechanical splice 

for SW2 and SW3 

10’ 

8” 

3’ – 0” 

1’ - 6” 

16” 
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Figure 2-2. Typical Phase I wall elevation (Rocks, 2012) 
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A typical part elevation and cross-section of the foundation block, reproduced from Rocks (2012), 

are shown in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4, respectively.  

  
Figure 2-3. Part elevation of the foundation block (Rocks, 2012) 

 

 
Figure 2-4. Typical cross-section through the foundation block (Rocks, 2012) 
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1 ¼” cover 
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2.3 Phase II specimens 

The Phase II specimens were detailed and constructed after the Phase I specimens had been 

tested. These walls were constructed with an aspect ratio of 0.54, and different horizontal and 

vertical reinforcement ratios. Two specimens, SW11 and SW12, included in-plane boundary 

elements. Each wall was detailed to be eight inches thick and 120 inches long. 

ASTM A615 Grade 60 reinforcement was used in the walls of SW8 through SW12. 

Material tests were performed to check compliance of the rebar with Section 20.2.2.5 of ACI 318-

14 prior to construction. Several rebar samples were tested in accordance with ASTM A370; the 

test fixture is shown in Figure 2-5. All of the rebar samples tested complied with Section 20.2.2.5 

of ACI 318-14, namely, the yield strength of the rebar was between 60 and 78 ksi, and the ratio of 

tensile to yield strength was greater than 1.25. Figure 2-6 shows typical stress-strain curves for the 

#4 and #5 rebar.  

 

 

Figure 2-5. Rebar tensile test set-up 
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Figure 2-6. Typical stress-strain curves for the samples tested 

 

The concrete mix used in the Phase II specimens was modified based on results from the 

Phase I walls. The foundations for the Phase II walls were cast with normal-weight concrete with 

a target compressive strength of 5 ksi to ensure that the strength of the foundation was greater than 

that of the walls. The concrete mix design included ASTM C150 Portland Cement (ASTM, 2012), 

ASTM C33 Natural Sand (ASTM, 2011), 1” Coarse Aggregate, MB-AETM 100 Air-Entraining 

Admixture and RHEOBUILD® 1000 High-Range Water-Reducing Admixture. The foundation 

blocks were cast from two truckloads of concrete, and cylinders were cast for testing at a later date 

to monitor the increase of compressive strength over time. Figure 2-7 shows the increase in 

compressive strength over time for each truckload. 

The Phase II walls were cast with 4 ksi self-compacting concrete (SCC). The components 

for this SCC mix included ASTM C150 Cement, ASTM C618 Fly Ash (ASTM, 2012), ASTM  
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Figure 2-7. Concrete compressive strength test results 

 

C33 Crushed and Natural Gravel (ASTM, 2012), MB-AETM 100 Air-Entraining Mixture, 

GLENIUM® 3400 NV High- Reducing Admixture, RHEOMAC® VMA 362 Viscosity-Modifying 

Admixture, and POZZOLITH® 100 XR Set Retarding Admixture. Similar to the foundations, the 

walls were cast from two truckloads of concrete. Cylinders were cast to monitor the increase in 

compressive strength over time. Results are presented in Figure 2-8. 

The mechanical properties for the Phase II specimens are summarized in Table 2-2. The 

concrete compressive strengths shown in last column of Table 2-2 were obtained on the day of 

testing. The reinforcement strengths, yf  and uf , were obtained from ASTM A370 compliant tests.  

 

2.3.1 Phase II foundation design 

All Phase II specimens were constructed with a modified foundation block because these  
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Figure 2-8. Concrete compressive strength results for SCC mixture 

 

Table 2-2. Phase II wall mechanical properties1 

Wall w wh l   l   

(%) 

t   

(%) 

be   

(%) 

yf   

(ksi) 

uf   

(ksi) 
cf    

(psi) 

SW8 

0.54 

1.5 

1.5 - 67 102 3500 

SW9 0.67 - 63 102 4200 

SW10 0.33 - 63 102 4600 

SW11 0.63 0.69 1.5 67 102 5000 

SW12 0.34 0.38 2.0 67 102 5000 

1. wh   height of the wall; wl   length of the wall; l   vertical reinforcement ratio; 

t    horizontal reinforcement ratio; be   boundary element reinforcement ratio; 

yf    yield strength; uf   ultimate tensile strength; cf    concrete compressive strength   
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walls were expected to resist greater forces than the Phase I walls. The modified foundation block 

was 168 inches long, 48 inches wide and 18 inches high. The reinforcement in the Phase II 

foundation block consisted of five #8 horizontal bars on the top and bottom, and two #4 hoops at 

four inches on center at the foundation’s outer edges and eight inches on center in the foundation’s 

mid-section. Figure 2-9 through Figure 2-11 show the typical details of the foundation blocks used 

for the Phase II specimens.  

 

Figure 2-9. Typical elevation view of the Phase II foundation block 

 

 

Figure 2-10. Typical cross-section through the Phase II foundation block 
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Figure 2-11. Typical plan view of the Phase II foundation block 

 

The foundation block was designed and detailed in accordance with the strut-and-tie 

procedures of ACI 318-08 (now Chapter 23 of ACI 318-14). Several different strut-and-tie models 

were considered; 2D and 3D models were prepared and analyzed (shown in Figure 2-12 and Figure 

2-13). Several assumptions were made to analyze these models, including: 

 An upper bound vertical stress of 90 ksi was assumed in the vertical reinforcement at the 

edge of the wall. The forces applied using this assumption are 288 kips for SW8-SW10, 

167 kips for SW11 and 223 kips for SW12. 

 The vertical loads previously mentioned were assumed to be resisted by the two outermost 

DYWIDAG bars in the 2D model (see Figure 2-12) and the four outermost DYWIDAG 

bars in the 3D model (see Figure 2-13). 

 The node at the bottom of the foundation was located at the center of the wall and 2.5 

inches above its base. 

 The transverse tie force was resisted by the #4 hoops in the foundation. 

 The concrete compressive strength in the foundation was 5 ksi. 

2” dia. sleeve for Dywidag bars @ 24” O.C. 

24” 

2
0
” 

12” 

1
2
” 

See wall elevations 
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 The width of the concrete strut was assumed to be the same width as the DYWIDAG 

washers (eight inches) for both the 2-D and 3-D models. 

Calculations were performed for each wall. The transverse tie forces exceeded the capacity 

of the #4 transverse reinforcement originally detailed in the foundation. This resulted in additional 

#4 bars being placed on top of the foundation reinforcement cage. Walls SW8 through SW10 had 

five additional #4 bars at each end (see Figure 2-14), SW11 had an additional four #4 bars at each 

end (see Figure 2-15) and SW12 had an additional two #4 bars at each end (see Figure 2-16). 

 

2.3.2 Wall reinforcement layouts 

Each Phase II wall was detailed to have a thickness of eight inches, a length of 120 inches 

and a height from the top of the foundation to the centerline of loading of 65 inches. The thickness 

and length of the Phase II walls were the same as the Phase I walls. A different reinforcement 

layout was selected for each Phase II wall; two of the walls included in-plane boundary elements. 

All of the wall reinforcement was detailed with ACI 318-14 compliant 90-degree hooks. 

The Phase II walls were constructed with sixteen 2” diameter PVC sleeves to accommodate 

the 1.5” diameter B7 threaded rods that attached the loading apparatus to the wall for testing. 

Figure 2-17 shows the locations of the PVC sleeves. 

 

2.3.3 Reinforcement layout in SW8 

The reinforcement ratio in the vertical and horizontal directions of SW8 was 1.5%: two 

curtains of #4 rebar spaced at 3.25” in each direction, as seen in Figure 2-18. 
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a. side elevation of the 2D strut and tie model 

 

b. front elevation of the 2D strut and tie model 

Figure 2-12. 2D strut and tie model 
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a. isometric view of the 3D strut and tie model 

 

b. side elevation of the 3D strut and tie model 

Figure 2-13. 3D strut and tie model 

 

Load from rebar 
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c. front elevation of the 3D strut and tie model 

Figure 2-13. 3D strut and tie model (cont.) 
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a. schematic 

 

b. as built 

Figure 2-14. Additional top rebar in SW8 through SW10 
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a. schematic 

 

b. as built 

Figure 2-15. Additional top rebar in SW11 
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a. schematic 

 

b. as built 

Figure 2-16. Additional rebar in SW12 
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Figure 2-17. Location of 2” dia. PVC sleeves 
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a.  elevation view 

 

 

b.  section A-A 

Figure 2-18.  Wall SW8 construction details 
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2.3.4 Reinforcement layout in SW9 and SW10 

SW9 and SW10 had vertical reinforcement ratios of 1.5% but different horizontal 

reinforcement ratios. SW9 had a horizontal reinforcement ratio of 0.67%: two curtains of #4 rebar 

spaced at 7”. SW10 had a horizontal reinforcement ratio of 0.33%: two curtains of #4 rebar spaced 

at 15.5”. Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20 are drawings of SW9 and SW10, respectively. 

a.  elevation view  

 

 

 

 

b.  section A-A 

Figure 2-19.  Wall SW9 construction details 

5
” 
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a.  elevation view 

 

b.  section A-A 

Figure 2-20.  Wall SW10 construction details 
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2.3.5 Reinforcement layout in SW11 and SW12 

Walls SW11 and SW12 included 16”- long boundary elements within the web of the wall. 

SW11 had web reinforcement ratios of 0.63% (vertical) and 0.69% (horizontal). The web 

reinforcement ratio in SW11 was achieved with two curtains of #4 horizontal (vertical) bars at 

7.25” (7”) on center. SW12 had web reinforcement ratios of 0.34% (vertical) and 0.38% 

(horizontal). The web reinforcement ratios for SW12 was achieved with two curtains of #4 bars 

spaced 15.5” and 13” on center horizontally and vertically, respectively. 

 The boundary elements for these walls consisted of horizontal #4 seismic hoops with cross-

ties and #5 vertical bars. For SW11, the boundary element reinforcement ratio was 2.0%: two 

curtains of #5 bars spaced at 4-5/16”. The horizontal reinforcement ratio in the boundary element 

was 2.0%: #4 seismic hoops spaced at 2.5”. For SW12, the boundary element reinforcement ratio 

was 1.5%: two curtains of #5 bars spaced at 6- 7 16 ”. The horizontal reinforcement ratio in the 

boundary element was 1.5%: #4 seismic hoops spaced at 3.5”. Drawings of SW11 and SW12 are 

presented in Figure 2-21 and Figure 2-22, respectively.   

 

2.4 Phase II construction 

The Phase II specimens were constructed by LP Ciminelli Construction in mid-March 

2012. Figure 2-23 shows the typical formwork used in the construction of the foundations. Two-

inch diameter pucks were screwed into the plywood base at two feet on center to aid with the 

placement of the two-inch diameter PVC sleeves for the later installation of DYWIDAG bars. 
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a.  elevation view 
 

 

b.  section A-A 

Figure 2-21.  Wall SW11 construction details 
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a.  elevation view 
 

 

b.  section A-A 

Figure 2-22.  Wall SW12 construction details 
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Figure 2-23.  Typical foundation formwork 

  

 The foundation cages were tied on site by iron workers. The process involved setting up 

the five upper #8 horizontal bars on saw horses to provide a platform for the remainder of the cage. 

Once the #8 bars were placed, the #4 hoops were hung and then the bottom #8 bars were slid into 

position. The completed rebar cage was then placed into the formwork on top of two inch high 

concrete chairs. Figure 2-24 shows the completed rebar cage for SW12 

 

  

Figure 2-24.  SW12 foundation rebar cage 
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After the foundation rebar cages were placed in the formwork, the vertical PVC sleeves 

(Figure 2-25) were installed and the wall reinforcement was tied. After the rebar had been placed, 

the wires leading to the pre-positioned strain gages on the reinforcement were pulled through the 

wall. The complete rebar cages for specimens SW8 through SW10 are shown in Figure 2-26. 

 

Figure 2-25.  Vertical PVC sleeves in the foundation 

 

 

Figure 2-26.  SW8 through SW10 rebar cages 

 

 

PVC sleeves PVC sleeves 
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The 5 ksi normal-weight concrete was cast into the foundation formwork via a conveyor 

belt. The foundations for SW11 and SW12 were cast with concrete from the first truck. The 

foundation of SW10 was cast with concrete from the first and second trucks. The foundations for 

walls SW8 and SW9 were cast with concrete from the second truck. 

 The foundation formwork was stripped one day after casting and then 3 4" - high rebar 

chairs were then attached to the outer faces of the wall rebar cages. The formwork for one side of 

the wall was then installed, as shown in Figure 2-27.  

 One week after the foundations were cast, the walls were cast using 4 ksi self-compacting 

concrete. The concrete was cast using both a pump truck and a conveyor belt, using two truckloads 

of concrete. Walls SW10, SW11 and SW12 were cast using a pump, whereas walls SW8 and SW9 

were cast using a conveyor belt. Figure 2-28 shows SW11 after the formwork had been stripped. 

The construction time for the five walls was approximately two weeks. 

 

Figure 2-27.  Wall formwork for specimens SW10 through SW12 
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Figure 2-28. SW11 prior to testing 
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SECTION 3 

AUTOMATED DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF CRACKS 

3.1 Introduction 

The length, width and areal density of cracks are used for damage assessment of reinforced 

concrete components in the laboratory and field. Damage to reinforced concrete components in 

buildings and infrastructure after earthquake shaking can be inferred using maximum residual 

crack widths. Strategies for post-earthquake repair are often based on this information. Cracking 

of reinforced concrete components during laboratory testing is routinely documented (along with 

other information) to enable a reconciliation of loss of strength and stiffness with observed 

damage. Information on the cracking of low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls (Gulec et 

al., 2010) has been used to generate fragility and consequence functions, which enable an estimate 

of repair cost per unit area of wall. 

Engineers have traditionally identified cracks visually in reinforced concrete components, 

measuring their widths using a crack-width card (see Figure 3-1), and then transferring that data 

to drawing sheets. Crack width is either measured at user-determined locations along the length of 

a crack or a maximum value is reported. Cracks are assigned a width equal to one of the marks on 

the gage (e.g., 0.005 inch, 0.016 inch, 0.06 inch, see Figure 3-1). Widths of cracks between the 

marks on a gage can only be estimated. The process is laborious and approximate because 

uncertainty is introduced in the measurement of crack width, the use of few measurement 

locations, and the transfer of information to drawing sheets. 

Imaging tools provide a means to improve the process of measuring and documenting 

cracks and their widths, and to substantially improve the quality and accuracy of the results. Non-

contact identification and measurements of cracks enables data to be gathered from large- 
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Figure 3-1. Crack gage, full scale  (courtesy of CTL Group) 

 

size laboratory tests at instances of peak loading and deformation in a safer and more reliable 

manner. Gathering information on the length, width and areal density of cracks at instances of peak 

deformation and zero loading enables estimates to be made of structural damage to components, 

which are better correlated with peak transient crack widths and lengths than residual crack widths 

and lengths. 

 

3.2 Literature review 

Image-based, crack-detection algorithms have been used primarily to detect cracks on 

pavement surfaces. Most crack-detection algorithms rely upon edge-detection algorithms to locate 

cracks. Abdel-Qader et al. (2003) investigated the utility of the Sobel and Canny edge detectors 

and the Fast Fourier and Fast Haar algorithms to identify cracks within a grayscale (intensity) 

image. The Sobel and Canny edge detectors locate edges based on the gradient of an image. The 
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Fast Fourier and Fast Haar algorithms detect edges based on brightness modulation within an 

image. Each algorithm was applied to 50 640 480  pixel, images. They concluded the Fast Haar 

algorithm had the highest rate of correct identifications and the Fast Fourier algorithm had the 

lowest. 

 The algorithms investigated by Abdel-Qader et al. also detected surface defects such as 

divots, blemishes and stains, which are present on any concrete component. Fujita et al. (2006) 

addressed the presence of surface defects using two pre-processing techniques: 1) image 

subtraction, and 2) line emphasis. Image subtraction is similar to matrix subtraction because the 

pixel value (a number that describes the pixel brightness) of one image was subtracted from the 

pixel value of another image. Image subtraction removed minor irregularities (e.g., shading and 

some lighting irregularities) and more clearly defined the cracks. A line emphasis filter was then 

used to better define edges and separate surface defects from the cracks. These two pre-processing 

steps were applied to 50 images of concrete surfaces with irregular lighting and blemishes. Fujita 

et al. concluded that these two pre-processing steps were effective.  

 Although edge detection and noise removal were necessary steps in detecting cracks on 

concrete surfaces, they did not provide sufficient information for damage assessment. Miyamoto 

et al. (2007) developed a method to measure crack widths. Crack widths were determined by using 

the difference in pixel brightness between cracks and surrounding surfaces. This method involved 

detection of cracks, approximating the cracks as a straight line, applying calibration factors and 

then detecting the difference in pixel brightness. They evaluated the method using multiple images 

and manually measured crack widths. Miyamoto et al. showed the results of this method compared 

reasonably well to the measurements taken manually. 
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 Yamaguchi et al. (2008) processed images using a percolation model for crack detection. 

In the percolation-based process, the central pixel in a window of N N  pixels (where N was 

defined by the user) was selected and the brightness of that pixel was set as the initial threshold. 

The neighboring pixels were then evaluated individually based on their brightness. If the 

brightness was less than the threshold, the neighboring pixel was added to the central pixel to form 

a two-dimensional cluster; otherwise, the pixel was ignored. If the brightness of each of the 

neighboring pixels was greater than the threshold, then only the darkest neighboring pixel was 

added to the central pixel. The process of selecting neighboring pixels and evaluating them was 

repeated until the cluster reached the boundary of the N N  window. After reaching the 

boundary, the window size was increased and the threshold updated. The threshold was updated 

by selecting the brightest pixel in the cluster and using its brightness as the new threshold. 

Additional pixels were then added to the cluster and evaluated based on the updated threshold. The 

process of incrementally increasing the window size, updating the threshold, and adding pixels to 

the cluster was continued until a predefined maximum window size was reached. The cluster was 

then evaluated based on a ratio of its area to its length (i.e., its circularity) to determine if it was 

part of a crack. Every pixel in the original image was evaluated by shifting the origin of the N N  

window and repeating the above process. Figure 3 of Yamaguchi et al. (reproduced here as Figure 

3-2) illustrates the percolation process. Figure 3-2a shows the propagation of the two-dimensional 

cluster when no cracks are present in the image. Figure 3-2b shows the propagation of the two-

dimensional cluster within the crack when the central pixel of the N N  window is inside the 

crack. The process was applied to 50 480 480  pixel images and to a single image of 3040 2008  

pixels. Yamaguchi et al. concluded this method could satisfactorily detect a crack in an image.  
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Iteration 1 Iteration 5 Iteration 10 Termination 

a. background only 

    

Iteration 1 Iteration 5 Iteration 10 Termination 

b. crack present 

Figure 3-2. Examples of the percolation process from Yamaguchi et al. (2008) 

 

Choudhary and Dey (2012) used fuzzy logic and neural network models to detect cracks. 

RGB images were converted to grayscale images and a Sobel edge detection algorithm was used 

to locate the edges of the cracks and the surface defects. Morphological operations were then used 

to fill the space between the detected edges and to remove some of the surface defects. Two 

parameters (area and major-minor axes length ratio) were then extracted from the cracks or surface 

defects using subroutines available in MATLAB (Matworks, 2013). These parameters were then 

entered into the neural network model or fuzzy logic model where the object was classified as a 

crack or not a crack. The neural network model provided better results than the fuzzy logic model. 
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 For a non-contact damage assessment algorithm to be useful in the field or for large scale 

testing, it must be able to a) identify cracks in concrete components, b) accurately monitor crack 

width and propagation under changing amplitudes of loading, c) enable measurement of crack 

width for the purpose of establishing damage and repair measures, d) be capable of handling high-

resolution images of an entire specimen, and e) remove image irregularities due to shadows and 

lighting. None of the algorithms described above can accomplish these goals.  

 

3.3 Digital imaging of damaged concrete walls 

High-resolution images must be used for automated detection and measurement of cracks 

because cracks represent a very small fraction of the concrete surface. A digital SLR camera and 

a robotic panohead were used to capture high-resolution images of nine reinforced concrete shear 

walls described in Chapter 2. The camera was a Canon EOS 60D with a resolution of 18 

megapixels and a maximum image size of 5200 3462  pixels. This camera could not image an 

entire wall in sufficient detail and was therefore mounted on a GigaPan Epic robotic panohead to 

enable the assembly of a gridded set of high-resolution images at a given load step. This 

combination of the Canon EOS 60D and GigaPan Epic robotic panohead allowed cracks as narrow 

as 0.01 inch to be detected by I-Crack (likely sufficient for most applications) and corresponded 

to 200 pixels per inch of concrete surveyed. (The detection of even narrower cracks would require 

a greater number of pixels per inch). Figure 3-3 is a set of raw images of specimen SW8 at LS6. 

The high-resolution panorama of Figure 3-4 was created by aligning and blending each image 

using GigaPan Stitch software (GigaPan Systems, 2013). The panorama of the wall shown in 

Figure 3-4 is not an exact rectangle. The top and bottom of the wall are curved slightly and the 

edges of the wall are not exactly vertical. This fish-eye effect is due to the digital camera rotating 
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about a fixed point, with slightly different distances between the camera and the center of each of 

the raw images of Figure 3-3. If important, and it is not for the small distortions seen here, the fish-

eye effect could be eliminated or mitigated by a) additional image procession (eliminate), b) 

moving the camera further away from the wall (mitigate), or c) mounting the camera on a frame 

that would allow the camera to traverse the elevation of the wall, horizontally and vertically 

(eliminate). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Raw images of SW8, LS6 
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Figure 3-4. Assembled high-resolution panorama of SW8, LS6 

 

 During testing, damage in the form of spalled concrete, crack initiation, propagation and 

width, and rebar buckling and fracturing were monitored at each displacement increment. Cracks 

were identified by 1) visual inspection (with crack widths measured by hand using the gage of 

Figure 3-1), and 2) using an automated process (known as I-Crack) based on digital imaging and 

processing, as described in the following sections. High-resolution panoramas were collected for 

every wall at every displacement increment for the development and validation of I-Crack. Data 

from SW8 was used to develop I-Crack, and data from SW1, SW2, SW3, SW5, SW6, SW7, SW9 

and SW12 were used to validate I-Crack. 

 I-Crack was developed to detect and measure cracks in reinforced concrete components 

using high-resolution panoramas, as described in Section 3.4. These panoramas could also be used 

to identify other types of damage, including crushed concrete, buckled reinforcement, and base 
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sliding. Image processing algorithms could be developed to automatically identify these types of 

damage. Alternately, and likely more efficiently, the high-resolution panorama could be visually 

inspected for evidence of other damage. 

 

3.4 Automatic detection and measurement of cracks 

 I-Crack was constructed around algorithms found in MATLAB.  The building blocks of I-

Crack are 1) an edge detection algorithm, 2) morphological operations that fill cracks, 3) operations 

that distinguish and separate cracks from surface defects, and 4) measurement of crack widths. 

Each step is shown in Figure 3-5. The computer code is presented in Appendix A. 

 

3.4.1 Image pre-processing and pixel length calibration 

 Image pre-processing precedes the implementation of I-Crack and is unique for each 

panorama analyzed. The need for pre-processing is dependent upon the quality of the panorama, 

which is determined in part by the environment where it was captured. Ideally, the component 

being surveyed will be uniformly lit to avoid shadows and this should be possible for many field 

applications. The laboratory setting was less than ideal because the testing equipment cast shadows 

and the ambient lighting varied over the duration of a test. Initial attempts to process the panoramas 

from SW8 identified two hurdles: 1) overexposure of the panoramas, and 2) shadows on the 

specimen surface. Overexposure produces areas within the panorama that are extremely light 

compared to the remainder of the image. A crack propagating through an overexposed region is 

difficult to detect; as highlighted in the open orange box of Figure 3-4 and enlarged in Figure 3-6a.  
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Figure 3-5. I-Crack flowchart 
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Image-processing software [e.g., Adobe Photoshop Elements (Adobe Systems Inc, 2010) or 

FastStone Image Viewer (FastStone Soft, 2013)] can be used to adjust a panorama. The Auto-

Adjust Colors option in the FastStone Image Viewer was used here to reduce the overexposure in 

the image, with results shown in Figure 3-6b. 

 After a panorama is processed for overexposure, the shadows present on the wall should 

be softened to improve crack detection. An example is enclosed in the open blue box in Figure 3-4 

and enlarged in Figure 3-7a. Shadow softening is preferred to shadow removal because the image  

manipulation required to completely remove a shadow will overexpose the areas where no 

shadows are present. The Adjust Lighting option in the FastStone Image Viewer was used to soften 

the shadows, as seen in Figure 3-7b. (A component must be evenly lit if no shadows are 

permissible.)  

A completely pre-processed panorama of SW8 is shown in Figure 3-8. The area enclosed 

in the open red box of Figure 3-8 was used to develop I-Crack and this area is discussed in the 

following sections.  

A calibration factor is determined from the pre-processed panorama. The factor is required 

because I-Crack initially predicts crack properties based on the number of pixels present within a 

feature (crack or surface defect). To obtain a useable measurement (inch or inch2), a measurement 

in pixels is multiplied by the corresponding calibration factor. The calibration factor can be 

determined several ways and is unique for each specimen imaged. Within each panorama an object 

must be present that has a known length or area. Using image segmentation, that object is changed 

to white and the rest of the panorama is changed to black. MATLAB interprets a black and white 

image as a matrix full of zeroes and ones; black and white, respectively. The length can then be 

determined by summing along the row or column of the matrix; the area can be determined by 
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summing all of the elements in the matrix. The calibration factor is determined by dividing the 

object’s length or area by the number of pixels. 

The specimens used to develop I-Crack were rectangular walls with a known geometry. 

The wall was used as the object in the panorama to calculate the calibration factor. The panorama 

was loaded into MATLAB and changed to a black and white image using the function im2bw. The 

wall was changed to white and the background to black, thus locating the wall in the panorama; 

see Figure 3-9. The number of pixels in the wall length was determined by summing along one of  

 

 

 

  

a. overexposed image b. image after preprocessing 

Figure 3-6. Correction for overexposure, SW8, LS6 
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a. shadows present b. image after pre-processing 

Figure 3-7. Correction for shadows, SW8, LS6 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-8. Pre-processed panorama SW8, LS6 
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Figure 3-9. Black and white image used for pixel calibration 

 

the rows. The calibration factor was calculated by dividing the length of the wall by the number 

of pixels. For field applications, a fine scale ruler could be attached to the specimen being surveyed 

for the purpose of establishing a calibration factor. 

 

3.4.2 Block processing 

I-Crack is implemented once a panorama has been pre-processed and a calibration factor 

has been determined. The panorama is loaded into MATLAB using a RGB color scheme, which 

is stored as a set of three matrices. Each matrix is used to define the presence of red, blue and green 

in each pixel. The dimensions of each matrix are equal to the number of horizontal and vertical 

pixels in the panorama (e.g., a panorama with an image size of 24000 6000 pixels will require 

three matrices with 24000 rows and 6000 columns). High-resolution panoramas require significant 

computational resources for processing. 

MATLAB provides block processing (blockproc) to execute scripts and decrease 

processing time for larger images. Block processing divides the panorama into smaller sub-images 
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(blocks), which are individually processed by the script. The sub-image sizes used in I-Crack were 

500 500  pixels or 2000 2000  pixels (Figure 3-10); resulting in 1130 and 70 blocks for SW8, 

respectively. These sub-image sizes were selected based on outputs obtained during the 

development of I-Crack and can be chosen by the user. 

 

3.4.3 Gridline removal 

 Both faces of every wall tested in the NEES facility were marked with a grid of red chalk 

lines (Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-11a) to facilitate the location and documentation of cracks. Although 

the chalk lines were useful for visual inspection of the walls, they are problematic for I-Crack 

analysis because a pixel gradient is present at each chalk line, causing I-Crack to detect and record 

many unnecessary edges. Gridline removal is (obviously) not needed if gridlines are not marked 

on a specimen. 

Removal of these unnecessary edges is accomplished with a script written to replace the 

chalk lines with a pixel similar to the surrounding surface: an averaged pixel. The script uses a 

thresholding technique based on the contribution of red to each pixel. If the contribution of red in 

a pixel reaches the threshold that pixel is replaced with an averaged pixel. By replacing the pixel 

with an averaged pixel, the gradient between the surface and the chalk line is reduced. The edge 

detection algorithm should not detect edges of the chalk line after these pixels are replaced (see 

Figure 3-11b). 

 

3.4.4 Edge detection 

I-Crack uses rgb2gray to change the panorama from a RGB color scheme to grayscale to 

enable edge detection. All of the edge detection algorithms in MATLAB (Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt,  
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Figure 3-10. SW8, LS6 panorama divided by block processing 

 

 

  

a. chalk lines present b. chalk lines replaced 

Figure 3-11. Removal of chalk lines on SW8, LS6 
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Canny and Laplacian of Gaussian) require a grayscale image as input. 

The Roberts, Sobel and Prewitt algorithms involve the convolution of the image with two 

matrices that determine the gradient of each pixel in the horizontal and the vertical directions. The 

size and composition of these matrices depend on which algorithm is chosen. The magnitude of 

the gradient for each pixel is then calculated as the square root sum of the squares of the gradients 

in the vertical and horizontal directions. A threshold is then applied to the magnitude and 

determines if an edge has been detected. If the magnitude is greater than the threshold, the 

algorithm has detected an edge and returns a value of 1; if not, 0 is returned. The threshold can be 

set automatically by MATLAB or defined by the user. MATLAB calculates a threshold as the 

square root of the average of the pixel gradients across the entire image. Since it was impossible 

to select one threshold that was applicable to every panorama, MATLAB was used to 

automatically calculate the threshold for each panorama. The result from these edge detection 

algorithms is a black and white image.  

 Another gradient-based edge detector available in MATLAB is the Canny algorithm. This 

algorithm applies a Gaussian filter to an image to reduce noise. The gradient in the horizontal and 

vertical directions, and the magnitude of the gradient of every pixel is then determined as described 

previously. Non-maximum suppression is then used to remove spurious pixels after the gradients 

in each direction and the magnitude of the gradient have been determined for each pixel. Non-

maximum suppression removes spurious pixels based on the magnitude of that pixel and the 

magnitudes of its neighboring pixels: a spurious pixel is removed if the magnitude of that pixel is 

less than the magnitude of its neighboring pixels. The Canny edge detector then uses upper and 

lower thresholds to remove additional spurious pixels. If the magnitude of the gradient is greater 

than the upper threshold, then an edge is detected and a value of 1 is returned. If the magnitude of 
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the gradient is less than the lower threshold, then no edge is detected and a value of 0 is returned. 

If the magnitude of the gradient lies between the two thresholds, a value of 1 is returned if that 

pixel is connected to another pixel that is already considered an edge, otherwise a value of 0 is 

returned. The result of the Canny algorithm is also a black and white image. 

 Another edge detecting algorithm available in MATLAB is the Laplacian of Gaussian. The 

Laplacian of Gaussian applies a Gaussian filter to reduce the noise in the images, creating a 

“smoothed” image, which is then convolved with a Laplacian filter. The Laplacian filter is a matrix 

of partial second-order derivatives that determines the gradient at every pixel. The pixel is part of 

an edge if the convolution of the matrix and the image is zero; otherwise the pixel is not part of an 

edge. The product of this edge detector is a black and white image. 

 Each of these algorithms was applied to Figure 3-12a to determine the algorithm that best 

identified the edges of cracks and surface defects. The Roberts, Sobel and Prewitt algorithms 

detected the edges of the features in Figure 3-12a but the Roberts and Sobel algorithms recorded 

additional edges associated with the shading present on the wall surface. The Prewitt algorithm 

detected the edges of the cracks and the surface defects with fewer edges associated with shading. 

Both the Canny and Laplacian of Gaussian algorithms detected spurious edges. Accordingly, the 

Prewitt edge detection algorithm was chosen for I-Crack, although the code is written to 

accommodate any of the MATLAB edge detection algorithms. The results for each edge detection 

algorithm are shown in panel b. through panel e. of Figure 3-12. 

 

3.4.5 Morphological operations 

After edge detection, the panorama is manipulated to fill the space between the detected 

edges for image segmentation and measurement. MATLAB provides several morphological 
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operations to accomplish this task: 1) bridge: changes black pixels to white if there are two 

neighboring white pixels, 2) fill: changes isolated black pixels to white, 3) close: changes black 

pixels to white pixels based on a matrix of ones and zeroes, 3) bwareaopen:  removes connected 

objects in a black and white image with pixels less than a set threshold, 5) imfill:  fills in a region 

of the image based on the connectivity of the pixels within that region, and 6) imclose:  dilates and 

then erodes the image. Figure 3-13 shows the cracks and surface defects after all of these 

morphological operations were applied to Figure 3-12c. 

 

3.4.6 Image segmentation 

Cracks and surfaces defects are separated after applying morphological operations. The 

process of separating cracks and surface defects is accomplished through image segmentation: the 

separation of objects based on their properties (e.g., color, area and perimeter). I-Crack segments 

the image using scripts based on two criteria, 1) orientation angle, and 2) the major-minor axes 

length ratio. Both criteria are determined using the regionprops routine in MATLAB, which 

measures the properties of image features; such as area, centroid, orientation angle and perimeter. 

 The first script, orientationFilter, used to segment the panorama, is based on the orientation 

angle of each crack or surface defect. Orientation angle is selected as a criterion because many 

cracks are inclined, whereas surface defects are often horizontal or vertical. MATLAB determines 

the orientation angle of the crack or surface defect based on the “…angle between the x-axis and 

the major axis of an ellipse that has the same second moment at the region.” Figure 3-14 illustrates 

this process. Figure 3-14a shows four white pixels enclosed by an ellipse; the four white pixels 

and the ellipse have the same second moment. The second moment for a two-dimensional dataset 

is the covariance matrix. The covariance matrix fits a multivariate normal distribution to the region  
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a. specimen image b. Roberts 

  

c. Sobel c. Prewitt 

Figure 3-12. Edge detection algorithms applied to SW8, LS6 
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d. Canny e. Laplacian of Gaussian 

Figure 3-12. Edge detection algorithms applied to SW8, LS6 (cont.) 

 

Figure 3-13. Cracks and surface defects filled after applying morphological operations 
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and takes the shape of an ellipse. The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are the lengths of the 

major and minor axes of the ellipse. Figure 3-14b shows the ellipse; lines a and b are the major 

and minor axes of the ellipse, respectively. The orientation angle is defined as the angle between 

the horizontal and line a. 

 The second script, CrackLabel, used to segment the panorama, is based on the ratio of the 

major axis length to the minor axis length. This ratio is selected as a criterion for image 

segmentation based on observations made during the development of the script. Cracks have a 

much longer major axis (length) than minor axis (width), resulting in a ratio much greater than 

one. Surface defects will have a ratio much closer to one because many are circular or ellipsoidal 

in shape. 

 

  

a. generic image b.  major and minor axes lengths labeled 

Figure 3-14. Parameter extraction 

  

3.4.7 Crack width measurement 

The width of each crack is determined after the panorama is segmented (Figure 3-15), but 

crack widths are not measured directly in I-Crack. Rather, the MATLAB sub-routine regionprops 

is used to measure area by counting the number of pixels within a crack or surface defect. Since 
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only the area can be measured using regionprops, two area measurements are required; 1) the area 

of the crack, and 2) the area of the crack after it has been altered to have a unit width (i.e., length). 

The area of a crack is calculated by calling regionprops and measuring area. The area of 

each crack is then stored in an array for subsequent use. The entire panorama is then altered using 

the morphological operator skel, which “…removes pixels on the boundaries of objects but does 

not allow objects to break apart.” The product is a panorama of cracks that have unit width and are 

located on the centerline of the detected areas. Regionprops is then called to measure the length of 

the centerline of the areas detected in the altered panorama. The width of a crack is determined by  

 

 

Figure 3-15. Cracks after image segmentation, SW8, LS6 
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dividing its area by its centerline length, and so is an averaged value over the centerline length. 

Each crack is assigned a label to allow the user to extract width and area. As an example, Figure 

3-16 identifies the cracks in the open red box of Figure 3-15 that are detected and labelled by I-

Crack. The red box has a side dimension of three inches.  

Cracks are then color coded based on their width to enable further processing. The color 

coding scheme could be based on the method of repair associated with the width of crack. 

Blemishes (e.g., numbers 9, 10, 17 and 27 in Figure 3-16) would not be included by the user in the 

calculation of crack lengths. All of the cracks in Figure 3-17 are in one color (purple) because two 

ranges were chosen for post-processing crack width, w, 0.02 0.125w   inch and 0.125w  

inch, but no crack had a width greater than 0.125 inch. 

 

 

Figure 3-16. Crack width labels of boxed region in Figure 3-15, SW8, LS6 
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Figure 3-17. Measuring crack length and color coding cracks, SW8, LS6 

 

 

3.4.8 Crack length measurement 

Crack lengths are measured in I-Crack using the imdistline tool in the MATLAB Image 

Processing Toolbox, which provides the user with a “…draggable, resizable line,” that is 

superimposed on an image to measure the distance between two endpoints. Figure 3-17 shows a 

line generated with imdisline superimposed on the wall surface. The endpoints (open blue boxes 

in Figure 3-17) are selected by the user and could correspond to a) initiation of a crack, or b) a 

crack of a given width (e.g., 0.02 inch) or greater.  

The imdistline tool provides the user with a manual method of measuring crack lengths 

instead of an automatic procedure. An automated procedure to measure crack lengths in I-Crack 

would a) provide the user with only a total length of crack across the entire surface of the wall 

(instead of individual crack lengths), and b) rely on the morphological operator skel. The total 

15.40 inches 
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length of a crack in a panorama is predicted by calling regionprops to measure the detected area 

after skel has been applied to the panorama. 

The result of applying skel to the open blue box in Figure 3-15 is shown in Figure 3-18. In 

Figure 3-18, a main crack and multiple “branches” can be seen (enclosed in the blue boxes of 

Figure 3-18). For each crack there could be thousands of “branches,” each with a finite length. The 

finite length of each “branch” added to the length of the crack causes an automated procedure to 

overestimate the total length of crack on the surface of the wall. An automated procedure to 

measure crack length is therefore not included in I-Crack.  

 

3.5 Validation of I-Crack 

I-Crack was evaluated using crack patterns and crack widths collected manually from the 

tests of SW1, SW2, SW3, SW5, SW6 SW7, SW9 and SW12.  Wall SW2 was first used to evaluate 

 

 

Figure 3-18. Close-up view of the blue box in Figure 3-15 after the skel operator 
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I-Crack because it had the same geometry and a similar cracking pattern as SW8. Figure 3-19 

shows SW2, LS10 after pre-processing and Figure 3-20 shows the cracks detected by I-Crack. A 

composite of Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20 is shown in Figure 3-21. A close-up of the area enclosed 

in the open red and blue boxes can be seen in Figure 3-22, which shows I-Cracks can detect cracks 

accurately. 

 Crack widths predicted by I-Crack are compared to data collected manually at the locations 

denoted by the letters in Figure 3-23 and Figure 3-24 for SW2 at peak displacements for LS10 and 

LS11, respectively. A comparison of I-Crack predictions and manual measurements is presented 

in Table 3-1. The peak displacement in LS10 was 0.82 inch (story drift angle of 1.26%) and is the 

displacement associated with peak shearing strength. The peak displacement in LS11 was 1.45 

inch (story drift angle of 2.23%) and greater than the displacement associated with peak shearing 

strength. The manually measured and I-Crack results are comparable at both displacements, noting 

that the variability in manually measuring and locating cracks is unknown and the intervals of the 

crack gage are not uniform and range from 0.005 inch to 0.0625 inch (see Figure 3-1). For LS10 

the greatest difference in crack width is 0.047 inch at Crack J, which is less than the interval for 

widths greater than 0.0625 inch. For LS11 the greatest difference in crack width is 0.043 inch, 

which also occurs on Crack J. 
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Figure 3-19. Pre-processed image of SW2, LS10 

 

 

Figure 3-20. Predicted crack locations for SW2, LS10 
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Figure 3-21. Composite image of SW2, LS10 

 

  

a. red box b. blue box 

Figure 3-22. Close up of the boxed areas in Figure 3-21, SW2, LS10 
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Figure 3-23. Composite image of SW2, LS10 

 

 

Figure 3-24. Composite image of SW2, LS11 
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Table 3-1. Crack width data for SW2 

 
Measurement (inch) 

LS10 LS11 

Crack ID  Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack 

A 0.020 0.027 0.040 0.040 

B 0.016 0.024 0.016 0.017 

C 0.016 0.033 0.020 0.024 

D 0.025 0.031 0.025 0.029 

E 0.020 0.038 0.020 0.030 

F 0.050 0.039 0.050 0.051 

G 0.016 0.019 0.016 0.027 

H 0.020 0.023 0.020 0.032 

I 0.020 0.033 0.020 0.026 

J 0.125 0.078 0.125 0.082 

  

 Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-26 show the locations, denoted by letters, where data were 

collected manually and compared to predictions by I-Crack for SW1 at load steps LS9 and LS10. 

Table 3-2 enables a comparison of crack widths for SW1. The peak displacement for LS9 was 1.46 

inches (story drift angle of 1.3%) and corresponds to peak shearing strength. The peak 

displacement of LS10 was 2.38 inches (story drift angle of 2.1%) and corresponds to a 

displacement greater than peak shearing strength. For LS9, the greatest difference in crack width 

is 0.029 inch on Crack G. For LS10, the greatest different in crack width is 0.054 inch on Crack 

D, which is less than the interval on the crack gage for widths greater than 0.0625 inch. For Cracks 

E, F, G, H and I, the manual and I-Crack measurements detected a decrease in crack width from 

LS9 to LS10. The reduction in crack width could be attributed to the change of the load-resisting 

mechanism after peak shear strength was attained. 
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Figure 3-25. Composite image of SW1, LS9 

 

 

Figure 3-26. Composite image of SW1, LS10 
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Table 3-2. Crack width data for SW1 

 Measurement (inch) 

 LS9 LS10 

Crack ID  Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack 

A 0.016 0.031 0.060 0.039 

B 0.016 0.033 0.016 0.040 

C 0.005 0.032 0.005 0.031 

D 0.050 0.054 0.060 0.114 

E 0.060 0.065 0.040 0.031 

F 0.040 0.062 0.020 0.037 

G 0.125 0.096 0.125 0.074 

H 0.025 0.036 0.025 0.036 

I 0.025 0.032 0.020 0.047 

J 0.013 0.018 0.013 0.046 

 

Figure 3-27, Figure 3-28 and Figure 3-29 show SW3 at displacements corresponding to 

approximately half peak shear strength (LS7), peak shear strength (LS12) and beyond peak shear 

strength (LS13), respectively. The peak displacements for LS7, LS12 and LS13 were 0.15 inch 

(story drift ratio of 0.23%), 1.36 inches (story drift ratio of 2.1%) and 1.9 inches (story drift ratio 

of 2.9%), respectively. Table 3-3 shows the predicted and manually measured crack widths for 

SW3. The greatest difference in crack width for SW3 is 0.033 inch on Crack B for LS12. 

 Figure 3-30 and Figure 3-31 show SW5 at peak displacements in load steps LS5 and LS8, 

respectively. Load step LS5 had a peak displacement of 0.12 inch (story drift angle of 0.3%) and 

corresponds to approximately half of the peak shear strength. Load step LS8 had a peak 

displacement of 0.51 inch (story drift angle of 1.3%) and corresponds to a displacement beyond 

peak shear strength. Table 3-4 presents the predicted and manual measurements of crack widths 

for SW5. The greatest difference in crack width is 0.023 inches on Crack E for LS8. 

 The locations for crack widths at peak displacements on SW6 are denoted by letters in 

Figure 3-32 (LS8) and Figure 3-33 (LS10). The peak displacement for LS8 was 0.32 inch (story  
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Figure 3-27. Composite image of SW3, LS7 

 

 

Figure 3-28. Composite image of SW3, LS12 
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Figure 3-29. Composite image of SW3, LS13 

 

Table 3-3. Crack width data for SW3 

 Measurement (inch) 

 LS7 LS12 LS13 

Crack ID  Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack 

A 0.009 0.019 0.060 0.037 0.040 0.025 

B 0.013 0.020 0.060 0.027 0.050 0.027 

C 0.013 0.020 0.035 0.037 0.050 0.032 

D 0.010 0.028 0.060 0.050 0.035 0.035 

E 0.010 0.024 0.030 0.038 0.040 0.043 

F 0.009 0.029 0.025 0.039 0.040 0.031 

G 0.009 0.021 0.035 0.035 0.030 0.016 

H 0.010 0.028 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.034 

I 0.010 0.023 0.035 0.030 0.035 0.029 

J 0.005 0.022 0.030 0.022 0.016 0.024 
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Figure 3-30. Composite image of SW5, LS5 

 

 

Figure 3-31. Composite image of SW5, LS8 

 

Table 3-4. Crack width data for SW5 

 Measurement (inch) 

 LS5 LS8 

Crack ID  Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack 

A 0.013 0.019 0.050 0.034 

B 0.010 0.025 0.040 0.029 

C 0.013 0.024 0.016 0.026 

D 0.010 0.023 0.040 0.030 

E 0.010 0.023 0.050 0.027 

F 0.013 0.019 0.050 0.032 

G 0.013 0.021 0.030 0.028 

H 0.010 0.019 0.020 0.032 

I 0.010 0.022 0.030 0.026 

J 0.013 0.021 0.020 0.026 
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drift angle of 0.8%) and is associated with peak shear strength. The peak displacement for LS10 

was 0.67 inch (story drift angle of 1.7%) and is a displacement beyond that associated with peak 

shear strength. The manual and predicted crack widths for SW6 are shown in Table 3-5. The 

greatest difference between manual and I-Crack measurements is 0.026 inches on Crack I during 

LS10. 

 

Figure 3-32. Composite image of SW6, LS8 

 

 

Figure 3-33. Composite image of SW6, LS10 
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Table 3-5. Crack width data for SW6 

 Measurement (inch) 

 LS8 LS10 

Crack ID  Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack 

A 0.060 0.038 0.125 0.138 

B 0.035 0.033 0.050 0.048 

C 0.050 0.039 0.125 0.109 

D 0.063 0.040 0.060 0.045 

E 0.035 0.030 0.060 0.044 

F 0.060 0.039 0.063 0.045 

G 0.030 0.031 0.035 0.034 

H 0.035 0.026 0.025 0.028 

I 0.035 0.022 0.050 0.024 

J 0.020 0.022 0.035 0.034 

 

The letters on Figure 3-34 (LS3), Figure 3-35 (LS7), and Figure 3-36 (LS10) identify the 

locations used to compare crack widths for SW7. Load step LS3 had a peak displacement of 0.05 

inch (story drift ratio of 0.1%) and corresponded to approximately half of the peak shear strength. 

The peak displacement for LS7 was 0.18 inch (story drift ratio of 0.5%) and is associated with 

peak shear strength. Load step LS10 had a peak displacement approximately twice the 

displacement associated with peak shear strength: 0.34 inch (story drift angle 0.9%). Table 3-6 

presents the manual and predicted crack widths for SW7. The greatest difference between the 

manual and I-Crack measurements is 0.025 inch on Crack D in LS7. 

 

 

Figure 3-34. Composite image of SW7, LS3 
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Figure 3-35. Composite image of SW7, LS7 

 

 

Figure 3-36. Composite image of SW7, LS10 

 

Table 3-6. Crack width data for SW7 

 Measurement (inch) 

 LS3 LS7 LS10 

Crack ID  Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack 

A 0.025 0.035 0.050 0.046 0.050 0.047 

B 0.025 0.030 0.020 0.027 0.010 0.035 

C 0.020 0.028 0.030 0.043 0.050 0.043 

D 0.020 0.024 0.016 0.041 0.025 0.036 

E - - 0.040 0.033 0.030 0.033 

F - - 0.035 0.043 0.063 0.049 

G - - 0.063 0.045 0.063 0.045 

H - - 0.016 0.038 0.025 0.033 

I - - 0.040 0.043 0.040 0.044 

J - - 0.025 0.031 0.020 0.027 
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 Figure 3-37, Figure 3-38 and Figure 3-39 show SW9 at peak displacements in load steps 

LS3, LS7 and LS8, respectively. The peak displacement for LS3 was 0.14 inch (story drift angle 

of 0.2%) and was associated with approximately half of the peak shear strength. Load step LS7 

had a peak displacement of 0.50 inch (story drift angle of 0.8%) and is the displacement at peak 

shear strength. Load step LS8 had a peak displacement of 0.80 inch (story drift angle of 1.2%), 

which was greater than the displacement associated with peak shear strength. Measured and 

predicted crack widths for SW9 are shown in Table 3-7 are comparable except for Crack E during 

LS8. Given the consistency of the manual measurements and the I-Crack calculations at other 

locations, there is much higher confidence in the crack width (=0.043 inch) predicted by I-Crack. 

 

 

Figure 3-37. Composite image of SW9, LS3 

 

Figure 3-40, Figure 3-41 and Figure 3-42 show SW12 at peak displacement in load steps 

LS3, LS8 and LS9, respectively. Load step LS3 had a peak displacement of 0.15 inch (story drift 

ratio of 0.2%) and is associated with approximately three-quarters of peak shear strength. Load  
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Figure 3-38. Composite image of SW9, LS7 

 

 

Figure 3-39. Composite image of SW9, LS8 
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Table 3-7. Crack width data for SW9 

 Measurement (inch) 

 LS3 LS7 LS8 

Crack ID  Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack 

A 0.007 0.018 0.013 0.029 0.050 0.043 

B 0.009 0.026 0.020 0.026 0.013 0.019 

C 0.007 0.020 0.030 0.028 0.040 0.030 

D 0.007 0.018 0.007 0.019 0.030 0.032 

E 0.010 0.023 0.016 0.028 0.125 0.043 

F 0.009 0.018 0.030 0.029 0.040 0.037 

G 0.010 0.018 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.024 

H 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.033 0.040 0.037 

I 0.007 0.018 0.060 0.040 0.030 0.027 

J - - 0.020 0.032 0.016 0.024 

 

step LS8 had a peak displacement of 0.58 inch (story drift ratio of 0.9%) and is associated with 

peak shear strength. The peak displacement for LS9 was 1.07 inch (story drift ratio of 1.6%) and 

is greater than the displacement associated with peak shear strength. Table 3-8 shows the crack 

widths measured manually and predicted by I-Crack for SW12. The greatest difference in crack 

width occurred at Crack A for LS9 and LS10 and is 0.065 inch, which is equivalent to the interval 

on the crack gage for widths greater than 0.0625 inch. The difference between manual and 

predicted measurements is due to the width of Crack A varying greatly along its length. For all 

other measurements the largest difference is 0.029 inch. 

 

3.6 Length and areal density of cracks 

Damage to reinforced concrete components can be measured in terms of peak crack width 

(a traditional measure reported by researchers), length of crack with a width greater than a user-

specified limit [often tied to a method of repair, see Gulec et al. (2010)], and areal density of cracks 

(e.g., length of crack with a width greater than a threshold divided by the area of the component 

being surveyed). 
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Figure 3-40. Composite image of SW12, LS3 

 

 

Figure 3-41. Composite image of SW12, LS8 
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Figure 3-42. Composite image of SW12, LS9 

 

Table 3-8. Crack width data for SW12 

 Measurement (inch) 

 LS3 LS8 LS9 

Crack ID  Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack Manual I-Crack 

A 0.016 0.029 0.125 0.060 0.125 0.060 

B 0.013 0.026 0.063 0.049 0.063 0.048 

C 0.025 0.035 0.040 0.047 0.050 0.044 

D 0.020 0.029 0.060 0.058 0.050 0.058 

E 0.016 0.029 0.030 0.038 0.040 0.048 

F 0.013 0.018 0.035 0.042 0.035 0.045 

G 0.013 0.022 0.016 0.046 0.040 0.056 

H 0.016 0.023 0.025 0.052 0.030 0.050 

I - - 0.030 0.054 0.030 0.049 

J - - 0.025 0.051 0.020 0.049 

  

For this example, the user-specified limits for crack widths are 0.02 inch and 0.125 inch. 

Results are presented in Table 3-9 for two ranges of peak transient crack width: 0.02 0.125w   

inch and 0.125w  inch. These data could be used to characterize damage and estimate repair 

costs, noting that field calculations will employ residual rather than peak transient data. 
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Table 3-9. Crack length and areal density data 

Wall Load step Crack width, w 
Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density 

 2in ft  

SW1 

LS9 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 760 8.07 

 w   0.125 in 25.0 0.27 

LS10 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 817 8.68 

 w   0.125 in 34.0 0.36 

SW2 

LS10 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 1170 21.6 

 w   0.125 in 7.00 0.13 

LS11 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 1464 27.0 

 w   0.125 in 7.00 0.13 

SW3 

LS7 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 388 7.16 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS12 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 828 15.3 

 w   0.125 in 14.0 0.26 

LS13 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 710 13.1 

 w   0.125 in 15.0 4.15 

SW5 

LS5 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 314 9.19 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS8 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 415 12.1 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

SW6 

LS8 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 400 11.7 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS10 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 445 13.1 

 w   0.125 in 8.00 0.23 

SW7 

LS3 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 57.0 1.67 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS7 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 222 6.50 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS10 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 222 6.50 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

SW9 

LS3 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 101 1.87 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS7 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 741 13.7 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS9 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 811 15.0 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 
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Table 3-9. Crack length and areal density data (cont.) 

SW12 

LS3 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 224 4.14 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS8 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 554 10.2 

 w   0.125 in 0.00 0.00 

LS9 
0.02 in w   0.125 in 512 9.45 

 w   0.125 in 14.0 0.26 

 

3.7 Summary 

An automated, non-contact procedure (I-Crack), to measure and document crack widths in 

reinforced concrete components was developed, deployed and validated. I-Crack could replace 

traditional methods of collecting data with crack gages, which are labor intensive and approximate. 

I-Crack was developed and validated using data from the cyclic tests of nine low-aspect 

ratio reinforced concrete shear walls in the NEES facility at the University at Buffalo. The 

processing techniques and algorithms were developed using data from one wall and validated using 

data from eight other walls.  

I-Crack requires pre-processing to reduce overexposure and shadows in the high-resolution 

panoramas. The image resolution to detect cracks as narrow as 0.01 inch is 200 pixels per inch of 

concrete surveyed. Once pre-processing was completed, the panorama is loaded into I-Crack 

where an edge-detection algorithm and morphological operations are used to detect cracks and 

surface defects. The Prewitt algorithm and morphological operations, as implemented in 

MATLAB, are recommended for use. I-Crack uses image segmentation to separate the cracks from 

surface defects. The two parameters used for image segmentation are the major-minor axes length 

ratio and the orientation angle. Crack widths are measured using the MATLAB regionprops sub-

routine after the panorama is segmented. The lengths of individual cracks are measured using the 

MATLAB imdistline sub-routine.   
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 The utility of I-Crack to detect and measure crack widths was evaluated using data 

collected a) using traditional crack gages, and b) transferred manually to drawing sheets. Crack 

locations and widths were recorded at every load step for the nine shear walls. I-Crack results were 

compared to manually recorded results at discrete locations on every wall at two or three load 

steps, one at a peak displacement less than that associated with peak strength, one at a peak 

displacement associated with peak shear strength, and/or one at a peak displacement greater than 

that associated with peak strength. I-Crack recovered well the crack widths in the eight shear walls 

used to validate the algorithm and this provides confidence that the I-Crack algorithm is robust. 

Appendix A provides the MATLAB code to implement I-Crack. Appendix B presents a 

tutorial for the use of I-Crack. 
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SECTION 4 

CHARACTERIZING DAMAGE AND STRENGTH LOSS IN 

REINFORCED CONCRETE WALLS 

4.1 General 

Post-earthquake repair strategies for damaged structural components are often based on 

visual inspection. Several documents [e.g., FEMA 306 (ATC, 1998), FEMA 308 (ATC, 1998) and 

ACI 546R-04 (ACI, 2004)] describe damage states and repair methods for buildings with 

reinforced concrete walls. Gulec (2009) selected damage states and corresponding repair methods 

for low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls using observations from experimental 

programs and expert opinion. These damage states include 1) onset of visible cracking, 2) cracks 

with a maximum width of 0.02 inch, 3) cracks with a maximum width of 0.04 inch, 4) concrete 

crushing in toe regions, 5) vertical cracking in toe regions, 6) sliding at the base, 7) wide diagonal 

cracks (crack widths greater than 0.125 inch), 8) widespread crushing of concrete, 9) buckling of 

reinforcement, and 10) reinforcement fracture.     

Using these damage states, Gulec and Whittaker (2009) developed fragility functions for 

FEMA P-58 Guidelines for Seismic Performance Assessment of Buildings (FEMA, 2012). The 

experimental data available to Gulec and Whittaker (2009) reported damage states at instances of 

peak transient displacement. However, only damage at displacements associated with zero lateral 

load is available to an engineer/inspector after an earthquake. This chapter documents damage 

states and characterizes strength loss for walls SW1 through SW12 when the wall is in its unloaded 

condition to a) build a body of knowledge to be used by others performing post-earthquake damage 

assessments, and b) update Gulec’s fragility functions.    
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4.2 Damage states for SW1 through SW12 

Damage states at times of a) peak transient displacement, and b) subsequent displacement 

at zero lateral loading were carefully documented for walls SW1 through SW12. At each of these 

displacements, a low-resolution photograph was taken of the wall and crack patterns were 

transferred by hand to drawing sheets with crack widths measured using a crack width gage (see 

Figure 3-1). Additionally, a high-resolution panorama of the wall was taken at each instant of peak 

transient displacement (see Chapter 3). The documentation of damage at peak transient 

displacements and subsequent displacements at zero lateral load creates a unique dataset to 

characterize damage and strength loss in low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls. 

 Two tables and three figures are provided for each wall. The first table (Damage summary 

for SW*) identifies damage states defined using information at displacements at zero lateral load: 

onset of visible cracking, crack width between specified limits, onset of concrete crushing, 

formation of wide diagonal cracks, and sliding at the base of the wall. Information beneath the title 

provides data on the wall, including the peak shear strength (see below) and the load step in which 

it was recorded. The load step, peak transient drift ratio, average shear force  aveV , average shear 

force normalized by peak shear strength  maxaveV V , average shear stress  /ave wV A , and 

normalized average shear stress  /ave w cV A f 
   reported in the table are calculated from the 

complete cycle of loading (load step) that preceded the damage reported at zero lateral load. The 

peak shear strength of the wall is the greater of the maximum values recorded in the first and third 

quadrants of loading. The average shear force in a given load cycle is the average maximum 

resistance recorded in the first and third quadrants of loading. The area of the wall,
 
A

w
, is 960 in2. 
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The first crossing of a limit on width by any (not all) crack in the wall triggered a report in the 

table. The crack width limits of 0.02 inch, 0.04 inch, and 0.125 inch were based on a) cracks with 

a width of less than 0.02 inch will generally require only cosmetic repair, b) cracks with a width 

between 0.02 inch and 0.125 inch will require epoxy injection to recover pre-earthquake strength, 

and c) walls with cracks with a width of greater than 0.125 inch cannot be repaired by epoxy 

injection alone to recover pre-earthquake strength and partial wall demolition and replacement is 

required. Information is also provided for a crack width of 0.04 inch if the reader considers 0.02 

inch to be too small a threshold for repair by epoxy injection.  Crushing of concrete at the toes of 

a wall will require partial wall demolition and replacement. Sliding at the base of the wall will 

likely require demolition and reconstruction of the entire wall panel.  

The second table (Length and areal density data for cracks in SW* at zero lateral load 

following LS* and LS**) provides additional damage data, which could aid in the development of 

consequence functions. The load steps for which data are reported are a) the load cycle associated 

with crack widths crossing the threshold limit of 0.02 inch or peak shear strength, and b) two load 

cycles after peak shear strength or the last load cycle in the test, whichever came first; except 

SW12, which utilized the load step immediately after peak shear strength.  The crack lengths 

reported in the table were calculated using I-Crack (see Chapter 3) for walls SW1 – SW3, SW5 – 

SW9 and SW12 at the peak transient displacement in the load step. For walls SW4, SW10 and 

SW11, the crack lengths at instances of peak transient displacement in the load step were calculated 

using low-resolution images and the software Bluebeam Revu (Bluebeam Software, Inc. 2016), 

which is a PDF reader and editor. The width of each crack (which typically varied along its length) 
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was calculated using a crack gage at the end of the load step (zero lateral force). The areal density 

reported in the table was calculated by dividing the crack length, parsed by width at the 

displacement associated with zero lateral load, by the surface area of the wall (one face only). 

The first figure (Force-drift relationship for SW*) presents the cyclic response of the wall, 

measured in terms of in-plane lateral force and the in-plane drift ratio (displacement divided by 

the distance between the centerline of loading and the base of the wall). The load steps associated 

with the onset of damage, as described above, are identified on the figure. The other two figures 

presented for each wall are composite images, corresponding to load steps in the second table. The 

base images for walls SW1 – SW3, SW5 – SW9 and SW12 were provided by the Gigapan system, 

which was used for I-Crack measurements. The base images for walls SW4, SW10 and SW11 

shows cracks drawn using Bluebeam Revu. The color coding of the cracks identifies the width of 

the cracks at the displacement associated with zero lateral load (end of the load step): blue indicates 

a crack width of less than or equal to 0.02 inch; purple indicates a crack width between 0.02 and 

0.125 inch; red indicates a crack width of greater than 0.125 inch. 
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Table 4-1. Damage summary for SW11 

  
h

w
l
w

= 0.94,r
l
= 0.67%,r

t
= 0.67%, ¢f

c
= 3600 psi, V

max
= 253 kips in LS9( )  

Damage at zero  

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 1 0.06 69 0.27 72 1.20 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 7 0.61 231 0.91 241 4.01 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 8 0.84 237 0.94 247 4.11 

Concrete crushing in 

toe regions 
10 1.68 233 0.92 243 4.05 

w   0.125 in 10 1.68 233 0.92 243 4.05 

Sliding at the base 10 2.60 140 0.55 146 2.43 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. Damage states not observed during testing of this wall: vertical cracking in the toe regions 

and widespread crushing of concrete 
 

 

 

Table 4-2. Crack length and areal density for SW1 at zero lateral load  

following LS7 and LS10 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density  

 2in ft  

LS72 0.61 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1695 18.0 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

LS103 1.68 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1470 15.6 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 517 5.5 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch 

3. Final load step 
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Figure 4-1. Force-drift relationship for SW1 
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Figure 4-2. SW1 after load step LS7, peak transient drift ratio of 0.61% 
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Figure 4-3. SW1 after load step LS10, final load step, peak transient drift ratio of 1.68% 
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Table 4-3. Damage summary for SW21 

 '0.54, 1.00%, 1.00%, 7000 psi, 563 kips at LS10w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 2 0.08 164 0.29 171 2.04 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 9 0.78 509 0.90 530 6.34 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 10 1.26 521 0.93 543 6.49 

Concrete crushing in 

toe regions 
11 1.68 4613 0.82 480 5.74 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths greater 

than 0.125 inch, vertical cracks in the toe regions, widespread crushing of concrete and 

sliding at the base 
3. Shear strength based on first quadrant force only 

 

 

 
 

Table 4-4. Crack length and areal density for SW2 at zero lateral load 

following LS9 and LS11 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density 

 2in ft  

LS92 0.78 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1116 20.6 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

LS113 1.68 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1092 20.2 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 167 3.1 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch 

3. Final load step 
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Figure 4-4. Force-drift relationship for SW2 
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Figure 4-5. SW2 after load step LS9, peak transient drift ratio of 0.78% 

 

 

Figure 4-6. SW2 after load step LS11, final load step, peak transient drift ratio of 1.68% 
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Table 4-5. Damage summary for SW31 

 '0.54, 0.67%, 0.67%, 7800 psi, 468 kips at LS12w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 3 0.06 132 0.28 138 1.56 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 10 0.75 397 0.85 414 4.68 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 12 1.82 403 0.86 420 4.75 

Concrete crushing in 

toe regions 
12 2.09 277 0.59 289 3.27 

Sliding at the base 12 2.09 277 0.59 289 3.27 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths greater 

than 0.125 inch, vertical cracks in the toe regions and widespread crushing of concrete 

 

 

 
 

Table 4-6. Length and areal density for SW3 at zero lateral load 

 following LS10 and LS13 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density 

 2in ft  

LS102 0.75 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1125 20.8 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

LS133 2.95 
w ≤ 0.02 in 295 5.4 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 899 16.6 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch 

3. Final load step 
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Figure 4-7. Force-drift relationship for SW3 
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Figure 4-8. SW3 after load step LS10, peak transient drift ratio of 0.75% 

 

 

Figure 4-9. SW3 after load step LS13, final load step, peak transient drift ratio of 2.95% 
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Table 4-7. Damage summary for SW41 

 '0.54, 0.33%, 0.33%, 4200 psi, 226 kips at LS12w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load  

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 3 0.04 80 0.35 83 1.29 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 9 0.41 193 0.85 201 3.10 

Vertical cracks in  

the toe regions 
10 0.60 205 0.91 214 3.29 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 11 0.75 208 0.92 217 3.34 

Concrete crushing in  

toe regions 
12 1.08 220 0.97 229 3.54 

Sliding at the base 13 1.50 211 0.93 220 3.39 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths greater 

than 0.125 inch and widespread crushing of concrete 

 

 

Table 4-8. Length and areal density for SW4 at zero lateral load 

 following LS9 and LS141 

Load step 
Drift ratio2 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density 

 2in ft  

LS93 0.41 
w ≤ 0.02 in 323 6.0 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

LS144 2.29 
w ≤ 0.02 in 414 7.6 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 191 3.5 

1. Crack lengths measured using Bluebeam Revu 

2. Peak transient drift ratio 

3. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch 

4. Final load step 
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Figure 4-10. Force-drift relationship for SW4 
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Figure 4-11. SW4 after load step LS9, peak transient drift ratio of 0.41% 

 

 

Figure 4-12. SW4 after load step LS14, final load step, peak transient drift ratio of 2.29% 
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Table 4-9. Damage summary for SW51 

 '0.33, 1.00%, 1.00%, 4300 psi, 726 kips at LS8w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift ratio 

(%) 
aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 1 0.02 63 0.09 66 1.00 

0.02 in w   0.04 in  7 0.67 600 0.83 625 9.53 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 8 0.89 636 0.88 663 10.10 

Concrete crushing in  

the toe regions 
8 0.89 636 0.88 663 10.10 

Sliding near the base3 8 0.89 373 0.51 389 5.92 

w   0.125 in 8 0.89 636 0.88 663 10.10 

Widespread crushing  

of concrete 
8 0.89 636 0.88 663 10.10 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: vertical cracks in the toe region 

3. Sliding along a plane approximately seven inches above the base of the wall 

 

 

 
 

Table 4-10. Length and areal density for SW5 at zero lateral load 

following LS7 and LS8 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density 

 2in ft  

LS72 0.67 
w ≤ 0.02 in 679 19.9 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 10 0.3 

LS83 0.89 
w ≤ 0.02 in 632 18.5 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 99.4 2.9 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch 

3. Final load step and load step at peak shear strength 
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Figure 4-13. Force-drift relationship for SW5 
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Figure 4-14. SW5 after load step LS7, peak transient drift ratio of 0.67% 

 

 

Figure 4-15. SW5 after load step LS8, final load step and load step at peak shear 

strength, peak transient drift ratio of 0.89% 
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Table 4-11. Damage summary for SW61 

 '0.33, 0.63%, 0.69%, 3800 psi, 570 kips at LS8w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift ratio1 

(%) 
aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 2 0.04 121 0.21 126 2.04 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 8 0.81 491 0.86 512 8.30 

0.04 in w 0.125 in 9 1.07 473 0.83 493 7.99 

Concrete crushing in 

toe regions 
9 1.07 473 0.83 493 7.99 

w   0.125 in 10 1.69 450 0.79 469 7.60 

Sliding at the base 10 1.81 330 0.58 344 5.58 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: vertical cracks in the toe 

region and widespread crushing of concrete 
 

 

Table 4-12. Length and areal density for SW6 at zero lateral load 

 following LS8 and LS10 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density 

 2in ft  

LS82 0.81 
w ≤ 0.02 in 637 18.6 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 71 2.1 

LS103 1.69 
w ≤ 0.02 in 193 5.6 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 506 14.8 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch and load step at 

peak shear strength 

3. Two load steps after peak shear strength 
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 Figure 4-16. Force-drift relationship for SW6 
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Figure 4-17. SW6 after load step LS8, load step at peak shear strength,  

peak transient drift ratio of 0.81% 
 

 

Figure 4-18. SW6 after load step LS10, peak transient drift ratio of 1.69% 
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Table 4-13. Damage summary for SW71 

 '0.33, 0.34%, 0.38%, 3800 psi, 318 kips at LS7w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 2 0.08 137 0.43 143 2.31 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 7 0.45 298 0.94 310 5.04 

Vertical cracks  

in toe regions 
9 0.70 256 0.81 267 4.33 

Sliding at the base 9 0.70 256 0.81 267 4.33 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
10 0.85 237 0.75 247 4.01 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 13 1.94 234 0.74 244 3.95 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths greater 

than 0.125 inch and widespread crushing of concrete 
 

 

Table 4-14. Length and areal density SW7 at zero lateral load 

following LS7 and LS9 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density  

 2in ft  

LS72 0.45 
w ≤ 0.02 in  440 12.9 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

LS93 0.70 
w ≤ 0.02 in  529 15.5 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch and load step at peak 

shear strength 

3. Two load steps after peak shear strength 
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 Figure 4-19. Force-drift relationship for SW7 
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Figure 4-20. SW7 after load step LS7, load step at peak shear strength,  

peak transient drift ratio of 0.45% 
  

 

Figure 4-21. SW7 after load step LS9, peak transient drift ratio of 0.90% 
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Table 4-15. Damage summary for SW81 

 '0.54, 1.50%, 1.50%, 3500 psi, 623 kips at LS6w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 4 0.34 468 0.75 488 8.24 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 7 0.88 515 0.83 537 9.07 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
7 0.88 515 0.83 537 9.07 

Vertical cracks  

in toe regions 
7 0.88 515 0.83 537 9.07 

Sliding at the base 8 1.33 465 0.75 484 8.19 

Widespread crushing 

of concrete 
10 2.34 338 0.54 352 5.95 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths greater than 

0.04 inch 
 

 

Table 4-16. Length and areal density for SW8 at zero lateral load 

 following LS6 and LS8 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density 

 2in ft  

LS62 0.70 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1150 21.2 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

LS83 1.34 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1346 24.9 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step at peak shear strength 

3. Two load steps after peak shear strength 
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Figure 4-22. Force-drift relationship for SW8 
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Figure 4-23. SW8 after load step LS6, load step at peak shear strength, 

peak transient drift ratio of 0.70% 
 

 

Figure 4-24. SW8 after load step LS8, peak transient drift ratio of 1.33% 
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Table 4-17. Damage summary for SW91 

 '0.54, 1.50%, 0.67%, 4300 psi, 633 kips at LS7w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 2 0.07 227 0.36 237 3.61 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 7 0.76 627 0.99 653 9.96 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 8 1.23 526 0.83 548 8.36 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
8 1.23 526 0.83 548 8.36 

Sliding at the base 8 1.35 326 0.52 340 5.18 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths greater than 

0.125 inch, vertical cracks in the toe region and widespread crushing of concrete 

 

 

 

Table 4-18. Length and areal density for SW9 at zero lateral load 

 following LS7 and LS9 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density  

 2in ft  

LS72 0.76 
w ≤ 0.02 in  1062 19.6 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 42 0.8 

LS93 1.72 
w ≤ 0.02 in  1409 26.0 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 203 3.8 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch and load step at peak 

shear strength 

3. Two load steps after peak shear strength 
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 Figure 4-25. Force-drift relationship for SW9 
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Figure 4-26. SW9 after load step LS7, load step at peak shear strength, 

 peak transient drift ratio of 0.76% 
 

 

Figure 4-27. SW9 after load step LS9, peak transient drift ratio of 1.72% 
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Table 4-19. Damage summary for SW101 

 '

max0.54, 1.50%, 0.33%, 4600 psi, 528 kips at LS6w w l t ch l f V     
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 2 0.09 218 0.41 227 3.35 

0.02 in w   0.04 in  5 0.42 500 0.95 521 7.68 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 5 0.42 500 0.95 521 7.68 

w   0.125 in 6 0.59 507 0.96 528 7.79 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
7 0.75 488 0.92 508 7.49 

Widespread crushing  

of concrete 
7 0.75 488 0.92 508 7.49 

Sliding at the base 8 0.95 242 0.46 252 3.72 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: vertical cracks in the toe region 

 

 

 

Table 4-20. Length and areal density for SW10 at zero lateral load 

 following LS5 and LS81 

Load step 
Drift ratio2 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density  

 2in ft  

LS53 0.42 
w ≤ 0.02 in  1041 19.2 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 93 1.7 

LS84 0.95 
w ≤ 0.02 in  705 13.0 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 170 3.1 

1. Crack lengths measured using Bluebeam Revu 

2. Peak transient drift ratio 

3. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch 

4. Final load step 
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 Figure 4-28. Force-drift relationship for SW10 
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Figure 4-29. SW10 after load step LS5, load step at peak shear strength, 

 peak transient drift ratio of 0.42 % 
 

 

Figure 4-30. SW10 after load step LS8, final load step,  

peak transient drift ratio of 0.95 % 
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Table 4-21. Damage sustained by SW111 

 '0.54, 0.67%, 0.67%, 1.50%, 5000 psi, 424 kips at LS5w w l t be c maxh l f V       
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

Step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 2 0.09 208 0.50 217 3.06 

0.02 in w   0.04 in  5 0.57 415 0.98 432 5.99 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 6 0.75 407 0.96 424 6.00 

Vertical cracks  

in toe regions 
7 0.93 394 0.93 410 5.80 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
8 1.30 403 0.95 420 5.94 

Sliding at the base 9 1.82 272 0.64 283 4.01 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths greater than 

0.125 inch and widespread crushing of concrete 

Table 4-22. Length and areal density for SW11 at zero lateral load 

 following LS5 and LS71 

Load step 
Drift ratio2 

(%) 
Crack width, w 

Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density 

 2in ft  

LS53 0.57 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1215 22.4 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.0 

LS74 0.93 
w ≤ 0.02 in 1284 23.7 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 38 0.7 

1. Crack lengths measured using Bluebeam Revu 

2. Peak transient drift ratio 

3. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch  

and peak shear strength 

4. Two load steps after peak shear strength 
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Figure 4-31. Force-drift relationship for SW11 
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Figure 4-32. SW11 after load step LS5, load step at peak shear strength, 

 peak transient drift ratio of 0.54% 

 

 

Figure 4-33. SW11 after load step LS7, peak transient drift ratio of 0.93% 
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Table 4-23. Damage summary for SW121 

 '0.54, 0.33%, 0.33%, 2.00%, 5000 psi, 416 kips at LS8w w l t be c maxh l f V       
 

Damage at zero 

lateral load2 

Load 

Step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

aveV  

(kips) 

ave

max

V

V
 

ave

w

V

A
 

(psi) 

'

ave

w c

V

A f
 

Visible cracking 1 0.03 102 0.25 106 1.50 

0.02 in w   0.04 in  5 0.54 358 0.86 373 5.27 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 7 0.90 366 0.88 381 5.39 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
8 1.27 384 0.92 400 5.66 

Sliding at the base 9 1.64 353 0.85 368 5.20 

w   0.125 in 9 1.64 353 0.85 368 5.20 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured at a zero lateral load 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: vertical cracks in toe regions and 

widespread crushing of concrete 

 

 

 

Table 4-24. Length and areal density for SW12 at zero lateral load 

 following LS5 and LS9 

Load step 
Drift ratio1 

(%) Crack width, w 
Crack length 

 inch  

Areal density  

 2in ft  

LS52 0.54 
0.02w in  752 13.9 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 0 0.00 

LS93 1.64 
0.02w in  497 8.70 

0.02 in w   0.125 in 382 7.05 

1. Peak transient drift ratio 

2. Load step related to crack widths crossing the threshold of 0.02 inch 

3. One load step after peak shear strength 
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 Figure 4-34. Force-drift relationship for SW12 
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Figure 4-35. SW12 after load step LS5, peak transient drift ratio of 0.54% 

 

 

Figure 4-36. SW12 after load step LS9, peak transient drift ratio of 1.64% 
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4.3 Relating damage states to shear strength 

A goal of repairing an earthquake-damaged wall is to restore its pre-earthquake strength and 

stiffness. The challenge facing the engineer inspecting an earthquake-damaged wall is to determine 

whether the strength and stiffness of the wall has been compromised, namely, has the deformation 

associated with peak strength been exceeded. If peak strength has not been achieved (or the 

earthquake-induced drift was smaller than that associated with peak strength), there is likely no 

reason to execute a structural repair. Prior to this test program there are no data relating observed 

damage to pre-peak- and post-peak-strength response.   

This section correlates damage observed on walls SW1 through SW12 at zero lateral force 

(mimicking the post-earthquake condition), the shear force resisted in the load cycle prior to the 

reported displacement associated with zero lateral load and the peak transient drift ratio 

immediately prior to the displacement associated with zero lateral load when the damage state is 

reported. The peak transient drift ratio is reported to aid in the development of fragility functions, 

see Chapter 5. 

Damage observed at zero lateral loading in SW1 through SW12 included 1) visible cracking, 

2) cracks with width greater than or equal to 0.02 inch, 3) cracks with width greater than or equal 

to 0.04 inch, 4) crushing of concrete in the toe regions, and 5) sliding at the base of the wall. Three 

damage states: wide diagonal cracks (cracks with width greater than 0.125 inch), widespread 

crushing of concrete, and vertical cracking in the toe regions, were observed in five, three and two 

walls, respectively. These damage states occurred at drift ratios associated with peak shear strength 

or post-peak shear strength and require a repair method to restore the wall to its pre-earthquake 
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condition. Buckling of reinforcement and reinforcement fracture were not observed in any 

specimen and so are associated with drift ratios greater than those associated with peak strength, 

for which repair is needed to restore the pre-earthquake condition.  

 

4.3.1 Onset of visible cracking 

 The damage observed first for all specimens was visible cracking and it occurred prior to 

peak shear strength in all walls. Most of these cracks were inclined at approximately 45 degrees to 

the horizontal and observed at mid-length of the wall (see Figure 4-37). Some walls also developed 

flexural cracks: see the photograph of the flexure-critical wall SW1 in Figure 4-38. Figure 4-39 

presents the ratio of the average shear force  aveV  to the peak shear force   ,maxV  as defined 

previously in Section 4.2, at the onset of visible cracking. The range is 0.1 to 0.5, with an average 

value of 0.3. The outlier in Figure 4-39 is wall SW8, which had vertical and horizontal 

reinforcement ratios of 1.5%. Webs of walls with high vertical and horizontal reinforcement ratios, 

and closely spaced reinforcement, are expected to develop many more but much narrower cracks 

than walls with low reinforcement ratios. Accordingly, the drift at the onset of visible cracking in 

SW8 is substantially greater than that for the other walls tested.  

 

4.3.2 Crack widths at zero lateral load of greater than or equal to 0.02 inch 

 The second state of damage observed in all of the walls was cracks with a width upon 

unloading (i.e., at zero lateral load) of greater than or equal to 0.02 inch. This lower bound (0.02 

inch) is one of two thresholds given by Gulec et al. (2009) for epoxy-resin injection. The damage 
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state was associated with one or more cracks on a wall with a width at zero lateral force of 0.02 

inch or greater. Cracks with a width in the unloaded condition of 0.02 inch were observed in load  

 

 
 

Figure 4-37. Onset of visible cracks, SW7, after LS3 (peak transient drift ratio of 0.08%) 

  

 
 

Figure 4-38. Shear and flexural cracks,  

SW1, after LS2 (peak transient drift ratio of 0.06%) 
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Figure 4-39. Damage data at the onset of visible cracking 
 

steps at or less than that associated with peak shear strength in 11 of the 12 walls. Figure 4-40 

presents the ratio of the average shear force  aveV  to the peak shear force  maxV  as a function of 

peak transient drift ratio for cracks with width of greater than or equal to 0.02 inch in the unloaded 

condition for walls SW1 to SW7 and SW9 to SW12. Data for SW8 is not shown in Figure 4-40 

because this damage state was observed at a displacement greater than that associated with peak 

shear strength. (Cracks widths in SW8 were narrower than in the other 11 walls for the reason 

given in the Section 4.3.1.) The data presented in Figure 4-40 is parsed by web vertical 

reinforcement ratio  l  and the presence of in-plane boundary elements.  

 Cracks with a width of greater than or equal to 0.02 inch in the unloaded condition were 

first observed at pre-peak loads between max0.83V  and max0.99V  for walls SW1 – SW7, SW9 and  
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Figure 4-40. Damage data for first crack width greater than or equal to 0.02 inch 

 

SW10. The pre-peak loads that produced cracks with width of 0.02 inch and greater in walls SW11 

and SW12 (i.e., walls with in-plane boundary elements) were 
max0.98V and 

max0.86V respectively. 

The average value of the lateral load that triggered this limit state was 
max0.90V  

 

4.3.3 Crack widths at zero lateral load of greater than or equal to 0.04 inch 

Another threshold used by the design professional community for the epoxy-resin injection 

is crack width of 0.04 inch. Cracks with width greater than or equal to 0.04 inch at zero lateral 

loading were first observed at displacements near or at those associated with peak shear strength. 

In walls SW1, SW4, SW11 and SW12, cracks with width greater than 0.04 inch in the unloaded 

condition were first observed prior peak shear strength. In walls SW2, SW3, SW5 and SW10, 

cracks with width greater than or equal to 0.04 inch in the unloaded condition were first observed 
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in the load step associated with peak shear strength. For walls SW6, SW7 and SW9, such cracks 

in the unloaded condition were first observed in the load steps following that to peak shear strength. 

The widths of the cracks in SW8 were less than 0.04 inch in the unloaded condition in all load 

steps. 

 Figure 4-41 presents the ratio of the average shear force  aveV  to the peak shear force  maxV  

as a function of peak transient drift ratio for cracks with width of greater than or equal to 0.04 inch 

in the unloaded condition for walls SW1 to SW7 and SW9 to SW12. The data of Figure 4-41 is 

parsed by loading stage at which this damage was first observed. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-41. Damage data for first crack width greater than 0.04 inch  
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4.3.4 Concrete crushing in the toe regions 

Crushing of concrete in the toe regions was observed in all walls. This damage was 

observed in load steps immediately prior to, at, or following the load step to peak strength. Figure 

4-42 presents the ratio of average  aveV  to peak  maxV  shear force versus peak transient drift 

ratio for the first crushing of concrete. The data are parsed by web vertical reinforcement ratio 

 l . For the walls with a vertical reinforcement ratio of less than 1.5% (walls SW1 to SW7), 

this damage was first observed at displacements greater than that associated with peak shear 

strength. Crushing of concrete in walls SW8, SW9 and SW10, each with a vertical web 

reinforcement ratio of 1.5%, was first observed in load steps prior to that associated with peak 

shear strength. Concrete crushing was observed in the walls with boundary elements, SW11 and 

SW12, at displacements greater than those associated with peak shear strength.  

 

 

Figure 4-42. Damage data for crushing of concrete in toe regions 
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4.3.5 Sliding at the base 

Sliding of the wall panel atop its foundation was observed in 11 of the 12 walls. Sliding 

was identified by observation and/or evaluation of the shape of the global force-drift hysteresis 

loops. Typical physical evidence included a single large crack and/or significant spalling along the 

base of the wall. High-resolution images were also used to determine whether sliding had taken 

place. Lateral force-displacement relationships with near-zero stiffness at zero lateral displacement 

(drift) were associated with sliding. None of the walls slid at the base before peak shear strength 

was achieved.  

Figure 4-43 presents the ratio of average  aveV  to peak  maxV shear force versus peak 

transient drift ratio at the first occurrence of sliding. The data is parsed by wall web vertical 

reinforcement ratio  l . 

 

 

Figure 4-43. Damage data for initiation of base sliding 
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4.4 An investigation of crack propagation in SW1 to SW12 

 Reporting of previous experimental programs has included widths of cracks at peak 

transient displacement or a maximum crack width without specifying the corresponding loading. 

Missing from these experimental programs is the reporting of a) cracks and widths at multiple 

locations on the wall and b) crack widths at displacements associated with zero lateral loading. 

Information on crack width at zero lateral loading is important because this mimics the post-

earthquake condition of a wall. 

 This section investigates the relationship between widths of cracks at 1) peak transient 

displacement, and 2) the displacement associated with zero lateral force upon subsequent 

unloading. Cracks and their widths were measured at these displacements for all 12 walls. The 

locations where measurements were taken varied as a function of load step. 

 One table and four or five figures are provided for each wall. The table (Crack width data, 

in inch, for SW*) presents crack widths at peak transient displacement and the subsequent 

displacement associated with zero loading. The information below the title of the table provides 

information regarding the mechanical and geometric properties of the wall, the peak shear force 

and the load step when the peak shear force occurred. The load steps chosen for each wall 

correspond to 1) approximately half of the displacement associated with peak shear strength, 2) 

the displacement associated with peak shear strength, and 3) approximately two to three times the 

displacement associated with peak shear strength or the final load step. Information at a load step 

beyond peak strength is not provided for SW5 because testing was terminated immediately 

following the cycles to peak strength. The table presents the ratio of the crack width at peak 
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transient displacement to the crack width at the subsequent displacement associated with zero 

lateral loading, p rw w , which is denoted as crack width ratio. The average of this ratio is presented 

for each load step and for each wall. 

 The first figure (First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW*) presents the first 

quadrant of the cyclic response for each wall, as measured in terms of in-plane lateral force versus 

the in-plane drift ratio (lateral displacement divided by the height from centerline of loading to top 

the foundation block). Highlighted in purple are the first quadrant responses corresponding to the 

load steps identified in the table. The open and solid circles on the x axis in each force-drift ratio 

relationship identifies the displacements at which crack widths were measured during testing. 

 The remaining figures presented for each wall highlight the crack patterns for each load 

stage during peak transient displacement. Cracks highlighted in blue have a width less than 0.02 

inch. Cracks highlighted in purple have a width between 0.02 inch and 0.125 inch. Cracks 

highlighted in red have a width greater than 0.125 inch. Areas of significant spalled of concrete 

are shaded in red. The letters on each figure identify monitoring locations where crack widths were 

measured and reported in the table for each wall. 
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Table 4-25. Crack width data, in inch, for SW1 

  
h

w
l
w

= 0.94,r
l
= 0.67%,r

t
= 0.67%, ¢f

c
= 3600 psi, V

max
= 253 kips in LS9( )  

 LS71 LS92 LS103 

Crack 

ID4  
5

,7pw
 

6

,7rw
 

,7

,7

p

r

w

w
 

5

,9pw
 

6

,9rw
 

,9

,9

p

r

w

w
 

5

,10pw
 

6

,10rw
 

,10

,10

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.016 0.007 2.29 0.031 0.005 6.20 0.039 0.005 7.80 

B 0.010 0.007 1.43 0.033 0.005 6.60 0.040 0.005 8.00 

C 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.032 0.005 6.40 0.031 0.005 6.20 

D 0.007 0.005 1.40 0.054 0.020 2.70 0.114 0.020 5.70 

E 0.025 0.005 5.00 0.065 0.020 3.25 0.031 0.016 1.94 

F 0.030 0.005 6.00 0.060 0.005 12.00 0.037 0.005 7.40 

G 0.125 0.040 3.13 0.096 0.050 1.93 0.074 0.125 0.59 

H 0.035 0.009 3.89 0.036 0.016 2.25 0.036 0.007 5.14 

I 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.032 0.005 6.40 0.047 0.005 9.40 

J 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.018 0.005 3.60 0.046 0.005 9.20 

Average  3.03   5.13   6.14 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.63% 

2. Peak transient drift = 1.30% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 2.10% 

4. Monitoring location varies as a function of load step; see Figure 4-45 to Figure 4-47 

5. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

6. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-44) 

 

 

Figure 4-44. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW1 
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Figure 4-45. Crack width measurement locations SW1, LS7 

 

 

Figure 4-46. Crack width measurement locations for SW1, LS9 
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Figure 4-47. Crack width measurement locations for SW1, LS10 
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Table 4-26. Crack width data, in inch, for SW2 

 '0.54, 1.00%, 1.00%, 7000 psi, 563 kips at LS10w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

 LS81 LS102 LS113 

Crack 

ID4  
5

,8pw
 

6

,8rw
 

,8

,8

p

r

w

w
 

5

,10pw
 

6

,10rw
 

,10

,10

p

r

w

w
 

5

,11pw
 

6

,11rw
 

,11

,11

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.027 0.005 5.40 0.040 0.005 8.00 

B 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.024 0.005 4.80 0.017 0.005 3.40 

C 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.033 0.005 6.60 0.024 0.007 3.43 

D 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.031 0.005 6.20 0.029 0.020 1.45 

E 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.038 0.007 5.43 0.030 0.007 4.29 

F 0.016 0.007 2.29 0.039 0.007 5.57 0.051 0.007 7.29 

G 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.019 0.007 2.71 0.027 0.005 5.40 

H 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.023 0.005 4.60 0.032 0.007 4.57 

I 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.033 0.007 4.71 0.026 0.005 5.20 

J 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.078 0.078 1.00 0.082 0.078 1.05 

Average  2.25   4.70   4.41 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.49% 

2. Peak transient drift = 1.26% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 2.23% 

4. Monitoring location varies as a function of load step; see Figure 4-49 to Figure 4-51 

5. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

6. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-48) 

 

 

 

Figure 4-48. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW2 
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Figure 4-49. Crack width measurement locations for SW2, LS8 
 

 

Figure 4-50. Crack width measurement locations for  SW2, LS10 
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Figure 4-51. Crack width measurement locations for  SW2, LS11 

 

Table 4-27. Crack width data, in inch, for SW3 

 '0.54, 0.67%, 0.67%, 7800 psi, 468 kips at LS12w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

 LS111 LS122 LS133 

Crack 

ID4  

5

,11pw
 

6

,11rw
 

,11

,11

p

r

w

w
 

5

,12pw
 

6

,12rw
 

,12

,12

p

r

w

w
 

5

,13pw
 

6

,13rw
 

,13

,13

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.060 0.016 3.75 0.037 0.020 1.85 0.025 0.035 0.71 

B 0.040 0.010 4.00 0.027 0.020 1.35 0.027 0.030 0.90 

C 0.016 0.009 1.78 0.037 0.016 2.31 0.032 0.025 1.28 

D 0.030 0.009 3.33 0.050 0.025 2.00 0.035 0.020 1.75 

E 0.016 0.009 1.78 0.038 0.016 2.38 0.043 0.020 2.15 

F 0.030 0.016 1.88 0.039 0.020 1.95 0.031 0.010 3.10 

G 0.020 0.016 1.25 0.035 0.016 2.19 0.016 0.010 1.60 

H 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.035 0.020 1.75 0.034 0.020 1.70 

I 0.030 0.013 2.31 0.030 0.016 1.88 0.029 0.005 5.80 

J 0.025 0.010 2.50 0.022 0.005 4.40 0.024 0.005 4.80 

Average  2.44   2.21   2.38 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.10% 

2. Peak transient drift = 2.10% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 2.90% 

4. Monitoring location varies as a function of load step; see Figure 4-53 to Figure 4-55 

5. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

6. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-52) 
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Figure 4-52. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW3 
 

 

Figure 4-53. Crack width measurement locations for SW3, LS11 
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Figure 4-54. Crack width measurement locations for SW3, LS12 
 

 

Figure 4-55. Crack width measurement locations for SW3, LS13 
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Table 4-28. Crack width data, in inch, for SW4 

 '0.54, 0.33%, 0.33%, 4200 psi, 226 kips at LS12w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

 LS101 LS122 LS143 

Crack 

ID4  
5

,10pw
 

6

,10rw
 

,10

,10

p

r

w

w
 

5

,12pw
 

6

,12rw
 

,12

,12

p

r

w

w
 

5

,14pw
 

6

,14rw
 

,14

,14

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.060 0.030 2.00 0.118 0.050 2.36 0.079 0.016 4.94 

B 0.050 0.030 1.67 0.118 0.025 4.72 0.157 0.157 1.00 

C 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.035 0.016 2.19 0.035 0.005 7.00 

D 0.035 0.013 2.69 0.079 0.013 6.08 0.030 0.020 1.50 

E 0.040 0.025 1.60 0.030 0.005 6.00 0.197 0.079 2.49 

F 0.060 0.020 3.00 0.079 0.030 2.63 0.197 0.050 3.94 

G 0.050 0.020 2.50 0.118 0.035 3.37 0.079 0.050 1.58 

H 0.025 0.009 2.78 0.079 0.035 2.26 0.035 0.013 2.69 

I 0.025 0.010 2.50 0.030 0.013 2.31 0.035 0.013 2.69 

J 0.025 0.009 2.78 0.030 0.016 1.88 0.030 0.010 3.00 

Average  2.55   3.38   3.08 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.60% 

2. Peak transient drift = 1.11% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 2.29% 

4. Monitoring location varies as a function of load step; see Figure 4-57 to Figure 4-59 

5. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

6. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-56) 

 

 

 

Figure 4-56. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW4 
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Figure 4-57. Crack width measurement locations for SW4, LS10 

 

 

Figure 4-58. Crack width measurement locations for SW4, LS12 
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Figure 4-59. Crack width measurement locations for SW4, LS14 

 

 

Table 4-29. Crack width data, in inch, for SW5 

 '0.33, 1.00%, 1.00%, 4300 psi, 726 kips at LS8w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

 LS71 LS82 

Crack 

ID3  
4

,7pw
 

5

,7rw
 

,7

,7

p

r

w

w
 

4

,8pw
 

5

,8rw
 

,8

,8

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.035 0.013 2.69 0.034 0.030 1.13 

B 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.029 0.009 3.22 

C 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.026 0.005 5.20 

D 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.030 0.016 1.88 

E 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.027 0.007 3.86 

F 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.032 0.009 3.56 

G 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.028 0.009 3.11 

H 0.010 0.007 1.43 0.032 0.007 4.57 

I 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.026 0.007 3.71 

J 0.013 0.007 1.86 0.026 0.005 3.20 

Average  3.04   3.54 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.72% 

2. Peak transient drift = 1.30% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Monitoring location varies as a function of load step 

4. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio; see Figure 4-61 and 

Figure 4-62 

5. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of 

loading (see Figure 4-60) 
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Figure 4-60. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW5 

 

 

Figure 4-61. Crack width measurement locations for SW5, LS7 

 

 

Figure 4-62. Crack width measurement locations for SW5, LS8 
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Table 4-30. Crack width data, in inch, for SW6 

 '0.33, 0.63%, 0.69%, 3800 psi, 570 kips at LS8w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

 LS61 LS82 LS103 LS114 

Crack 

ID5  
6

,6pw
 

7

,6rw
 

,6

,6

p

r

w

w
 

6

,8pw
 

7

,8rw
 

,8

,8

p

r

w

w
 

6

,10pw
 

7

,10rw
 

,10

,10

p

r

w

w
 

6

,11pw
 

7

,11rw
 

,11

,11

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.038 0.025 1.52 0.138 0.050 2.76 0.125 0.063 1.98 

B 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.033 0.010 3.30 0.048 0.013 3.69 0.125 0.040 3..13 

C 0.025 0.005 5.00 0.039 0.010 3.90 0.109 0.013 8.38 0.060 0.007 8.57 

D 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.040 0.020 2.00 0.045 0.007 6.43 0.063 0.035 1.80 

E 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.030 0.013 2.31 0.044 0.013 3.38 0.030 0.007 4.29 

F 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.039 0.010 3.90 0.045 0.025 1.80 0.063 0.009 7.00 

G 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.031 0.005 6.20 0.034 0.005 6.80 0.050 0.016 3.13 

H 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.026 0.005 5.20 0.028 0.016 1.75 0.050 0.030 1.67 

I 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.022 0.007 3.14 0.024 0.005 4.80 0.030 0.005 6.00 

J 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.022 0.005 4.40 0.034 0.005 6.80 0.030 0.013 2.31 

Average  3.38   3.59   4.66   3.99 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.43% 

2. Peak transient drift = 0.80% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.70% 

4. Peak transient drift ratio = 2.45% 

5. Monitoring location varies by load step; see Figure 4-64 to Figure 4-67 

6. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

7. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-63) 
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Figure 4-63. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW6 

 

 

Figure 4-64. Crack width measurement locations for SW6, LS6 
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Figure 4-65. Crack width measurement locations for SW6, LS8 
 

 

Figure 4-66. Crack width measurement locations for SW6, LS10 

 

 

Figure 4-67. Crack width measurement locations for SW6, LS11 
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Table 4-31. Crack width data, in inch, for SW7 

 '0.33, 0.34%, 0.38%, 3800 psi, 318 kips at LS7w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

 LS51 LS72 LS113 LS124 

Crack 

ID5  
6

,5pw
 

7

,5rw
 

,5

,5

p

r

w

w
 

6

,7pw
 

7

,7rw
 

,7

,7

p

r

w

w
 

6

,11pw
 

7

,11rw
 

,11

,11

p

r

w

w
 

6

,12pw
 

7

,12rw
 

,12

,12

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.046 0.005 9.20 0.030 0.009 3.33 0.060 0.020 3.00 

B 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.027 0.005 5.40 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.013 0.005 2.60 

C 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.043 0.005 8.60 0.030 0.005 6.00 0.025 0.005 5.00 

D 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.041 0.005 8.20 0.050 0.016 3.13 0.025 0.005 5.00 

E 0.030 0.007 4.29 0.033 0.005 6.60 0.025 0.005 5.00 0.050 0.010 5.00 

F 0.030 0.007 4.29 0.043 0.007 6.14 0.050 0.005 10.00 0.050 0.009 5.56 

G 0.025 0.007 3.57 0.045 0.007 6.43 0.125 0.016 7.81 0.125 0.010 12.50 

H 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.038 0.007 5.43 0.063 0.020 3.15 0.050 0.007 7.14 

I 0.013 0.007 1.86 0.043 0.007 6.14 0.030 0.005 6.00 0.025 0.007 3.57 

J 0.020 0.007 2.86 0.031 0.007 4.43 0.050 0.007 7.14 0.013 0.005 2.60 

Average  3.03   6.66   5.56   5.20 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.23% 

2. Peak transient drift = 0.48% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.12% 

4. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.37% 

5. Monitoring location varies by load step; see Figure 4-69 to Figure 4-72 

6. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

7. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-68) 
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Figure 4-68. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW7 

 

Figure 4-69. Crack width measurement locations for SW7, LS5 
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Figure 4-70. Crack width measurement locations for SW6, LS7 
 

 

Figure 4-71. Crack width measurement locations for SW7, LS11 

 

 

Figure 4-72. Crack width measurement locations for SW7, LS12 
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Table 4-32. Crack widths data, in inch, for SW8 

 '0.54, 1.50%, 1.50%, 3500 psi, 623 kips at LS6w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

 LS41 LS62 LS83 

Crack 

ID4  
5

,4pw
 

6

,4rw
 

,4

,4

p

r

w

w
 

5

,6pw
 

6

,6rw
 

,6

,6

p

r

w

w
 

5

,8pw
 

6

,8rw
 

,8

,8

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.010 --7 -- 0.050 0.009 5.56 0.040 0.009 4.44 

B 0.007 -- -- 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.009 0.005 1.80 

C 0.009 -- -- 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.013 0.005 2.60 

D 0.009 -- -- 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.013 0.005 2.60 

E 0.010 -- -- 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.020 0.005 4.00 

F 0.010 -- -- 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.013 0.005 2.60 

G 0.013 -- -- 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.016 0.005 3.20 

H 0.007 -- -- 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.016 0.005 3.20 

I 0.010 -- -- 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.016 0.005 3.20 

J 0.013 -- -- 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.007 0.005 1.40 

Average  --   3.34   2.90 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.39% 

2. Peak transient drift = 0.74% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.38% 

4. Monitoring location varies by load step; see Figure 4-74 and Figure 4-76 

5. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

6. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-73) 

7. Crack widths too small to measure 

 

 

Figure 4-73. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW8 
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Figure 4-74. Crack width measurement locations for SW8, LS4 
 

 

Figure 4-75. Crack width measurement locations for SW8, LS6 
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Figure 4-76. Crack width measurement locations for SW8, LS8 
 

Table 4-33. Crack widths data, in inch, for SW9 

 '0.54, 1.50%, 0.67%, 4300 psi, 633 kips at LS7w w l t c maxh l f V     
 

 LS51 LS72 LS83 

Crack 

ID4  

5

,5pw
 

6

,5rw
 

,5

,5

p

r

w

w
 

5

,7pw
 

6

,7rw
 

,7

,7

p

r

w

w
 

5

,8pw
 

6

,8rw
 

,8

,8

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.016 -- --7 0.029 0.005 5.80 0.040 0.013 3.08 

B 0.007 -- -- 0.026 0.005 5.20 0.007 0.005 1.40 

C 0.013 -- -- 0.028 0.005 5.60 0.013 0.005 2.60 

D 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.019 0.005 3.80 0.013 0.005 2.60 

E 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.028 0.005 5.60 0.020 0.005 4.00 

F 0.002 0.005 0.40 0.029 0.005 5.80 0.060 0.030 2.00 

G 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.025 0.005 5.00 0.035 0.005 7.00 

H 0.025 0.005 5.00 0.033 0.005 6.60 0.125 0.035 3.57 

I 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.040 0.005 8.00 0.020 0.007 2.86 

J 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.032 0.005 6.40 0.250 0.060 4.17 

Average  2.91   5.78   3.33 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.48% 

2. Peak transient drift = 0.83% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio =  1.35% 

4. Monitoring location varies by load step; see Figure 4-78 to Figure 4-80 

5. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

6. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-77) 

7. Crack widths too small to measure 
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Figure 4-77. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW9 

 

 

 

Figure 4-78. Crack width measurement locations for SW9, LS5 
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Figure 4-79. Crack width measurement locations for SW9, LS7 
 

 

Figure 4-80. Crack width measurement locations for SW9, LS8 
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Table 4-34. Crack widths data, in inch, for SW10 

 '

max0.54, 1.50%, 0.33%, 4600 psi, 528 kips at LS6w w l t ch l f V     
 

 LS41 LS62 LS83 

Crack 

ID4  
5

,4pw
 

6

,4rw
 

,4

,4

p

r

w

w
 

5

,6pw
 

6

,6rw
 

,6

,6

p

r

w

w
 

5

,8pw
 

6

,8rw
 

,8

,8

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.009 --7 -- 0.009 -- -- 0.114 0.125 0.91 

B 0.007 -- -- 0.009 -- -- 0.025 0.007 3.57 

C 0.007 -- -- 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.050 0.125 0.40 

D 0.013 -- -- 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.013 0.007 1.86 

E 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.013 0.009 1.44 0.030 0.020 1.50 

F 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.016 0.007 2.29 0.060 0.030 2.00 

G 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.010 0.005 2.00 

H 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.007 0.007 1.00 0.183 0.250 0.73 

I 0.020 0.007 2.86 0.025 0.030 0.83 0.013 0.010 1.30 

J 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.020 0.060 0.33 0.060 0.016 3.75 

Average  2.64   1.79   1.80 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.38% 

2. Peak transient drift = 0.77% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.42% 

4. Monitoring location varies by load step; see Figure 4-82 and Figure 4-84 

5. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

6. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-81) 

7. Crack widths too small to measure 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4-81. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW10 
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Figure 4-82. Crack width measurement locations for SW10, LS4 
 

 

Figure 4-83. Crack width measurement locations for SW10, LS6 
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Figure 4-84. Crack width measurement locations for SW10, LS8 
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Table 4-35. Crack width data, in inch, for SW11 

 '0.54, 0.67%, 0.67%, 1.50%, 5000 psi, 424 kips at LS5w w l t be c maxh l f V       
 

 LS31 LS52 LS83 LS94 

Crack 

ID5  
6

,3pw
 

7

,3rw
 

,3

,3

p

r

w

w
 

6

,5pw
 

7

,5rw
 

,5

,5

p

r

w

w
 

6

,8pw
 

7

,8rw
 

,8

,8

p

r

w

w
 

6

,9pw
 

7

,9rw
 

,9

,9

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.005 0.005 1.00 0.009 0.007 1.29 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.009 0.009 1.00 

B 0.009 0.005 1.80 0.060 0.016 3.75 0.125 0.035 3.57 0.125 0.050 2.50 

C 0.005 0.005 1.00 0.020 0.007 2.86 0.020 0.007 2.86 0.020 0.007 2.86 

D 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.020 0.007 2.86 0.025 0.005 5.00 0.025 0.005 5.00 

E 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.020 0.007 2.86 0.035 0.009 3.89 0.025 0.005 5.00 

F 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.016 0.007 2.29 0.020 0.007 2.86 0.020 0.007 2.86 

G 0.010 0.005 2.00 0.025 0.007 3.57 0.035 0.007 5.00 0.035 0.007 5.00 

H 0.016 0.007 2.29 0.016 0.007 2.29 0.025 0.005 5.00 0.025 0.007 3.57 

I 0.013 0.005 2.60 0.025 0.007 3.57 0.030 0.009 3.33 0.030 0.013 2.31 

J 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.020 0.007 2.86 0.020 0.005 4.00 0.025 0.005 5.00 

Average  2.11   2.82   3.73   3.51 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.26% 

2. Peak transient drift = 0.59% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.34% 

4. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.82% 

5. Monitoring locations varies by load step; see Figure 4-86 and Figure 4-89 

6. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

7. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-85) 
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Figure 4-85. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW11 
 

 

Figure 4-86. Crack width measurement locations for SW11, LS3 
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Figure 4-87. Crack width measurement locations for SW11, LS5 
 

 

Figure 4-88. Crack width measurement locations for SW11, LS8 
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Figure 4-89. Crack width measurement locations for SW11, LS9 

 

 

Table 4-36. Crack width data, in inch, for SW12 

 '0.54, 0.33%, 0.33%, 2.00%, 5000 psi, 416 kips at LS8w w l t be c maxh l f V       
 

 LS51 LS82 LS93 

Crack 

ID4  
5

,5pw
 

6

,5rw
 

,5

,5

p

r

w

w
 

5

,8pw
 

6

,8rw
 

,8

,8

p

r

w

w
 

5

,10pw
 

6

,10rw
 

,10

,10

p

r

w

w
 

A 0.040 0.010 4.00 0.060 0.035 1.71 0.060 0.060 1.00 

B 0.035 0.007 5.00 0.049 0.007 7.00 0.048 0.020 2.40 

C 0.025 0.009 2.78 0.047 0.013 3.62 0.044 0.013 3.38 

D 0.030 0.010 3.00 0.058 0.009 6.44 0.058 0.016 3.63 

E 0.040 0.010 4.00 0.038 0.005 7.60 0.048 0.009 5.33 

F 0.030 0.005 6.00 0.042 0.005 8.40 0.045 0.007 6.43 

G 0.060 0.013 4.62 0.046 0.005 9.20 0.056 0.016 3.50 

H 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.052 0.005 10.40 0.050 0.010 5.00 

I 0.016 0.005 3.20 0.054 0.005 10.80 0.049 0.016 3.06 

J 0.025 0.005 5.00 0.051 0.005 10.20 0.049 0.005 9.80 

Average  4.08   7.54   4.35 
1. Peak transient drift ratio = 0.57% 

2. Peak transient drift = 1.28% (at peak shear strength) 

3. Peak transient drift ratio = 1.60% 

4. Monitoring location varies by load step; see Figure 4-91 to Figure 4-93 

5. Crack width at peak transient drift ratio 

6. Crack width at zero lateral force in the same half cycle of loading (see Figure 4-90) 
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Figure 4-90. First quadrant of the force-drift relationship for SW12 
 

 

Figure 4-91. Crack width measurement locations for SW12, LS5 
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Figure 4-92. Crack width measurement locations for SW12, LS8 
 

 

Figure 4-93. Crack width measurement locations for SW12, LS9 
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 The locations at which the widths of cracks were monitored in the 12 walls were not 

selected scientifically because there was no plan at the time of testing to process crack-width data 

to determine the relative amplitude of cracks at peak transient displacement and zero lateral load, 

in the same load step. The chosen locations, which varied between load steps for a given wall, can 

be considered to be representative. There was no attempt made to compute a maximum crack width 

in a wall at zero lateral load force in each load step, in part because such information will not drive 

a method of repair.  

 The widths of cracks in a reinforced concrete shear wall are a function of many factors, 

including web reinforcement ratios, web reinforcement diameters, type of loading (i.e., monotonic 

versus cyclic) and loading stage (pre-peak strength, at peak strength, post-peak strength). Ten of 

the 12 walls tested had the same web reinforcement ratios in the vertical and horizontal directions, 

and those walls are the focus of the discussion below: SW1 to SW8, SW11 and SW12. Table 4-37 

bins the average values of the crack width ratios reported for walls SW1 to SW8; none of these 

walls include boundary elements. 

 

Table 4-37. Average crack width ratio1 for walls SW1 to SW8 

Load stage2 
Web reinforcement ratio 

0.40%   0.40% 1.0%   1.5%   

Pre-peak 2.8 2.8 --3 

Peak 5.0 3.8 3.3 

Post-peak 4.6 4.3 2.9 

1. Average of mean values of crack width reported in Table 4-25 to Table 4-32 

2. Displacements in the pre-peak strength region, displacement at peak strength, and 

displacement in the post-peak strength region 

3. Information not reported because the crack widths at zero lateral load were too small to be 

measured using a crack width gage 
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 The results of Table 4-37 should be considered indicative and not quantitative. The average 

crack width ratio is maximized at peak strength or in the post-peak region, which is an expected 

result. Complicating this interpretation of results are two factors, namely 1) damage in the form of 

cracking appears to localize at displacements greater than that associated with peak strength, or, 

not all cracks grow in length and width in proportion to the increasing story drift, and 2) in the 

post-peak region, some significant fraction of the total story drift is associated with base sliding. 

However, on the basis of this small dataset, which is the only one of its type to the knowledge of 

the author, 1) in the pre-peak region of response, the average crack width ratio is on the order of 3 

(if the web reinforcement ratio is less than 1%), 2) at displacement consistent with peak strength, 

the average crack width ratio is greatest for small web reinforcement ratios and smallest for a high 

web reinforcement ratios, and between 3 and 5 for the reinforcement ratios considered here, and 

3) in the post-peak region, the average crack width ratios are similar in magnitude to those at peak 

strength, namely between 3 and 5.   

 For SW11 (SW12), which included boundary elements within the web of the wall, the 

average crack width ratio in the pre-peak, peak and post-peak stages were 2.1 (4.1), 2.8 (7.5) and 

3.7 (4.4), respectively. The significant differences in the values for the two walls, at pre-peak (2.1 

versus 4.1) and peak (2.8 versus 7.5) stages is attributed to the higher web reinforcement ratios in 

SW11: 0.67% in SW11 and 0.33% in SW12. 

  

4.5 Summary 

The experimental dataset from walls SW1 to SW12 provides important information on  
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damage to reinforced concrete shear walls. Damage to the walls was binned by a state that mapped 

to a repair measure: 1) visible cracking, 2) cracks with a maximum width greater than 0.02 inch or 

0.04 inch, 3) crushing of concrete in the toe regions, 4) sliding at the base, 5) crack widths greater 

than 0.125 inch, and 6) widespread crushing of concrete. The experimental dataset was also mined 

to estimate the ratio of crack width at peak transient displacement to crack width at zero lateral 

load upon subsequent unloading: information that could prove useful for future post-earthquake 

reconnaissance reporting. 

On the basis of the data presented above, observations can be made regarding earthquake 

damage to walls, as recorded in the unloaded (post-earthquake) condition: 

 Cracking visible to the naked eye will develop at deformations smaller than those 

associated with peak shear strength. 

 Cracks with a width greater than or equal to 0.02 inch will develop at deformations smaller 

than those associated with peak shear strength. 

 Cracks with a width greater than or equal to 0.04 inch will develop at deformations at or 

near those associated with peak shear strength. 

 Cracks with a width greater than 0.125 inch will develop at deformations greater than those 

associated with peak shear strength. 

 Crushing of concrete at the toes (boundaries) of a wall will occur at deformations near or 

at those associated with peak shear strength. 

 Walls will only slide atop a foundation after the peak lateral strength has been attained. 
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 The scatter evident in Figure 4-39 through Figure 4-43 is due to the wide range of 

specimens tested: aspect ratios between 0.33 and 0.94, web reinforcement ratios between 

0.33% and 1.5%, non-uniform reinforcement layouts, and concrete compressive strengths 

between 3500 psi and 7800 psi. 

 For the walls with equal web reinforcement ratios in the horizontal and vertical directions, 

and not reinforced with boundary elements, 1) in the pre-peak strength region, the average 

crack width ratio is on the order of 3 if the web rebar ratio is less than 1%, 2) at 

displacement consistent with peak strength, the average crack width ratio is a function of 

web reinforcement ratio and can be taken as 4, and 3) in the post-peak region, the average 

crack width ratios are similar in magnitude to those at peak strength, namely, 

approximately 4. The greater the web reinforcement ratio, the smaller the average crack 

width ratio in the pre-peak strength region and at peak strength. 

 For the walls with equal web reinforcements ratios in the horizontal and vertical directions, 

and reinforced with boundary elements, the greater the web reinforcement ratio, the smaller 

the average crack width ratio in the pre-peak strength region and at peak strength. 
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SECTION 5 

FRAGILITY FUNCTIONS 

5.1 General 

The performance of a building or structure during an earthquake can be measured in terms 

of collapse, casualties incurred, damage sustained (repair cost) and time required to repair or 

replace damaged structural components. To assess the probable seismic performance of a structure 

for a user-specified characterization of an earthquake, an earthquake scenario (i.e., combination of 

moment magnitude and distance), or over a period of time (e.g., one year [annualized], a 50-year 

life), the Applied Technology Council (ATC) developed the methodology and recommended 

procedures that was published as FEMA P-58 Seismic Performance Assessment of Buildings 

(FEMA, 2012). Fragility functions are central to FEMA P-58 and its risk-calculation procedures. 

Fragility functions are cumulative distributions that relate the probability a damage 

threshold (as defined by damage states and methods of repair) is met or exceeded given a value of 

a demand parameter (e.g. acceleration or story drift ratio). Damage states are physical measures or 

descriptors that are observed or documented by engineers/inspectors during a post-earthquake 

evaluation. Gulec and his co-workers documented damage states and the corresponding repair 

methods for low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls using available data, as discussed in 

Chapter 4. Fragility functions were then developed, and presented in Gulec and Whittaker (2009) 

and Gulec et al. (2009, 2010), for such shear walls based on these damage states and methods of 

repair, where the damage states and methods of repair were subject to review and revision by 

expert design professionals and contractors.  
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The data Gulec used to develop fragility functions were based on recorded observations of 

damage to specimens tested in laboratories. The tests were performed over a number of decades 

and no metadata were available. In some cases cracks were recorded on drawings of wall 

elevations, with maximum crack widths identified. In other cases, maximum crack widths were 

recorded but no drawings were generated. Cracks and their widths (often just maximum value on 

a given wall) were associated with peak transient displacements: information that is not available 

to engineers and inspectors after an earthquake because the wall is unloaded at that time. The tests 

and documentation of SW1 to SW12, with recorded crack length and width (along the length of 

each crack) at both peak transient and at displacements at zero lateral load make updates to the 

Gulec fragility functions possible. 

Accordingly, the damage states reported in Chapter 4 for walls SW1 to SW12 are used 

herein to develop a new set of fragility functions for planar (rectangular), low aspect ratio 

reinforced concrete shear walls. The damage states of Chapter 4 were reported for the unloaded 

condition, thus mimicking the post-earthquake condition. The reporting of damage as a function 

of displacement at zero lateral load makes this dataset truly unique. 

 

5.2 Fragility functions developed by Gulec (2009) 

Gulec (2009) compiled a database of results from tests of 434 low aspect ratio reinforced 

concrete shear walls, which included walls with rectangular (planar), barbell and flanged cross 

sections (referred to as the database). The database was assembled using information from testing 

programs dating back to 1952. Much of the reported information focused on maximum shear 
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strength (Gulec and Whittaker, 2009). The data required to develop fragility functions, which are 

characterized by damage states (e.g., crack lengths and widths, volume of crushed concrete, 

reinforcement yielding and buckling, and photographs documenting the extent of damage), were 

rarely reported. Very rarely were photographs (or sketches) provided that enable the reader to 

understand the extent of damage, and where provided, the photographs (and sketches) depicted 

damage at the end of the test, when the walls strength have been substantially degraded from the 

peak values (in push and pull directions). 

The lack of detailed information on damage to the walls catalogued in the database led 

Gulec (2009) to exclude 323 of the 434 walls from the fragility analysis. Of the remaining 111 

walls, 51 had rectangular or planar cross sections. The aspect ratio of the walls with rectangular 

cross sections ranged from 0.25 to 2.00, with web thickness between 1.77 inches and 6.00 inches. 

The compressive strength of the concrete in the rectangular walls ranged from 2915 psi to 7537 

psi. The horizontal and vertical reinforcement ratios in the webs of the rectangular walls ranged 

between 0.00% and 1.61%, and 0.00% to 2.14%, respectively.  

The damage states and corresponding methods of repair defined by Gulec (2009) were 

chosen based on an analysis of the reported test data, guidelines for repair of reinforced concrete 

walls such as, FEMA 306 (ATC, 1998) and FEMA 308 (ATC, 1998) and the opinion of the expert 

design professionals associated with the FEMA P-58 project. Damage states included the onset of 

visible cracking, width of cracks beyond threshold values, reinforcement yielding or buckling, 

concrete crushing, and base sliding. Gulec, working indirectly with the design professionals 

involved in the FEMA P-58 project, assigned a method of repair (MoR) to each damage state. 
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Methods of repair included cosmetic repair, epoxy-resin injection of cracks, partial replacement of 

the wall, and full replacement of the wall. Table 5-1 presents the damage states of Gulec (2009) 

and their corresponding methods of repair. The following sub-sections provide a description of the 

method of repair used for each damage state, adapted from Gulec (2009), Gulec and Whittaker 

(2009), Gulec et al. (2009). 

 

5.2.1 MoR-1, Cosmetic repair 

 Cosmetic repairs are required for visible cracks with a width less than 0.02 inch. These thin 

cracks do not compromise the shear strength of a wall or materially affect its lateral stiffness. 

(Restrained shrinkage, associated with cracks not visible to the naked eye, does affect the lateral 

stiffness of low aspect ratio walls per Luna et al. (2015). Additional thin cracks (widths less than 

0.02inch) are assumed not to reduce stiffness further.) Cosmetic repairs (e.g., painting) are used to 

restore the aesthetic appearance of the wall but not improve its strength or stiffness. 

 If reinforced concrete shear walls are used to confine gases or fluids, such as containment 

vessels in nuclear power plants, even thin cracks may need to be repaired. Rizkalla et al. (1984), 

Greiner and Ramm (1995), Hamilton et al. (2004), and Hutchinson and Soppe (2012) showed that 

cracks with widths ranging from 0.002 inch to 0.007 inch could increase the permeability of a wall 

to allow passage of a gas. Hutchinson and Soppe (2012) also noted that “[O]nce cracked,  
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Table 5-1. Damage states and methods of repair as defined by Gulec and Whittaker (2009) 

Damage state ID Damage state 
Method of Repair 

(MoR) 

DS1.1 Initiation of cracking 

Cosmetic repair 

(MoR-1) 

DS1.2 Initiation of flexural cracking 

DS1.3 Initiation of shear cracking 

DS1.4 
Maximum measured crack widths less 

 than 0.02 inch (0.5 mm) 

DS2.1 Initiation of yielding in horizontal web reinforcement 

Epoxy-resin 

injection 

(MoR-2) 

DS2.2 Initiation of yielding in vertical web reinforcement 

DS2.3 
Initiation of yielding in vertical  

boundary element reinforcement 

DS2.4a 
Maximum measured shear crack width greater than 

0.02 inch (0.5 mm) but less than 0.12 inch (3 mm) 

DS2.5a 
Maximum measured flexural crack width greater than 

0.02 inch (0.5 mm) but less than 0.12 inch (3 mm) 

DS2.4b 
Maximum measured shear crack width greater than 

0.04 inch (1 mm) but less than 0.12 inch (3 mm) 

DS2.5b 
Maximum measured flexural crack width greater than 

0.04 inch (1 mm) but less than 0.12 inch (3 mm) 

DS3.1 
Concrete crushing at the compression  

toes/initiation of crushing in the wall web Partial wall 

replacement 

(MoR-3) 

DS3.2 Vertical cracking in the toe regions of the web 

DS3.3 Buckling of boundary element reinforcement 

DS3.4 Flexural crack widths greater than 0.12 inch (3mm) 

DS4.1 Initiation of base sliding 

Full wall 

replacement 

(MoR-4) 

DS4.2 Wide diagonal cracks 

DS4.3 Widespread crushing of concrete 

DS4.4 Reinforcement fracture 

DS4.5 Shear crack widths greater than 0.12 inch (3 mm) 
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the concrete permeability typically increased anywhere from 10 to 50 times the uncracked 

permeability for the uniaxial specimens, whereas it increased from 10 and 10000 times the 

uncracked permeability for the biaxial specimens…” Unresolved issues here include a) the 

relationship between peak transient crack width and residual crack width (upon which permeability 

calculations should be based), b) the variation of crack width through the thickness of a wall (if 

the crack does not penetrate completely through a wall, gas cannot pass, regardless of its width at 

the surface), and c) the dependence of results on the thickness of a wall (the longer and more 

torturous the path through the wall, the lower the permeability). Accordingly, cosmetic repair may 

not be sufficient for walls with thin surface cracks that serve as a confinement function. 

 

5.2.2 MoR-2, Epoxy-resin injection 

Cracks in walls are injected with epoxy resin to restore strength and stiffness. Damage 

states DS2.1, DS2.2, and DS2.3 are associated with the yielding of reinforcement and were used 

in the absence of information regarding crack width. Cracks are assumed to have formed on the 

surface of a wall if the reinforcement has yielded. Damages states 2.4 and 2.5 are used when crack-

width data are available. Damage states 2.4 and 2.5 provide different crack width thresholds for 

epoxy-resin injection, a) 0.02 inch and b) 0.04 inch. Two values of minimum crack widths were 

provided by Gulec and Whittaker (2009) because there was no consensus within the design 

professional community regarding the minimum crack width for epoxy-resin injection, and the 

same two ranges on crack width are used here. 
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5.2.3 MoR-3, Partial wall replacement 

MoR-3 requires partial removal of reinforcement and concrete in the damaged zones of a 

reinforced concrete shear wall. The damage states associated with this method of repair include 

concrete crushing at the toes of a wall, initiation of concrete crushing within the web of a wall, 

vertical cracking in the toe regions of a wall, and buckling of vertical reinforcement. This method 

of repair is also used if the width of flexural cracks exceed 0.12 inch. Walls with flexural cracks 

wider than 0.12 inch cannot be repaired by epoxy-resin injection alone to restore pre-earthquake 

strength and stiffness (Gulec and Whittaker, 2009) and so partial wall replacement is required.  

 

5.2.4 MoR-4, Full wall panel replacement 

 Gulec and Whittaker (2009) associated full replacement of a wall panel with damage states 

including sliding near the base of a wall (see Figure 5-1), wide diagonal cracks, wide spread 

concrete crushing, fracture of reinforcement, and shear cracks with width greater than 0.12 inch (3 

mm). The Gulec proposed repair for a wall that has slid near its base is identical to that 

recommended in FEMA 306 (ATC, 1998b). Wide diagonal cracks indicate failure by diagonal 

tension: yielding of tension reinforcement at locations of cracks (see Figure 5-2). If reinforcement 

of a sufficient amount is provided to prevent diagonal tension failure, the lateral strength of a wall 

will be dictated by the axial capacity of the compression struts that form within its web (see Figure 

5-2). Crushed concrete cannot be repaired by injections of epoxy grout and the wall panel must be 

replaced. The final damage state Gulec associated with wall replacement was fracture of 

reinforcement. He noted that fracture of reinforcement (DS4.4) is rarely seen in tests of squat walls: 
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only 3 of the 111 walls in the reduced database. Because fracture of reinforcement may occur after 

the damage associated with DS4.1, DS4.2, and DS4.3, it too is associated with replacement of a 

wall panel. 

 

Figure 5-1. Crack in wall SW5 after LS8 (peak transient drift ratio of 0.89%)  
 

 

Figure 5-2. Cracking in wall SW10 after LS8 (peak transient drift ratio of 0.95%)  
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5.2.5 Gulec and Whittaker (2009) fragility functions 

Gulec and Whittaker (2009) developed fragility functions for low aspect ratio walls using 

the damages states and methods of repair of Table 5-1. These fragility functions present the 

probability that certain method of repair will be required given a story drift ratio. Story drift ratio 

was chosen as the demand parameter because it was reported in the articles, reports and mined by 

Gulec. Gulec and Whittaker (2009) noted drift ratio “is the best single story-level demand 

parameter for most structural elements.” They used peak transient displacement (or drift ratio) 

because data for damage states in the unloaded state were not available in the literature.  

To enable risk calculations, fragility functions are generally associated with a continuous 

cumulative distribution function. Gulec and Whittaker (2009) tested four cumulative distribution 

functions: 1) lognormal, 2) gamma, 3) Weibull, and 4) beta. Goodness-of-fit tests (i.e., the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Lilliefors test for the lognormal distribution, only) were used to 

evaluate the cumulative distribution functions as they related to the available test data. Of the four, 

Gulec determined the lognormal cumulative distribution best described the available test data for 

low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls.   

Table 8-21 of Gulec and Whittaker (2009), which is reproduced as Table 21 in Gulec et al. 

(2009), is provided here as Table 5-2: recommended values of the median peak transient story drift 

ratio, ,D  and logarithmic standard deviation,  , for four methods of repair for rectangular walls. 

Method of Repair 2b was assumed to best represent MoR-2 on the basis of input from the expert 

design professionals on the ATC-58 project team (see Gulec and Whittaker, 2009; Gulec et al., 

2009). These fragility functions are plotted in Figure 5-3. 
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Table 5-2. Gulec et al. (2009) fragility function parameters for 

rectangular, low aspect ratio, reinforced concrete shear walls 

MoR     H  
critH  

1 0.07 0.79 0.082 0.140 

2 0.55 0.34 0.181 0.207 

3 1.09 0.27 0.122 0.164 

4 1.30 0.35 0.202 0.154 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3. Fragility functions of Gulec and Whittaker (2009) 
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5.3 Proposed fragility functions 

The fragility functions developed here utilize the procedures presented in Appendix H of 

Volume 1 of FEMA P-58 and the damage states reported in Chapter 4. These fragility functions 

are compared with those developed by Gulec and Whittaker (2009), and Gulec et al. (2009, 2010) 

using a common basis: a lognormal cumulative distribution function and the damage states and 

methods of repair introduced previously. The demand parameter used for the functions is peak 

transient drift ratio because this is a product of analysis. Importantly, and different from prior 

investigations, the peak transient drift ratio is related to the damage observed at the displacement 

associated with zero lateral load upon subsequent unloading. For example, in a half loading cycle 

to a positive peak transient drift ratio of say 1.00% and back to zero lateral load, for with the 

residual drift ratio is say 0.40%, shear cracks with width greater than 0.02 inch (0.5 mm) but less 

than 0.12 inch (3 mm), which maps to DS2.4a, are observed at a zero lateral force. Accordingly, 

DS2.4a is associated with a peak transient drift ratio of 1.00% rather than the damage state 

associated with wider cracks that existed at the peak transient drift ratio. 

For completeness, the mathematical expressions used to describe the lognormal cumulative 

distribution function in Appendix H in Volume 1 of FEMA P-58 are presented below in Eq. (5-1) 

to Eq. (5-4): 
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where  iF D  is the lognormal cumulative distribution function for the thi method of repair given 

a peak transient drift ratio, ,D    is the standard normal (Gaussian) cumulative distribution 

function, i  is the median value of the probability cumulative distribution function, i  is the 

logarithmic standard deviation, r  is the variability observed in the experimental data, u  is the 

uncertainty that the experimental data represents actual conditions (described further in FEMA P-

58), M  is the number of specimens tested, and id  is the demand in test i at which the damage 

state was first observed.   

 All of the fragility functions developed below are assessed using the Lilliefors goodness-

of-fit-test presented in Section H.3.3 in Volume 1 of FEMA P-58:  

 

   maxx i MH F d S d   Eq. (5-5) 

 

where H  is the test parameter,  iF d  is the lognormal cumulative distribution function for the thi  

method of repair as defined in Eq. (5-1), and  MS d  is the sample cumulative distribution function. 

The test parameter, ,H  is the maximum difference between the fragility function developed from 

the experimental data and the sample cumulative distribution function. It is compared with a 

critical test parameter, ,critH  to determine if the differences between the two functions are 
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statistically significant, that is, the relationship between drift ratio and damage observed is more 

than just random chance. The fragility function passes the goodness-of-fit test if critH H . 

The fragility functions are tested using a critical test parameter based on a 5% significance 

level per FEMA P-58. The mathematical expression governing critH  at a 5% significance level 

(from Table H-4 in Volume 1 of FEMA P-58) is presented in Eq. (5-6), where M  is the number 

of samples. 

 

 0.5 0.50.895 0.01 0.85critH M M     Eq. (5-6) 

 

5.3.1 Damage states of SW1 to SW12 

Chapter 4 documented damage states for walls SW1 to SW12 using the displacement 

associated with zero lateral load as the demand parameter. These damage states included a) onset 

of visible cracking, b) residual crack width between specified limits, c) onset of concrete crushing, 

d) the formation of wide diagonal cracks, e) vertical cracking in the toe regions and f) residual 

sliding at the base of the wall. As noted in Chapter 4, the term residual denotes damage observed 

at displacements associated with zero lateral force, which is, mimicking the damage observed by 

an engineer/inspector after an earthquake. All of these damage states correspond to method of 

repairs shown in Table 5-1, as defined previously by Gulec and Whittaker (2009). Buckling of 

reinforcement and fracture of reinforcement (see Table 5-1) were not observed in the testing of 

walls SW1 to SW12 and so are not addressed in the fragility functions developed later in this 
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chapter. Similarly, yielding of reinforcement is not used as a surrogate for crack width because 

locations, lengths and widths of cracks were logged. 

Table 4-1 through Table 4-23 present the damage states observed in walls SW1 to SW12 

using the descriptors of Table 5-1 and the corresponding methods of repair (MoR). The aspect 

ratio, w wh l , vertical reinforcement ratio, l , horizontal reinforcement ratio, t , and compressive 

strength of concrete, cf  , for each wall are identified in each table; the vertical reinforcement ratio 

in the boundary members of walls SW11 and SW12 is presented in Table 5-13 and Table 4-23. 

The peak transient drift ratio reported in the tables is the drift ratio prior to the unloaded condition 

for which the damage state is reported. 

Table 5-3. Damage states observed in SW11 

 0.94, 0.67%, 0.67%, 3600 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 1 0.06 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 7 0.61 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 8 0.84 DS2.5b MoR-2b 

Concrete crushing in 

toe regions 
10 1.68 DS3.1 MoR-3 

w   0.125 in 10 1.68 DS4.2 
MoR-4 

Sliding at the base 10 2.60 DS4.1 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. Damage states not observed during testing of this wall: vertical cracking in the toe 

regions and widespread crushing of concrete 
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Table 5-4. Damage states observed in SW21 

 0.54, 1.00%, 1.00%, 7000 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 2 0.08 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 9 0.78 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 10 1.26 DS2.4b MoR-2b 

Concrete crushing in 

toe regions 
11 1.68 DS3.1 MoR-3 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths greater 

than 0.125 inch, vertical cracks in the toe regions, widespread crushing of concrete and 

sliding at the base 
 

Table 5-5. Damage states observed in SW31 

 0.54, 0.67%, 0.67%, 7800 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 3 0.06 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 10 0.75 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 12 1.82 DS2.5b MoR-2b 

Concrete crushing in 

toe regions 
12 2.09 DS3.1 MoR-3 

Sliding at the base 12 2.09 DS4.1 MoR-4 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths 

greater than 0.125 inch, vertical cracks in the toe regions and widespread crushing of 

concrete 
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Table 5-6. Damage states observed in SW41 

 0.54, 0.33%, 0.33%, 4200 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load  

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 3 0.04 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 9 0.41 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

Vertical cracks in  

the toe regions 
10 0.60 DS3.2 MoR-3 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 11 0.75 DS2.4b MoR-2b 

Concrete crushing in  

toe regions 
12 1.08 DS3.1 MoR-3 

Sliding at the base 13 1.50 DS4.1 MoR-4 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths 

greater than 0.125 inch and widespread crushing of concrete 
 

Table 5-7. Damage states observed in SW51 

 0.33, 1.00%, 1.00%, 4300 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift ratio 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 1 0.02 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in  7 0.67 DS2.4a MoR2.4a 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 8 0.89 DS2.4b MoR2.4b 

Concrete crushing in  

the toe regions 
8 0.89 DS3.1 MoR-3 

Sliding near the base3 8 0.89 DS4.1 

MoR-4 
w   0.125 in 8 0.89 DS4.2 

Widespread crushing  

of concrete 
8 0.89 DS4.3 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: vertical  

cracks in the toe region 

3. Sliding along a plane approximately seven inches above the base of the wall 
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Table 5-8. Damage states observed in SW61 

 0.33, 0.63%, 0.69%, 3800 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 2 0.04 DS1.1 0.21 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 8 0.81 DS2.4a 0.86 

0.04 in w 0.125 in 9 1.07 DS2.4b 0.83 

Concrete crushing in 

toe regions 
9 1.07 DS3.1 0.83 

w   0.125 in 10 1.69 DS4.2 0.79 

Sliding at the base 10 1.81 DS4.1 0.58 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: vertical cracks in the toe 

region and widespread crushing of concrete 
 

Table 5-9. Damage states observed in SW71 

 0.33, 0.34%, 0.38%, 3800 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 2 0.08 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 7 0.45 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

Vertical cracks  

in toe regions 
9 0.70 DS3.2 MoR-3 

Sliding at the base 9 0.70 DS4.1 MoR-4 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
10 0.85 DS3.1 MoR-3 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 13 1.94 DS2.4b MoR-2b 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths 

greater than 0.125 inch and widespread crushing of concrete 
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Table 5-10. Damage states observed in SW81 

 0.54, 1.50%, 1.50%, 3500 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 4 0.34 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 7 0.88 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
7 0.88 DS3.1 

MoR-3 
Vertical cracks  

in toe regions 
7 0.88 DS3.2 

Sliding at the base 8 1.33 DS4.1 

MoR-4 Widespread crushing 

of concrete 
10 2.34 DS4.3 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths 

greater than 0.04 inch 
 

Table 5-11. Damage states observed in SW91 

 0.54, 1.50%, 0.67%, 4300 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 2 0.07 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in 7 0.76 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 8 1.23 DS2.4b MoR-2b 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
8 1.23 DS3.1 MoR-3 

Sliding at the base 8 1.35 DS4.1 MoR-4 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths 

greater than 0.125 inch, vertical cracks in the toe region and widespread crushing of 

concrete 
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Table 5-12. Damage states observed in SW101 

 0.54, 1.50%, 0.33%, 4600 psiw w l t ch l f       

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 2 0.09 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in  5 0.42 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 5 0.42 DS2.4b MoR-2b 

w   0.125 in 6 0.59 DS4.2 MoR-4 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
7 0.75 DS3.1 MoR-3 

Widespread crushing  

of concrete 
7 0.75 DS4.3 

MoR-4 

Sliding at the base 8 0.95 DS4.1 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: vertical cracks in the toe 

region 
 

Table 5-13. Damage states observed in SW111 

 0.54, 0.67%, 0.67%, 1.50%, 5000 psiw w l t be ch l f         

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

Step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 2 0.09 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in  5 0.57 DS2.4a MoR-2a 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 6 0.75 DS2.4b MoR-2b 

Vertical cracks  

in toe regions 
7 0.93 DS3.2 

MoR-3 
Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
8 1.30 DS3.1 

Sliding at the base 9 1.82 DS4.1 MoR-4 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: cracks with widths 

greater than 0.125 inch and widespread crushing of concrete 
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Table 5-14. Damage states observed in SW121 

 0.54, 0.33%, 0.33%, 2.00%, 5000 psiw w l t be ch l f         

Damage at  

zero lateral load2 

Load 

Step 

(LS) 

Drift 

ratio1 

(%) 

Damage state 

as defined in 

Table 5-1 

Method of repair 

(MoR) 

Visible cracking 1 0.03 DS1.1 MoR-1 

0.02 in w   0.04 in  5 0.54 DS2.4a MoR-2.4a 

0.04 in w   0.125 in 7 0.90 DS2.4b MoR-2.4b 

Concrete crushing  

in toe regions 
8 1.27 DS3.1 MoR-3 

Sliding at the base 9 1.64 DS4.1 
MoR-4 

w   0.125 in 9 1.64 DS4.2 

1. Peak transient drift ratio prior to damage measured in the unloaded condition 

2. The following damage states were not observed during testing: vertical cracks in toe 

regions and widespread crushing of concrete 

 

5.3.2 Development of fragility functions for walls SW1 to SW12 

The fragility functions developed in this section use the characterizations of damage 

presented in Table 4-1 through Table 4-23. Two sets of fragility functions are developed, compared 

and discussed. The first set uses the drift ratio which first triggers a particular MoR to be used: 

Method 1. For example, if a wall has two damage states associated with MoR-3, one damage state 

being DS3.2 which occurs at a drift ratio of 0.80% and the second damage state being DS3.1 which 

occurs at a drift ratio of 1.20%, then the drift ratio of 0.80% will be used for that wall for MoR-3. 

The fragility functions of Method 1 will have one data point per wall per repair method. The second 

set is developed using all available damage states for all walls: Method 2. Each fragility function 

is tested using the goodness-of-fit test discussed in Section 5.3. 

Table 5-15 and Table 5-16 present the distribution parameters for Method 1 and Method 

2, respectively. Column 1 identifies the method of repair (MoR) of interest. Column 2 and Column 
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3 of the tables present the median peak transient drift ratio, ,  and logarithmic standard deviation, 

,  for each MoR. (More than 30 samples are needed to calculate a reliable value of logarithmic 

standard deviation but Luna and the author tested only 12 walls, and so the values reported for   

in the tables below are approximate.) The test parameter, ,H  and the critical test parameter, ,critH  

for each MoR are presented in columns 4 and 5 of the tables. Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 plot the 

empirical (from test data) and theoretical fragility functions for Method 1 and Method 2, 

respectively. The empirical and fitted fragility functions are in good agreement given the small 

number of data points. 

 

Table 5-15. Method 1 fragility function distribution parameters 

MoR     H  
critH  

1 0.06 0.72 0.229 0.242 

2a 0.62 0.29 0.117 0.242 

2b 0.99 0.44 0.134 0.251 

3 1.07 0.40 0.138 0.242 

4 1.30 0.42 0.215 0.251 

 

 The Method 1 and Method 2 median peak transient drift ratio and logarithmic standard 

deviations for MoR-1, MoR-2a and MoR-2b are the same (see Table 5-15 and Table 5-16) because 

one damage state was recorded in each of the walls for each MoR: onset of visible cracking for 

MoR-1, cracks with widths greater than 0.02 inch for MoR-2a, and cracks with widths greater than 

0.04 inch for MoR2-b. Multiple damage states were observed on some of the walls for MoR-3 and 

MoR-4. All five of the distributions for Method 1 and Method 2 (see Table 5-15 and Table 5-16, 

respectively) passed the goodness-of-fit test. 

 FEMA P-58 considers a fragility function to be of high quality based on two criteria: 1) 

passing the Lilliefors goodness-of-fit test at a 5% significance level and 2) having a logarithmic 
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a. MoR-1  b. MoR-2a  

  

c. MoR-2b d. MoR-3 

Figure 5-4. Proposed fragility functions developed with Method 1 
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a. MoR-4  

Figure 5-4. Proposed fragility functions developed with Method 1 (cont.) 

 

 

 

Table 5-16. Method 2 fragility function distribution parameters 

MoR     H  
critH  

1 0.06 0.72 0.229 0.242 

2a 0.62 0.29 0.117 0.242 

2b 0.99 0.44 0.134 0.251 

3 1.07 0.37 0.115 0.219 

4 1.36 0.46 0.105 0.213 
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a. MoR-1  b. MoR-2a  

  

c. MoR-2b d. MoR-3 

Figure 5-5. Proposed fragility functions developed with Method 2 
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a. MoR-4  

Figure 5-5. Proposed fragility functions developed with Method 2 (cont.) 

 

standard deviation less than 0.6. MoR-2a, MoR-2b, MoR-3 and MoR-4 of Method 1 meet these 

conditions. MoR-1 does not meet these conditions but this is due to the presence of an outlier in 

the dataset, namely, SW8 has a drift ratio of 0.34% associated with MoR-1 whereas the 

corresponding drift ratios in all other walls were less than 0.09%. (The vertical and horizontal 

reinforcement ratios in SW8 were both 1.5%, which resulted in very fine cracks forming across 

the face of the wall). MoR-2a, MoR-2b, MoR-3 and MoR-4 of Method 2 are high quality. 

 It is challenging to develop fragility functions using a) a small sample size, and b) data 

from tests of walls with different aspect ratios (= 0.94, 0.54, and 0.33), different concrete 

compressive strengths, and widely varying reinforcement ratios. Many more tests would have to 
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be performed to develop high quality fragility functions for low aspect ratio walls considering 

aspect ratio, concrete compressive strength, and web and boundary element reinforcement ratios. 

  

5.3.3 Comparison of proposed fragility functions with Gulec and Whittaker (2009) 

 Table 5-17 presents the median peak transient drift ratio and logarithmic standard deviation 

for the Method 1 fragility functions proposed above and the fragility functions proposed in Table 

8-21 of Gulec and Whittaker (and Table 21 of Gulec et al., 2009). Table 21 of Gulec et al. (2009) 

is reproduced in Volume 3 of FEMA P-58. Identical to Gulec and Whittaker (2009) and Gulec et 

al. (2009) MoR-2b is assumed to best represent MoR-2. 

 

Table 5-17. Current and proposed parameters for fragility functions 

MoR 
Gulec and Whittaker (2009) Proposed here 

        
1 0.07 0.79 0.06 0.71 

21 0.55 0.34 0.99 0.44 

3 1.09 0.27 1.07 0.40 

4 1.30 0.35 1.30 0.42 
1. MoR-2b is assumed to best represent MoR-2 

  

 Interestingly, the proposed values of   and   for MoR-1, MoR-3 and MoR-4 are virtually 

identical to those recommended in FEMA P-58 because different datasets, and different levels of 

reporting detail were available to Gulec and the author. However, a) hairline cracks (MoR-1) do 

not close completely upon unloading (i.e., they are visible at both peak transient displacement and 

zero lateral force), and damage associated with either partial (MoR-3) or full (MoR-4) wall 

replacement (see Table 5-1) will not be substantially different at peak transient displacement and 

zero lateral load. The large values of   for MoR-1 are attributed to a) the challenge associated 
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with identifying hairline cracks, and b) the relationship between web reinforcement ratio and rebar 

spacing, and crack width, noting that the fragility functions are assumed to be independent of 

reinforcement ratio, concrete compressive strength and wall aspect ratio, which they are not. 

 The major difference between the current and proposed parameters in Table 5-17 is for 

MoR-2: epoxy resin injection of cracks. The median value recommended by Gulec and Whittaker 

was based on analysis of reported crack-width data, which was likely based exclusively on widths 

measured at peak transient drift, which close (in most instances) as the lateral load is reduced to 

zero. Crack width was measured and reported at zero lateral load in the dataset used by the author. 

  

5.4 Summary 

 The data collected and reduced from the Luna and Rivera dataset provided an opportunity 

to re-assess the fragility functions proposed by Gulec et al. (2009) for low aspect ratio, rectangular, 

reinforced concrete shear walls. The significant change proposed here is to increase the median 

drift ratio for MoR-2 from 0.55% to 1.0%, which has a technical basis, as described above. 

Recommended values are provided in Table 5-18 and the functions are plotted in Figure 5-6. A 

user of these fragility functions must recognize that the functions apply to a very broad family of 

reinforced concrete shear walls, namely, aspect ratio between 0.33 and 1.00, concrete compressive 

strength between 3500 psi and 7000 psi, web reinforcement ratio between 0.3% and 1.5% and 

shear walls with and without vertical boundary reinforcement. For a wall with properties falling 

within these bounds, the median value for a given MoR may be significantly different from that 
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reported in the table, but the logarithmic standard deviation is likely smaller than that reported in 

the table. 

 

Table 5-18. Recommended parameters for fragility functions: 

low aspect ratio shear walls 

MoR     
1 0.06 0.7 

2 1.0 0.4 

3 1.1 0.4 

4 1.3 0.4 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6. Recommended fragility functions: low aspect ratio shear walls   
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SECTION 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summary 

Many low- and medium-rise buildings, and most safety-related nuclear structures, are 

constructed with low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls to resist the lateral forces 

generated by windstorms and earthquakes. Under extreme earthquake loadings, low aspect ratio 

shear walls will likely be damaged so it is imperative to develop robust procedures for post-

earthquake evaluation and repair. Repair strategies are routinely based on damage observed and 

documented by post-earthquake visual inspections. Types of damage (or damage states) include, 

but are not limited to, the onset of visible cracking, crack widths exceeding threshold values, 

concrete crushing in the toe regions of walls, vertical cracking in the toe regions of walls, sliding 

at the base of a wall, wide diagonal cracks, widespread crushing of concrete, buckling of 

reinforcement and fracture of reinforcement. Collection and documentation of such damage states 

is laborious and approximate due to the methods currently employed by engineers/inspectors. 

Importantly, crack width is measured at discrete locations on a wall, and the areal density of 

cracking (aggregate product of length and width, divided by wall are) which should be used to 

assess damage, is not calculated accurately.  

A primary goal of documenting earthquake damage is to identify repair methods that could 

restore an earthquake-damaged wall to its pre-earthquake condition. One decision point, in terms 

of chosen repair, is whether the peak shear strength of a wall has been reached. If the peak shear 

strength of the wall has not been reached, and this can be proven, a structural repair is likely not 

required. However, the archival literature and consensus standards do not provide guidance for 
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inspectors/engineers to correlate damage recorded during a post-earthquake evaluation and 

whether the peak shear strength of a wall has been reached. 

The probable performance of a shear wall during an earthquake can be estimated using 

fragility functions that plot the probability of exceeding a user-specified damage state (e.g., cracks 

requiring injection of epoxy resin to restore the pre-earthquake stiffness and strength of a wall) as 

a function of a demand parameter that is predicted by analysis (e.g., peak story drift). Currently 

available fragility functions are built from data recorded at instants of peak transient displacement, 

which is information that is not available to an engineer/inspector during a post-earthquake 

inspection. Rather, information on damage is collected at zero lateral loading during a post-

earthquake inspection, which means that some available fragility functions, such as those reported 

in Volume 3 of FEMA P-58 (FEMA, 2012), are likely inaccurate. Such data were collected by the 

author during the tests of twelve, large-scale, low aspect ratio reinforced concrete shear walls at 

the University at Buffalo (e.g., Luna, 2015 and Luna et al., 2015). These had varying aspect ratios 

(0.33, 0.54 and 0.94), concrete compressive strength (3500 psi to 7800 psi), vertical reinforcement 

ratio (0.33% to 1.5%) and horizontal reinforcement ratio (0.33% to 1.5%). Two walls included in-

plane boundary elements. Damage states were documented at peak transient displacements and at 

zero lateral loading (i.e., the post-earthquake condition). The methods used to document damage 

included hand sketches, low-resolution photographs and high-resolution photographs. This data 

set is unique. 

An automated, non-contact imaging tool (I-Crack) was developed in MATLAB 

(Mathworks, 2013) using digital data mined from very high-resolution photographs. Image 
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processing techniques and algorithms were developed using data collected from a single wall. The 

tool was validated by comparing results for eight walls with numerous manual measurements of 

crack width along the length of each crack, using traditional gages, for each wall. Importantly, a) 

I-Crack can calculate the areal density of cracking, which is impractical by manual methods, and 

b) the input to I-Crack can be collected quickly (i.e., high-resolution photographs), which improves 

safety in both the field and laboratory. 

 

6.2 Conclusions and Observations 

The key objectives of this report were to 1) develop a non-contact imaging tool for 

recording damage to reinforced concrete walls (i.e., I-Crack), 2) correlate observed damage to 

whether the peak shear strength of a wall had been reached, and 3) review and update the fragility 

functions developed by Gulec and Whittaker (2009) using the dataset developed by the author and 

Luna. These objectives were achieved. The key conclusions of the report are provided below, 

together with some related observations. 

 

6.2.1 Automated detection and measurement of cracks (I-Crack) 

1. The automated algorithm I-Crack can effectively and efficiently replace traditional 

methods of documenting earthquake damage to reinforced concrete shear walls (and other 

components). 

2. Five edge detection algorithms, all of which are available within MATLAB, were 

evaluated for use in I-Crack: Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt, Canny and Laplacian of Gaussian. 
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The Prewitt edge detection algorithm proved best and is recommended for use with I-

Crack. 

3. Image segmentation is used to separate cracks from surface defects present on all 

reinforced concrete walls. Orientation angle and the major-minor axes length ratio can be 

used to differentiate cracks from surface defects. 

4. Crack widths and lengths are measured using sub-routines available in MATLAB. 

5. The crack widths calculated by I-Crack match closely with values measured manually, 

providing high confidence the algorithm is robust.    

The algorithm for I-Crack was written in MATLAB and the source code is available in 

Appendix A for the interested user. Information on I-Crack is available in the archival literature 

(Rivera et al., 2015). 

 

6.2.2 Correlating damage with the attainment of peak shear strength of a wall 

1. Onset of visible cracking will occur in the unloaded condition at displacements less than 

that associated with peak shear strength. 

2. Cracks with a width at zero lateral load of greater than 0.02 inch will develop prior to a 

rectangular wall attaining its peak shear strength. 

3. Cracks with a width at zero lateral load of greater than 0.04 inch will develop as a 

rectangular wall attains its peak shear strength. 

4. Cracks with a width at zero lateral load of greater than 0.125 inch will develop after a 

rectangular wall has achieved its peak shear strength. 
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5. Concrete in the toe regions of a rectangular wall will crush when the wall has achieved its 

peak shear strength or has attained a displacement greater than that associated with peak 

shear strength. 

6. Widespread crushing of concrete in the web of a rectangular wall will occur at 

displacements similar to or at the displacement associated with peak shear strength. 

7. Sliding at the base of a rectangular wall occurs after peak shear strength has been achieved 

and does not limit peak resistance. 

8. The average crack width ratio for walls with equal horizontal and vertical web 

reinforcement ratios, and do not include boundary elements, is on the order of 3 in the pre-

peak strength region, 4 at peak strength and approximately 4 in the post-peak strength 

region. The average crack width ratio decreases for the pre-peak strength region and peak 

strength region as the web vertical and horizontal reinforcement ratios increase.  

9. For walls with in-plane boundary elements and equal horizontal and vertical reinforcement 

ratios, the average crack width ratio decreases in the pre-peak strength region and peak 

strength region as the web reinforcement ratio increases. 

 

6.2.3 Updated fragility functions 

1. Data collected by the author and Luna (2015) enabled a detailed re-assessment of the 

fragility functions developed by Gulec (2009) and presented in Gulec and Whittaker (2009) 

and Gulec et al. (2009, 2010), for low aspect ratio, rectangular, reinforced concrete shear 

walls. 
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2. The major update to the fragility functions presented in Gulec and Whittaker (2009) and 

Gulec et al. (2009, 2010) is to increase the median drift ratio of MoR-2, namely, epoxy 

resin injection of cracks to restore pre-earthquake strength and stiffness, from 0.55% to 

1.0%. This substantial increase in median drift ratio addresses the relationship between 

cracks widths at zero lateral loading (i.e., mimicking post-earthquake conditions) and the 

peak transient displacement that produced the cracks, which subsequently partially close 

upon unloading. 

3. The median peak transient drift ratios and logarithmic standard deviations for MoR-1, 

MoR-3 and MoR-4 reported by Gulec were by-and-large confirmed by the analysis of the 

experimental data collected by the author and Luna. 

4. Users of the proposed fragility functions must recognize that the values of the parameters 

of the lognormal distributions proposed here (and previously by Gulec) were developed 

using data from tests of low aspect ratio shear walls with widely varying aspect ratios, 

concrete compressive strengths, and reinforcement ratios. Values of the parameters for a 

wall with given mechanical and geometric properties may vary significantly from those 

proposed in this report.  
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APPENDIX A 

MATLAB CODE FOR I-CRACK 

A.1  Introduction 

I-Crack was created using MATLAB R2013a (ver. 8.1.0.064), Image Processing Toolbox 

and the Parallel Processing Toolbox. Appendix A provides the MATLAB code written specifically 

for I-Crack. The names and a brief description of each code and sub-script are shown in Table A-1. 

Each MATLAB code and sub-scripts are given in the subsequent sections with detailed comments. 

If alterations are required to the code, the comments will provide guidance to where these 

alterations can be made and the possible affects to the results. 

 

Table A-1. MATLAB code and sub-scripts used in I-Crack 

Name Description 

Calibrate 

Calculates a length per pixel based on the number of pixels in the 

length of the wall. This code will be unique depending on the object 

used that has a known parameter (e.g., length or area). 

ColorCode 

Color codes each feature detected based on the width predicted by I-

Crack. Three colors are used to specify the width (blue, purple and 

red). Features color coded blue have a width less than 0.020 inch. 

Features color coded purple have a width ranging from 0.020 inch to 

0.125 inch. Features color coded red have a width greater than 0.125 

inch. 

CrackData 

Calculates the minimum, maximum, average, 16th percentile, 84th 

percentile of the detected cracks. CrackData will also calculate the 

total length, total area of all of the detected cracks and count the 

number of cracks detected. 

crackDetect 

Uses an edge detection algorithm supplied by the Image Toolbox in 

MATLAB to determine where the edges are on the surface defects 

and cracks.  

CrackFill 

Uses morphological operations to fill in the space between the edges 

detected for cracks and surface defects. The morphological operations 

include bwmorph, bwareaopen, imfill and imclose. 

CrackLabel 

Applies image segmentation based on the ratio of the major-axis 

length to the minor-axis length. Each crack and remaining surface 

defect is then measured after a second image segmentation criterion 

has been applied. All of the measurements are stored in a numerical 

array and saved as a comma-separated file for later use.  
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Table A-1. MATLAB code and sub-scripts used in I-Crack (cont.) 

CrackWidthSearch 

A post-processing script used to extract the crack widths from the 

array storing the crack properties. In addition to the array of stored 

crack properties, a MATLAB figure file (.fig) of the labelled cracks 

is also required. The .fig file was created using the sub-script 

CrackLabel.  

ICrack 
Main computer algorithm used to analyze high-resolution panoramas 

of reinforced concrete components.   

ImageOverlay 

One of the final steps in I-Crack that generates a JPEG image that has 

all of the detected cracks highlighted and color coded based on 

predicted widths. 

orientationFilter 

Applies the first criterion used for image segmentation. This sub-

script separates the cracks and surface defects based on their angle of 

inclination. During the development of I-Crack it was observed that 

many of the surface defects were either horizontal or vertical, while 

many of the cracks were inclined at an angle. 

removeGrid 

Used to split the image to decrease processing time and applies the 

sub-script removeGrid2 to remove the chalk lines present on the face 

of the specimen  

removeGrid2 
A sub-script used to remove red chalk lines present on the surface of 

all the specimens based on the amount of red in each pixel. 

 

A.2 Calibrate 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calibrate 
% MATLAB code used during pre-processing to determine a length per unit 
% pixel. This will allow for a measurement in inches for crack width, 
% length, and area. This specific sub-routine will be unique 
% for each type of specimen analyzed or for each unique object within the 
% panorama used for calibration. At the University at Buffalo, SUNY, 
% rectangular walls with equal length were tested. Since the length of each 
% specimen remained unchanged, this parameter was used to calculate a 
% length per unit pixel. The following sub-routine is written specifically 
% for the walls tested at the University at Buffalo. 
% 
% Written for use in I-Crack  
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% Load a specific image into MALAB. The file name is inserted between the 
% two apostrophes and can be file extensions .jpg or .png 
A = imread('SW8_LS6_C1_PEAK1_c.jpg'); 

  
% Changes the image to black and white based on a threshold value between 
% 0.0 and 1.0. Additionally, the shadows cast by the loading apparatus are 
% changed from white to black. 
BW = im2bw(A,0.5); 
BW1 = imfill(BW,'holes'); 
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se = strel('square',100); 
BW2 = imopen(BW1,se); 

  
for i = 1:7000         % Row position of shadow cast by loading bracket 
    for j = 500:18000  % Column position of shadow cast by loading bracket 
       BW2(i,j,:)=1;   % Sets pixels to white in the designated rows and  
    end                % columns 
end 

  
% Counts the number of white pixels in a specified row by summing along a 
% specified row. 
numofpixels = sum(BW2,2);   

  
[v, d] = size(numofpixels); 
x = round(v/5); 
y = round(2*v/5); 
z = round(3*v/5); 

  
pix1 = numofpixels(x,1); 
pix2 = numofpixels(y,1); 
pix3 = numofpixels(z,1); 

  
pix = [pix1, pix2, pix3]; 
pix = mean(pix); 

  
% Calculates a length per pixel 
PixelCal = 120/pix  

  

A.3 ColorCode 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ColorCode 
% MATLAB sub-script used to color code the features based on their 
% predicted widths. Inputs required for this sub-script include the image 
% segmented (IMG_A) and the information regarding the crack widths 
% (CrackInfo). Using these two inputs the cracks are categorized and color 
% coded based on three width ranges. The first range corresponds to MoR-1, 
% crack widths less than 0.020 inch, and is color coded blue. The second 
% range corresponds to MoR-2, crack widths ranging from 0.020 inch to 0.125 
% inch, and are color coded purple. The third range corresponds to MoR-3 
% and MoR-4, crack widths greater than 0.125 inch, and are color coded red. 
%  
% Input: Black and white image of cracks and remaining surface defects 
% after image segmentation and an array with information on the cracks 
% Output: Image of cracks and remaining surface defects color coded 
% 
% Written for use in I-Crack 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function [RGB] = ColorCode(IMG_A,CrackInfo) 

  
% Increases the cracks widths artificially to make them more visible after 
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% they have been superimposed on a colored image. After the cracks have 
% been thickened, MATLAB then labels each crack going from top to bottom, 
% left to right. 
% IF cracks are required to be thicker in the final image, increase the 
% number in "bwmorph" 
IMG1 = bwmorph(IMG_A,'thicken',5); 
LabelMatrix1 = bwlabel(IMG1,8); 

  
% Creates three matrices full of zeroes the size of the original input image. 
% Each matrix defines the contribution of red, green and blue to each 
% pixel. The three matrices are then combined to form a single MxMx3 
% matrix; where MxM is the size of the input image and the 3 is the number 
% of matrices combined. 
R = zeros(size(IMG1)); 
G = zeros(size(IMG1)); 
B = zeros(size(IMG1)); 

  
RGB = cat(3,R,G,B); 
RGB = uint8(RGB); 

  
% Color code the cracks by first obtaining the pixels of the current crack 
% or remaining surface defect. Then obtain the predicted width from 
% CrackInfo and assign a color based on the width.  
nCracks = size(CrackInfo); 
for lbl = 1:nCracks 
    currentLabel = LabelMatrix1 == lbl; % find pixels associated with IMG_A 
    width = CrackInfo(lbl,9); 

     
    if width <= 0.02 
        rgb = label2rgb(currentLabel,[0 0 1],'k');     % Blue, MoR-1 
    elseif width > 0.02 && width <= 0.125 
        rgb = label2rgb(currentLabel,[0.5 0 0.5],'k'); % Purple, MoR-2 
    elseif width > 0.125 
        rgb = label2rgb(currentLabel,[1 0 0],'k');     % Red, MoR-3/4 
    end 
    RGB = imadd(RGB,rgb); 

        
end 

  
% imshow(RGB) 

 

A.4 CrackData 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CrackData 
% This code can be ran separately from I-Crack or as a post-processing 
% step. CrackData will go through the CrackInfo array and calculate the 
% minimum, maximum, mean, 16th percentile and 84th percentile widths of the 
% cracks detected. In addition, the total lengths and total area of cracks 
% are calculated. 
% 
% Input: Array containing all of the crack information calculated and the 
% calibration pixel 
% Output: Minimum, maximum, mean, 16th percentile, 84th percentile crack 
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% width, total crack length and total crack area. 
%  
% Written as a final step in I-Crack analysis or for post-processing. 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.ed 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function CrackData(CrackInfo,PixelCal) 

  
% Load the array containing all of the information the cracks detected and 
% use the min, max, mean, and prctile commands to calculate statistics. If 
% other percentiles are required then change the 16 or 84 to the desired 
% percentile. The total area and total length are calculated by summing the 
% columns in the array associated with length and area. 
Crack = CrackInfo(:,9); 
MinCrack = min(Crack); 
MaxCrack = max(Crack); 
AverageCrack = mean(Crack); 
Crack16 = prctile(Crack,16); 
Crack84 = prctile(Crack,84); 
numberofCracks = size(CrackInfo,1); 
totalLength = sum(CrackInfo(2:numberofCracks-1,3))*PixelCal; 
totalArea = sum(CrackInfo(2:numberofCracks-1,2))*PixelCal*PixelCal; 

  
% Displays in the MATLAB command window the statistics calculated by this 
% sub-routine. 
disp(['Number of cracks measured: ' num2str(numberofCracks)]); 
disp(['Minimum crack width: ' num2str(MinCrack) ' in']); 
disp(['Maximum crack width: ' num2str(MaxCrack) ' in']); 
disp(['Average crack width: ' num2str(AverageCrack) ' in']); 
disp(['16th percentile crack width: ' num2str(Crack16) ' in']); 
disp(['84th percentile crack width: ' num2str(Crack84) ' in']); 
disp(['Total crack length: ' num2str(totalLength) ' in']); 
disp(['Total crack width area: ' num2str(totalArea) ' sq. in']); 

 

A.5 crackDetect 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% crackDetect 
% The sub-routine used by I-Crack to employ one of the several 
% edge-detection algorithms supplied by the Image Toolbox. This sub-routine 
% first splits the image into smaller block to decrease the threshold used 
% to determine if an edge was detected. Then each sub-image is analyzed by  
% an edge-detection algorithm. The edge-detection algorithms are Roberts, 
% Sobel, Prewitt, Canny and Laplacian of Gaussian. It is recommended  
% that all threshold values be calculated automatically by MATLAB because 
% the required threshold value will change with each sub-image. 
% 
% Input: Grayscale image of the high-resolution panorama 
% Output: Black and white image with all of the edges highlighted 
% 
% Written for use within I-Crack 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function [IBD_F] = crackDetect(IBIG1) 
[rows, cols, ~] = size(IBIG1); 

  
% Split the image into smaller sub-images; rsplit and csplit determine the 
% number of sub-images per row and column, respectively. These numbers can  
% be changed, by increasing the number additional sub-images are created 
% and an improved threshold value can be calculated by MATLAB; however the 
% required processing time may increase. If rsplit and csplit are decreased 
% then the number of sub-images are decreased but the thresholds calculated 
% by MATLAB will be more approximate; however processing time maybe 
% decreased. For the purpose of analyzing the walls tested at UB an rsplit 
% and csplit of 10 worked well after numerous trials. 

  
rsplit = 10;  
csplit = 10;  

  
rs = floor(rows/rsplit); 
cs = floor(cols/csplit); 

  
IBIG1div = cell(rsplit,csplit); 

  
for r = 1:rsplit 
    for c = 1:csplit 

         
        kr = 1*r + rs*(r-1); 
        kc = 1*c + cs*(c-1); 

         
        if r == rsplit && c == csplit 
            IBIG1div(r,c) = {IBIG1(kr:(rows),kc:(cols),:)}; 
        elseif c == csplit 
            IBIG1div(r,c) = {IBIG1(kr:(kr+rs),kc:(cols),:)}; 
        elseif r == rsplit 
            IBIG1div(r,c) = {IBIG1(kr:(rows),kc:(kc+cs),:)}; 
        else 
            IBIG1div(r,c) = {IBIG1(kr:(kr+rs),kc:(kc+cs),:)}; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
IBIG_crack = cell(rsplit,csplit);  % Allocate memory 

  
% After the image has been split into smaller sub-images, each sub-image is 
% then analyzed by an edge-detection algorithms. The edge-detection 
% algorithms included in the Image Toolbox can be used. After several 
% trials the Prewitt algorithm was selected for use. If one of the other 
% algorithms are desired then "prewitt" should be replaced with the correct 
% command associated with that edge detection algorithm. The commands 
% include: 
% 'roberts' for the Robert's algorithm 
% 'sobel' for the Sobel algorithm 
% 'prewitt' for the Prewitt algorithm 
% 'canny' for the Canny algorithm 
% 'log' for the Laplacian of Gaussian algorithm 
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for r = 1:rsplit 
    for c = 1:rsplit 
        IBIG_crack(r,c) = {edge(IBIG1div{r,c},'prewitt')}; 
    end 
end 

  
IBD_F = cell2mat(IBIG_crack); 

 

A.6 CrackFill 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CrackFill 
% After the edges have been detected, the cracks and surface defects must 
% be filled in for image segmentation. To fill in the space between the 
% edges detected, several morphological operations are used. These 
% morphological operations include bwmorph, bwareaopen, imfill and imclose. 
% This code must fill in cracks that are both large and small. During the 
% development of this code, thicker cracks were not being filled in 
% properly (approximately 0.040 inch and larger) as a result a second part 
% was added to fill in these larger cracks. 
% 
% The parameters that can be changed are associated with bwareaopen and 
% imclose. The function bwareaopen removes features that have fewer pixels 
% than the threshold value specified. The function imclose morphologically 
% closes a region based on the structural element specified. 
% 
% Input: Black and white image with the edges detected by crackDetect and 
% if there are large cracks (approximately 0.040 inch and larger) on the 
% surface of the specimen.  
% Output: Black and white image with all of the cracks and surface defects 
% filled 
% 
% Written for use in I-Crack 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function [Cracksfilled] = CrackFill(IBD_F,CrackLarge) 

  
% Section of the code that is used to fill in the area for smaller cracks 
% (approximately 0.040 inch and less). 
if strcmp(CrackLarge,'Y') == 1 
BW1 = bwmorph(IBD_F,'bridge',Inf); % Bridges unconnected pixels 
BW2 = bwmorph(BW1,'fill',Inf);     % Fills isolated interior pixels 
BW3 = bwmorph(BW2,'close',Inf);    % Fills the space between the two edges 
BW4 = bwmorph(BW3,'bridge',Inf); 
BW5 = bwmorph(BW4,'fill',Inf); 
BW6 = bwmorph(BW5,'close',Inf); 
BW7 = bwareaopen(BW6,75);          % Changing the 2nd number removes spots 
BW8 = imfill(BW7,'holes'); 
BW9 = imclose(BW8,ones(10,10)); 
BW10 = bwareaopen(BW9,500);  
Cracksfilled = BW10; 
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elseif strcmp(CrackLarge,'Y') == 0 
BW1 = bwmorph(IBD_F,'bridge',Inf);  
BW2 = bwmorph(BW1,'fill',Inf);      
BW3 = bwmorph(BW2,'close',Inf);     
BW4 = bwmorph(BW3,'bridge',Inf); 
BW5 = bwmorph(BW4,'fill',Inf); 
BW6 = bwmorph(BW5,'close',Inf); 
BW7 = bwareaopen(BW6,75);           
BW8 = imfill(BW7,'holes'); 
BW9 = imclose(BW8,ones(10,10)); 
BW10 = bwareaopen(BW9,500);  

  
SmallCracks = BW10; 

  
BW11 = bwmorph(IBD_F,'bridge',Inf);  
BW12 = bwmorph(BW11,'fill',Inf);      
BW13 = bwmorph(BW12,'close',Inf);     
BW14 = bwmorph(BW13,'bridge',Inf); 
BW15 = bwmorph(BW14,'fill',Inf); 
BW16 = bwmorph(BW15,'close',Inf); 
BW17 = bwareaopen(BW16,75);           
BW18 = imfill(BW17,'holes'); 
BW19 = imclose(BW18,ones(30,30)); 
BW20 = bwareaopen(BW19,3000);  

  
LargeCracks = BW20; 

  
Cracksfilled = imadd(SmallCracks,LargeCracks); 

     
end 

 

A.7 CrackLabel 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CrackLabel 
% This MATLAB sub-routine is used to apply the second criterion used for 
% image segmentation and predict the crack widths detected in the 
% high-resolution panorama. The second criterion used for image 
% segmentation is based on the ratio of the major-axis length to the 
% minor-axis length. Once the cracks and surface defects have been 
% segmented the widths of the remaining objects are predicted. These 
% predicted widths are stored in an array along with other information and 
% saved to a comma-separated value file for future use. The comma-value 
% separated value file can be opened in Microsoft Excel or reloaded into 
% MATLAB as an array. 
%  
% Input: The black and white image that has been segmented after the 
% orientationFilter has been applied, the calibration factor (length per 
% pixel), the number of the specimen (SW), load step (LS) and peak (P). 
% Output: An image with all of the remaining features labeled by a number, 
% an array containing information on the features and a comma-separated 
% value file of the array. 
% 
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% Written for use in I-Crack 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function [CrackImage,CrackInfo] = CrackLabel(Cracksfilled,PixelCal,SW,LS,P) 
% Cracksfilled is the panorama after orientationFilter has been applied. 
% PixelCal is the length per pixel 
% SW is the shear wall number tested 
% LS is the load stage being analyzed 
% P is the peak displacement being analyzed 

  
% First, the black and white image is loaded into the script and closely 
% spaced cracks are joined. Afterwards each crack and surface defect are 
% labeled left to right, top to bottom. Then using regionprops the 
% properties of each surface defect and crack is measured. 
IMG1 = Cracksfilled;                % Loads the image into the sub-routine 
IMG1 = imclose(IMG1,ones(5,5));     % Merges cracks that are close together                           
Label = bwlabel(IMG1,8);            % Labels each crack  
Measure = regionprops(Label,'all'); % Obtain all properties 
Perimeter = [Measure.Perimeter];    % Obtain the perimeter                                    

  
% Image segmentation based on perimeter is applied and considered secondary 
% because the perimeter is used to remove extremely small surface defects. 
% The threshold value used for perimeter can be altered based on the needs 
% of the user. 
allowablePerimeter = Perimeter > 10;  
keepCracksIndex = find(allowablePerimeter);  

  
% Create a mask that contains only the features that have a perimeter 
% greater than the threshold value. 
CrackImage1 = ismember(Label,keepCracksIndex); 
Label = bwlabel(CrackImage1,8);     % Labels all of the cracks 

  
% The second image segmentation criterion is applied. Using regionprops 
% all of the properties are measured and stored. Then the major and 
% minor-axes length are called and stored in an array. The threshold value 
% used for the Ratio can be altered to remove more surface defects. 
Measure = regionprops(Label,'all'); % Calculates properties of the cracks 
Major = [Measure.MajorAxisLength];  % Major-axis length 
Minor = [Measure.MinorAxisLength];  % Minor-axis length 
Ratio = Major ./ Minor; 
allowableRatio = Ratio > 2;         % Threshold value for the ratio 
keepCracksIndex = find(allowableRatio);  
CrackImage = ismember(Label,keepCracksIndex); 

  
%% Measurement of crack area and length to determine crack width 
% The fully segmented image is relabeled using bwlabel and all of the 
% properties are measured using regionprops. Area is then stored in an 
% array for future use. 
AreaIMG = CrackImage; 
AreaLabel = bwlabel(AreaIMG,8); 
AreaMeas = regionprops(AreaLabel,'all'); 
numofAreaCracks = size(AreaMeas,1); 
CrackInfo = zeros(numofAreaCracks,9); % Initiate array to store properties 
AreaColor = label2rgb(AreaLabel,'hsv','k','shuffle'); 
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for i =1:numofAreaCracks 
    CrackInfo(i,1) = i; 
    CrackInfo(i,2) = AreaMeas(i).Area; 
end 

  
% Using the morphological operations, skel, the panorama is altered to 
% reduce the width of the cracks to a single unit. Then calling regionprops 
% and measuring area again, the length of each crack can be determined.  
LengthIMG = CrackImage;  
LengthIMG1 = bwmorph(LengthIMG,'skel',Inf); 
LengthLabel = bwlabel(LengthIMG1,8);  
LengthMeas = regionprops(LengthLabel,'all'); 
numberofLengthCracks = size(LengthMeas,1); 

  
for j = 1:numberofLengthCracks 
    crackLength = LengthMeas(j).Area; 
    CrackInfo(j,3) = crackLength; 
end 

  
for i = 1:numofAreaCracks 
    CrackInfo(i,4) = (CrackInfo(i,2)/CrackInfo(i,3)); 
    CrackInfo(i,5:6) = LengthMeas(i).Centroid; 
    CrackInfo(i,7:8) = AreaMeas(i).Centroid; 
    CrackInfo(i,9) = CrackInfo(i,4)*PixelCal; % Apply calibration factor                                               
end 

  
% Output of the array has nine columns and a number of rows equivalent to 
% the number of cracks detected. 
% Column 1: Label for each crack detected 
% Column 2: The area measured 
% Column 3: The length measured 
% Column 4: The width measured in pixels 
% Column 5 and 6: The x and y coordinates of the centroid for the panorama 
% that was altered using 'skel' 
% Column 7 and 8: The x and y coordinates of the centroids for the 
% unaltered panorama 
% Column 9: The width of each crack after the calibration factor has been 
% applied to change the unit of measurement to inches. 

  
%% Generates a figure to with the labels of each crack on them 
imshow(AreaColor); 
for h = 1:numofAreaCracks              
   CrackCentroid = AreaMeas(h).Centroid; % Get centroid 
   text(CrackCentroid(1), CrackCentroid(2), num2str(h), 'FontSize',12,... 
       'FontWeight','Bold','Color','white'); 
end 
saveas(gcf,['CrackMap for SW' int2str(SW) ' LS' int2str(LS) ' Peak '... 
           int2str(P) ],'fig'); 

  
csvwrite(['CrackInfo for SW' int2str(SW) ' LS' int2str(LS) ' Peak '... 
           int2str(P) '.csv'],CrackInfo);     
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A.8 CrackWidthSearch 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CrackWidthSearch 
% A post-processing script used to extract the predicted width of a labeled 
% crack or surface defect from a stored array. The labeled cracks are  
% stored as a MATLAB figure file (.fig) with the name beginning with  
% CrackMap for ... The crack properties are stored in a comma-separated  
% value file generated by another MATLAB sub-script called CrackLabel. The  
% comma-separated value file can be loaded into MATLAB with csvread and  
% stored as an array.  
%  
% Input: An array with all of the crack properties and .fig file with all 
% of the cracks labelled 
% Output: Crack width 
% 
% Written for post-processing after I-Crack has processed a panorama 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
% 
% MATLAB command window prompts 
% CrackInfo = csvread('CrackInfo for ...'); 
% CrackWidthSearch(CrackInfo) 
% Determine crack width? 
% [Y/N] 
% Number of crack IDs? 
% [Enter the number of crack measurements that should be used] 
% CrackID number 
% [Enter the crack label] 
% Average crack width is ... 
% Would you like to measure another crack? 
% [Y/N] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function CrackWidthSearch(CrackInfo) 

  
quest1 = input('Determine crack width? Y/N\n','s'); 

  
if strcmp(quest1,'Y') 
   quest2 = input('Number of crack IDs?\n'); 
   CrackID = zeros(quest2,1);               % Initiate search matrix 

    
   for i = 1:quest2 
       quest3 = input('CrackID number\n'); 
       CrackID(i,1) = quest3; 
   end 

    
   CrackWidths = zeros(quest2,1);           % Initiate crack width matrix    
   for j = 1:quest2 
       CrackWidths(j,1) = CrackInfo(CrackID(j,1),9); 
   end 

    
   Crackwidth = mean(CrackWidths,1); 
   disp(['Average crack width is ' num2str(Crackwidth)]); 
   goAgain = input('Would you like to measure another crack? Y/N\n','s'); 
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   if strcmp(goAgain,'Y')                   % Runs this script again 
       CrackWidthSearch(CrackInfo); 

        
   elseif strcmp(goAgain,'N') 
   end 

           
elseif strcmp(quest1,'N') 

    
end 

 

A.9 ICrack 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ICrack 
% The main MATLAB algorithm used to analyze high-resolution panoramas of 
% reinforced concrete components. This algorithm was developed with MATLAB 
% 2013a (ver. 8.1.0.064) and requires the Image Processing Toolbox and the 
% Parallel Computing Toolbox. I-Crack uses several sub-scripts including 
% ColorCode, crackDetect, CrackFill, CrackLabel, ImageOverlay, 
% orientationFilter, removeGrid and removeGrid2. Additional sub-scripts 
% used with I-Crack are Calibrate, CrackData and CrackWidthSearch. 
% Calibrate is a pre-processing script required to determine a calibration 
% factor required for input. CrackData and CrackWidthSearch are two 
% post-processing scripts used to determine statistics for predicted  
% crack widths and to extract specific predicted crack widths.  
% 
% Input: Number of the shear wall specimen, load stage and peak number, 
% calibration factor and if large cracks are present. 
% Output: MATLAB figure file (.fig), Comma-separated value (.csv) file with 
% crack properties, composite image (.jpg) of the cracks overlaid on the 
% high-resolution panorama. 
% 
% Output file names: 
% Comma-separated value file - 'CrackInfo for... .csv' 
% MATLAB figure file - 'CrackMap for... .fig' 
% JPEG image file - '..._CracksTraced.jpg' 
% 
% Written for use of analyzing crack patterns and crack widths on 
% reinforced concrete components. 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
clc; close all; clear all; 

  
%% User input 
% This user input was designed for the naming convention used for the shear 
% walls specimens tested at the University at Buffalo. All that is required 
% is the name of the high-resolution panorama, calibration factor and 
% determining if large cracks are present. 
SW = 8;  % Shear wall number 
LS = 6;  % Load stage number 
P = 3;   % Peak number 
PixelCal = 0.0048;  % Calibrate pixel length 
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CracksLarge = 'Y';  % Are cracks present large or small [Y/N] 
cd(['C:\Users\STUDENT\Desktop\Validation\SW' int2str(SW)]); 
name = ['SW' int2str(SW) '_LS' int2str(LS) '_C1_PEAK' int2str(P) '.jpg']; 

  
%% Load image into MATLAB 
fprintf('Reading Image:') 
fprintf('\n'); 
tic 
RAW_IMG = imread(name); 
toc 

  
%% Apply a filter to remove red grid lines and blemishes 
matlabpool open 4         % Engage a multicore processor 
fprintf('\n'); 
fprintf('Removing red gridlines:'); 
fprintf('\n'); 
tic 
fun1 = @(block_struct)removeGrid(block_struct.data); 
IMG1 = blockproc(RAW_IMG,[500 500],fun1,'BorderSize',[25 25],... 
       'UseParallel',true); 
toc 
fprintf('\n'); 

  
%% Run edge detection to determine with the cracks and surface defects are 
fprintf('Detecting cracks that are present:'); 
fprintf('\n'); 
tic 
fun2 = @(block_struct)crackDetect(block_struct.data); 
IMG2 = blockproc(IMG1,[500 500],fun2,'BorderSize',[25 25],... 
       'UseParallel',true); 
toc 
fprintf('\n'); 
clearvars IMG1; 

  
%% Apply the fill in area between edge detection 
fprintf('Filling in cracks from edge detection:') 
fprintf('\n'); 
tic 
fun3 = @(block_struct)CrackFill(block_struct.data,CracksLarge); 
IMG3 = blockproc(IMG2,[250 250],fun3,'BorderSize',[25 25],... 
       'UseParallel',true); 
toc 
fprintf('\n'); 
clearvars IMG2; 

  
%% Apply secondary filter based on crack orientation 
fprintf('Filtering based on angles:'); 
fprintf('\n'); 
tic 
fun4 = @(block_struct)orientationFilter(block_struct.data); 
IMG4 = blockproc(IMG3,[500 500],fun4,'BorderSize',[25 25],... 
       'UseParallel',true); 
toc 
fprintf('\n'); 
clearvars IMG3; 
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%% Label the cracks 
fprintf('Applying secondary filter to remove surface imperfections\n') 
fprintf('and labeling cracks:') 
tic 
[IMG5, CrackInfo] = CrackLabel(IMG4,PixelCal,SW,LS,P); 
toc 
fprintf('\n'); 
clearvars IMG4; 

  
% matlabpool close; % Disengages multicore processing 

  
%% Colorcode the cracks based on width 
fprintf('Colorcoding cracks based on width:\n'); 
tic 
fun6 = @(block_struct)ColorCode(block_struct.data); 
IMG6 = blockproc(IMG5,[2000 2000],fun6,'BorderSize',[25 25],... 
       'UseParallel',true); 
toc 
fprintf('\n'); 

  
%% Overlay colorcoded crack image on RAW_IMG 
fprintf('Overlaying color coded cracks on GigaPan\n'); 
tic 
IMG7 = ImageOverlay(RAW_IMG,IMG6,IMG5,SW,LS,P); 
toc 
imwrite(IMG7,['SW' int2str(SW) '_LS' int2str(LS) '_C1_PEAK' int2str(P) 

'_CracksTraced.jpg'],'jpg'); 

  
%% Determine the average crack width per crack 
% CrackWidthSearch(CrackInfo); 

  
%% Determine relevant data for the entire wall 
% This portion of the code will determine the minimum, maximum, average, 
% 16th, 84th percentile crack width.  It will also display the number of 
% cracks as well as a distribution of the crack widths in a histogram. 
% CrackData(CrackInfo,PixelCal); 

 

A.10 ImageOverlay 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ImageOverlay 
% This sub-script is one of the final steps in the I-Crack analysis and 
% allows the user to visualize the crack widths. Using the pre-processed 
% panorama, black and white image of all the cracks detected and 
% color-coded, the cracks are superimposed on the pre-processed panorama. 
% The final image is then saved by I-Crack. 
% 
% If it is desired that the cracks be thicker in the final image, they can 
% be thickened by increasing the number in Line 29. 
% 
% Input: Pre-processed panorama, image after the panorama has been 
% processed by morphological operations, image with all of the cracks color 
% coded without the shear wall specimen present. 
% Output: Composite image with cracks highlighted 
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% 
% Written to create a JPEG image with all of the detected cracks 
% highlighted and color coded based on their width. 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function[IMG4] = ImageOverlay(IMG1,IMG2,IMG3,SW,LS,P) 
% Extract the individual red, green, and blue color channels. 
redChannel = IMG1(:, :, 1); 
greenChannel = IMG1(:, :, 2); 
blueChannel = IMG1(:, :, 3); 

  
% Same, but this time for the second image. 
redChannel2 = IMG2(:, :, 1); 
greenChannel2 = IMG2(:, :, 2); 
blueChannel2 = IMG2(:, :, 3); 

  
mask = bwmorph(IMG3,'thicken',5); 
% imwrite(mask,['SW' num2str(SW) '_LS' num2str(LS) '_PEAK' num2str(P)... 
% '_mask.jpg'],'jpg'); 

  
% Create a blank image the size of the original image. Then the image with  
% the detected cracks are inserted into this blank image. 
bigMask = false(size(redChannel)); 
bigMask(:,:) = mask; 

  
% Create a composite image with the cracks highlighted on the pre-processed 
% panorama. 
redChannel(bigMask) = redChannel2(mask); 
greenChannel(bigMask) = greenChannel2(mask); 
blueChannel(bigMask) = blueChannel2(mask); 
IMG4 = cat(3, redChannel, greenChannel, blueChannel); 

 

A.11 orientationFilter 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% orientationFilter 
% A sub-script used to apply image segmentation based on the angle of 
% inclination of either the crack or surface defect. During the development 
% of I-Crack it was observed that many of the surface defects were  
% horizontal or vertical while many of the cracks were inclined at an  
% angle. 
% 
% Input: Black and white image after morphological operations have been 
% applied and direction of the cracks 
% Output: Black and white image with many surface defects removed 
% 
% Written to segment the image based on angles 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function [IBD_F] = orientationFilter(IBIG1,CrackDir) 
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% To increase the speed of processing the image is split into smaller 
% sub-images. The number of sub-images in controlled by rsplit and csplit. 

  
[rows, cols, ~] = size(IBIG1); 

  
rsplit = 10;  
csplit = 10;  

  
rs = floor(rows/rsplit); 
cs = floor(cols/csplit); 

  
IBIG1div = cell(rsplit,csplit); 

  
for r = 1:rsplit 
    for c = 1:csplit 
        kr = 1*r + rs*(r-1); 
        kc = 1*c + cs*(c-1); 
        if r == rsplit && c == csplit 
            IBIG1div(r,c) = {IBIG1(kr:(rows),kc:(cols),:)}; 
        elseif c == csplit 
            IBIG1div(r,c) = {IBIG1(kr:(kr+rs),kc:(cols),:)}; 
        elseif r == rsplit 
            IBIG1div(r,c) = {IBIG1(kr:(rows),kc:(kc+cs),:)}; 
        else 
            IBIG1div(r,c) = {IBIG1(kr:(kr+rs),kc:(kc+cs),:)}; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
IBIG_orientation = cell(rsplit,csplit);  % Allocate memory 
Measure = cell(rsplit,csplit); 

  
% Segment the image based on the angle of inclination 
for r = 1:rsplit 
    for c = 1:csplit 
        Measure(r,c) = {regionprops(IBIG1div{r,c},'all')}; 
        Orientation = [Measure{r,c}.Orientation]; 
        if strcmp(CrackDir,'L') == 1 
            allowableOrientation = Orientation > -75 & Orientation < -5; 
        elseif strcmp(CrackDir,'L') == 0 
            allowableOrientation = Orientation > 5 & Orientation < 75 ; 
        end 
        keepCrackIndex = find(allowableOrientation); 
        IBIG_orientation(r,c) = {ismember(IBIG1div{r,c},keepCrackIndex)}; 
    end 
end 

  
IBD_F = cell2mat(IBIG_orientation); 
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A.12 removeGrid 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% removeGrid 
% During the development of I-Crack it was observed that the red chalk 
% lines must be removed to reduce the number of unnecessary edges recorded. 
% This sub-script will split the high-resolution panorama into smaller  
% sub-images and apply a filter (removeGrid2) to remove the chalk lines.  
% The number of sub-images are controlled by rsplit and csplit. 
% 
% Input: High-resolution panorama with an RGB color scheme 
% Output: Grayscale image with the red chalk lines removed 
% 
% Written to reduce the number of unnecessary edges recorded 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function[IBD_S] = removeGrid(IBIG) 
 [rows, cols, ~] = size(IBIG);                               
 rsplit = 10; csplit = 10;   
 rs = floor(rows/rsplit)-1; 
 cs = floor(cols/csplit)-1; 
 IBIGdiv = cell(rsplit,csplit);  

  
for r = 1:rsplit 
    for c = 1:csplit 
        kr = 1*r + rs*(r-1); 
        kc = 1*c + cs*(c-1); 
        if r == rsplit && c == csplit 
            IBIGdiv(r,c) = {IBIG(kr:(rows),kc:(cols),:)}; 
        elseif c == csplit 
            IBIGdiv(r,c) = {IBIG(kr:(kr+rs),kc:(cols),:)}; 
        elseif r == rsplit 
            IBIGdiv(r,c) = {IBIG(kr:(rows),kc:(kc+cs),:)}; 
        else 
            IBIGdiv(r,c) = {IBIG(kr:(kr+rs),kc:(kc+cs),:)}; 
        end        
    end 
end 

  
% Apply the filter removeGrid2 to the smaller sub-images to remove the red 
% chalk lines on the surface of the shear walls 
IBIGdiv_G = cell(rsplit,csplit); 
IBIGdiv_NoGrid = cell(rsplit,csplit); 

  
for r = 1:rsplit 
    for c = 1:csplit 
        IBIGdiv_NoGrid(r,c) = {removeGrid2(IBIGdiv{r,c},false)}; 
        IBIGdiv_NoGrid(r,c) = {removeGrid2(IBIGdiv_NoGrid{r,c},false)}; 
        IBIGdiv_NoGrid(r,c) = {removeGrid2(IBIGdiv_NoGrid{r,c},false)}; 
        IBIGdiv_NoGrid(r,c) = {removeGrid2(IBIGdiv_NoGrid{r,c},false)}; 
        IBIGdiv_G(r,c) = {rgb2gray(IBIGdiv_NoGrid{r,c})};       
    end 
end 
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IBD_S = cell2mat(IBIGdiv_G); 

  
end 

 

A.13 removeGrid2 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% removeGrid2 
% This sub-script in conjunction with removeGrid are used to remove the red 
% chalk lines present on all of the specimens tested at the University at 
% Buffalo. To remove the gridlines a threshold value is selected based on  
% the amount of red present in each pixel. Thesholding was used because the  
% amount of red present in the pixels containing chalk lines will out 
% weigh all of the other colors. For pixels containing enough red, that 
% pixel is replaced with and "averaged" pixel. 
%  
% A threshold value of 10 is initially set based on numerous trials during 
% the development of this sub-script. By increasing the value to a higher 
% number more pixels associated with the gridlines may not be replaced. 
% 
% Input: An RGB colored image 
% Output: An image with the chalk lines replaced with an averaged pixel 
% 
% Written for removal of the red grid present on all of the specimens 
% Written by: Jonathan Rivera and Goran Jospovic 
% Contact information: jprivera@buffalo.edu 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function [ image ] = removeGrid2(I) 
[row,col,~] = size(I); 
np = row*col; 
th =10; % Threshold value used for gridline removal 

  
% To find an average pixel to replace the pixels associated with the 
% gridlines, the value of each color (red, green and blue) are summed and 
% divided by the number of pixels present. 

  
ravg = sum(sum(I(:,:,1)))/np; 
gavg = sum(sum(I(:,:,2)))/np;  
bavg = sum(sum(I(:,:,3)))/np;  

  
% Creating a logical matrix (full of 0s and 1s) based on the presence of 
% red in each pixel. If that pixel exceeds the threshold a 1 is placed in 
% the logical matrix, if not then a 0 returned. 

  
grid = zeros(row,col); 
for r = 1:row 
    for c = 1:col 
        if (I(r,c,2)<(gavg-th)) && (I(r,c,3)<(bavg-th)) && (I(r,c,1) > ... 
           (ravg-2*th)) 
            grid(r,c) = 1; 
        end 
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    end 
end 

  
% Invert the previous logical matrix and insert reinsert the image to 
% obtain a better approximation of the averaged pixel. 
grid2 = abs(grid -1); 
pts = sum(sum(grid2)); 
Iback(:,:,1) = uint8(grid2).*I(:,:,1); 
Iback(:,:,2) = uint8(grid2).*I(:,:,2); 
Iback(:,:,3) = uint8(grid2).*I(:,:,3); 
ravg = sum(sum(Iback(:,:,1)))/pts; 
gavg = sum(sum(Iback(:,:,2)))/pts; 
bavg = sum(sum(Iback(:,:,3)))/pts; 

  
I1 = I; 

  
% Insert the averaged pixel where the red grid lines were detected. 
for j = 1:row      
    for k = 1:col 
        if (grid(j,k)==1) 
            I1(j,k,1) = ravg; 
            I1(j,k,2) = gavg; 
            I1(j,k,3) = bavg; 
        end         
    end    
end 
image = I1; 
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APPENDIX B 

I-CRACK TUTORIAL 

Appendix B provides a tutorial on how to apply pre-processing techniques, analyze a high-

resolution panorama with I-Crack and extract crack widths from the analysis. The software used 

for this tutorial includes FastStone Image Viewer version 4.7 and MATLAB R2013a (ver. 

8.1.0.064) with Image Toolbox and Parallel Processing Toolbox. The FastStone Image Viewer is 

free software that is available for download at http://www.faststone.org/FSViewerDetail.htm. The 

computer that was used to develop and validate I-Crack had a Windows 7 (64-bit) operating system 

with an Intel core i5 processor with speeds up to 3.10 GHz and 8.00 GB of RAM.  

The specimen used for this tutorial is SW6 at a displacement of 0.32 inch (story drift angle 

of 0.8%); the peak displacement for LS8 and corresponding to peak shear strength. SW6 had a 

length of 10 feet, a height of 41 inches from the top of the foundation to the line of loading and a 

thickness of eight inches. This specimen had a vertical and horizontal reinforcement ratio of 0.67% 

and a compressive strength of 3800 psi. An unprocessed high-resolution panorama of SW6 is 

shown in Figure B-1.  

 

Figure B-1. Unprocessed GigaPan of SW6 at LS8 

 

http://www.faststone.org/FSViewerDetail.htm
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B.1 Getting started and pre-processing 

Before any pre-processing can begin, it is necessary to place all of the MATLAB codes 

and the panorama into a single folder. The codes are Calibrate.m, ColorCode.m, CrackData.m, 

CrackDetect.m, CrackFill.m, CrackLabel.m, CrackWidthSearch.m, ICrack.m, ImageOverlay.m, 

oreintationFilter.m, removeGrid.m, and removeGrid2.m. Once everything is in a single folder open 

FastStone Image Viewer and navigate to the folder where everything is saved, shown in Figure 

B-2. Then double click on the panorama that needs to be pre-processed and open it to full screen. 

Once the panorama is full screen, move the mouse to the left of the screen and open the File and 

Slideshow Menu, shown in Figure B-3. Select the Auto-Adjust Colors option to process the 

panorama for overexposure; enclosed in the red box. The results are shown in Figure B-4. Then 

select the Adjust Lighting option (enclosed in the blue box) to process the panorama for shadows; 

the options for Adjust Lighting are shown at the bottom of the screen and reproduced in Figure 

B-5. To adjust the lightning in the panorama, simply move the sliders left or right until the shadows 

are reduced and the cracks are more defined. Then save the new panorama in the same folder as 

the original panorama. A fully processed panorama is shown in Figure B-6. 

 Once the panorama has been pre-processed for overexposure and shadows, a calibration 

factor must be determined. The calibration factor should be based on a unique object in the 

panorama that has a known width, length or area. Additionally, the code required to determine the 

calibration factor will be based on the unique object. For SW6, the calibration factor is based on 

the length of the wall. Open Calibrate.m in MATLAB, change the image name in Line 23 to the 

panorama that is being analyzed (e.g. SW6_LS1_C1_PEAK1.png) and hit Run. The wall is 

changed to white while the background is changed to black; shown in Figure B-7. The calibration 

factor is displayed in the Command Window as PixelCal, in this case 0.0041. 
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Figure B-2. FastStone Image Viewer 
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Figure B-3. File and Slideshow Menu 
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Figure B-4. Panorama process for overexposure 

 

 

Figure B-5. Adjust Lighting options 

 

 

Figure B-6. Processed panorama 
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Figure B-7. Panorama used to determine the calibration factor 

  

B.2 I-Crack analysis 

Once the panorama has been pre-processed and a calibration factor determined, open 

ICrack.m in MATLAB. If default settings are to be used, only PixelCal, CracksLarge, CrackDir¸ 

and name should be changed; Lines 42, 43, 44 and 48, respectively. If other settings need to be 

changed see the comments in the sub-scripts. PixelCal is the calibration factor that was calculated 

based on a unique object. CracksLarge controls the sub-script CrackFill.m and tells that sub-script 

if cracks wider than 0.030 inch are present. CrackDir controls the sub-script orientationFilter.m, 

which applies image segmentation to remove surface defects from the panorama. The final variable 

that should be changed is name and is referring to the name of the panorama that will be analyzed. 

The code used for this tutorial is reproduced below. 

%% User input 
% This user input was designed for the naming convention used for the shear 
% walls specimens tested at the University at Buffalo. All that is required 
% is the name of the high-resolution panorama, calibration factor and 
% determining if larger cracks are present. 
SW = 6;  % Shear wall number 
LS = 8;  % Load stage number 
P = 1;   % Peak number 
PixelCal = 0.0041;  % Calibrate pixel length 
CracksLarge = 'Y';  % Are cracks present larger than 0.030 inch [Y/N] 
CrackDir = 'L';     % Angle of cracks present during image capture 
                    % If crack angles range from 5 to 75 degrees use 'R' 
                    % If crack angles range from -5 to -75 degrees use 'L' 
% cd(['C:\Users\STUDENT\Desktop\Validation\SW' int2str(SW)]); 
% name = ['SW' int2str(SW) '_LS' int2str(LS) '_C1_PEAK' int2str(P) '.png']; 
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name = 'SW6_LS8_C1_PEAK1.png'; 

 

 After Lines 42, 43, 44 and 48 have been changed to fit the specific specimen, press the Run 

button to execute I-Crack; enclosed in the red box of Figure B-8. The runtime for I-Crack will 

depend on the number of cracks detected and the size of the image. The final composite image for 

this tutorial is shown in Figure B-9. For further discussion on the intermediate steps and post-

processing, the area of interest will be narrowed to the area enclosed in the red box of Figure B-6 

and enlarged in Figure B-10. 

 

Figure B-8. MATLAB Editor tab 

 

 

Figure B-9. Composite image of SW6 
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I-Crack processes the high-resolution panorama using several sub-scripts. Each sub-script 

generates a new image that is passed to the next sub-script for processing. I-Crack follows the 

following steps in processing a high-resolution panorama: 

1. Load the panorama into MATLAB using imread; shown in Figure B-10. 

2. Replace the red chalk lines using removeGrid2 and change the image to grayscale using 

removeGrid; shown in Figure B-11 and Figure B-12, respectively. 

3. Use the edge detection algorithm to detect the edges of the cracks and surface defects; 

shown in Figure B-13. 

4. Then I-Crack fills in the void between the edges that are detected using morphological 

operations; shown in Figure B-14. 

5. With the cracks filled, image segmentation is applied based on angle of inclination and the 

major-minor axes ratio; shown in Figure B-15 and Figure B-16, respectively. 

6. Once the image has been segmented, all of the remaining cracks are measured and labelled 

for post-processing; shown in Figure B-17. The measurements are saved in a comma-

separated value file for further use. 

7. Then I-Crack color codes the cracks based on their predicted widths and overlays the color 

coded cracks on the original image; shown in Figure B-18. 
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Figure B-10. Area enclosed in the red box of Figure B-6 

 

 

Figure B-11. Red chalk lines replaced using removeGrid2 
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Figure B-12. Grayscale image of the area enclosed in the red box 

 

 

Figure B-13. Results from the Prewitt edge detection algorithm 
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Figure B-14. Application of the morphological operations 

 

 

Figure B-15. Image segmentation based on angle of inclination 
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Figure B-16. Image segmentation major-minor axes length ratio 

 

 

Figure B-17. Labelling of the cracks for post-processing 
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Figure B-18. Composite image 

 

B.3 Post-processing 

Post-processing is required to extract the predicted crack width for a specified crack after 

I-Crack has completed its analysis. The requirements for post-processing include the comma-

separated value file that has every crack width saved, a figure similar to Figure B-17 and the 

MATLAB code CrackWidthSearch.m. The steps for post-processing include: 

1. Opening a figure similar to Figure B-17 by double clicking the MATLAB figure file (.fig) 

that was generated by I-Crack in the Current Folder menu. 

2. Then load the comma-separated value file into MATLAB using csvread: 

CrackInfo = csvread(‘CrackInfo for SW6 LS8 C1 Peak2.csv); 

3. Once the crack widths have been loaded use the following code in the Command Window 

to extract the required crack widths: 

CrackWidthSearch(CrackInfo) 
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4. When CrackWidthSearch is called, a series of prompts will appear as follows: 

Determine crack width? Y/N 

Number of crack IDs? 

CrackID number 

Would you like to measure another crack? Y/N 

The “Number of crack IDs?” is asking the user to input the number of measurements that will be 

used to determine an average crack width. The CrackID number is the label assigned to the crack 

and shown in the MATLAB figure file. After inputting the CrackID number, an averaged crack 

width is shown in the Command Window. If more measurements are required enter Y for Would 

you like to measure another crack? and the script will begin again. 
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MCEER Technical Reports 
 

MCEER publishes technical reports on a variety of subjects written by authors funded through MCEER.  These reports can be 
downloaded from the MCEER website at http://www.buffalo.edu/mceer.  They can also be requested through NTIS, P.O. Box 
1425, Springfield, Virginia 22151.  NTIS accession numbers are shown in parenthesis, if available. 
 
NCEER-87-0001 "First-Year Program in Research, Education and Technology Transfer," 3/5/87, (PB88-134275, A04, MF-

A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0002 "Experimental Evaluation of Instantaneous Optimal Algorithms for Structural Control," by R.C. Lin, T.T. 

Soong and A.M. Reinhorn, 4/20/87, (PB88-134341, A04, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0003 "Experimentation Using the Earthquake Simulation Facilities at University at Buffalo," by A.M. Reinhorn 

and R.L. Ketter, not available. 
 
NCEER-87-0004 "The System Characteristics and Performance of a Shaking Table," by J.S. Hwang, K.C. Chang and G.C. 

Lee, 6/1/87, (PB88-134259, A03, MF-A01).  This report is available only through NTIS (see address given 
above). 

 
NCEER-87-0005 "A Finite Element Formulation for Nonlinear Viscoplastic Material Using a Q Model," by O. Gyebi and G. 

Dasgupta, 11/2/87, (PB88-213764, A08, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0006 "Symbolic Manipulation Program (SMP) - Algebraic Codes for Two and Three Dimensional Finite Element 

Formulations," by X. Lee and G. Dasgupta, 11/9/87, (PB88-218522, A05, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0007 "Instantaneous Optimal Control Laws for Tall Buildings Under Seismic Excitations," by J.N. Yang, A. 

Akbarpour and P. Ghaemmaghami, 6/10/87, (PB88-134333, A06, MF-A01). This report is only available 
through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0008 "IDARC: Inelastic Damage Analysis of Reinforced Concrete Frame - Shear-Wall Structures," by Y.J. Park, 

A.M. Reinhorn and S.K. Kunnath, 7/20/87, (PB88-134325, A09, MF-A01). This report is only available 
through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0009 "Liquefaction Potential for New York State: A Preliminary Report on Sites in Manhattan and Buffalo," by 

M. Budhu, V. Vijayakumar, R.F. Giese and L. Baumgras, 8/31/87, (PB88-163704, A03, MF-A01).  This 
report is available only through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0010 "Vertical and Torsional Vibration of Foundations in Inhomogeneous Media," by A.S. Veletsos and K.W. 

Dotson, 6/1/87, (PB88-134291, A03, MF-A01). This report is only available through NTIS (see address 
given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0011 "Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment and Seismic Margins Studies for Nuclear Power Plants," by Howard 

H.M. Hwang, 6/15/87, (PB88-134267, A03, MF-A01). This report is only available through NTIS (see 
address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0012 "Parametric Studies of Frequency Response of Secondary Systems Under Ground-Acceleration Excitations," 

by Y. Yong and Y.K. Lin, 6/10/87, (PB88-134309, A03, MF-A01). This report is only available through 
NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0013 "Frequency Response of Secondary Systems Under Seismic Excitation," by J.A. HoLung, J. Cai and Y.K. 

Lin, 7/31/87, (PB88-134317, A05, MF-A01). This report is only available through NTIS (see address given 
above). 

 
NCEER-87-0014 "Modelling Earthquake Ground Motions in Seismically Active Regions Using Parametric Time Series 

Methods," by G.W. Ellis and A.S. Cakmak, 8/25/87, (PB88-134283, A08, MF-A01). This report is only 
available through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0015 "Detection and Assessment of Seismic Structural Damage," by E. DiPasquale and A.S. Cakmak, 8/25/87, 

(PB88-163712, A05, MF-A01). This report is only available through NTIS (see address given above). 
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NCEER-87-0016 "Pipeline Experiment at Parkfield, California," by J. Isenberg and E. Richardson, 9/15/87, (PB88-163720, 
A03, MF-A01). This report is available only through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0017 "Digital Simulation of Seismic Ground Motion," by M. Shinozuka, G. Deodatis and T. Harada, 8/31/87, 

(PB88-155197, A04, MF-A01).  This report is available only through NTIS (see address given above). 
 
NCEER-87-0018 "Practical Considerations for Structural Control: System Uncertainty, System Time Delay and Truncation of 

Small Control Forces," J.N. Yang and A. Akbarpour, 8/10/87, (PB88-163738, A08, MF-A01). This report is 
only available through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0019 "Modal Analysis of Nonclassically Damped Structural Systems Using Canonical Transformation," by J.N. 

Yang, S. Sarkani and F.X. Long, 9/27/87, (PB88-187851, A04, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0020 "A Nonstationary Solution in Random Vibration Theory," by J.R. Red-Horse and P.D. Spanos, 11/3/87, 

(PB88-163746, A03, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0021 "Horizontal Impedances for Radially Inhomogeneous Viscoelastic Soil Layers," by A.S. Veletsos and K.W. 

Dotson, 10/15/87, (PB88-150859, A04, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0022 "Seismic Damage Assessment of Reinforced Concrete Members," by Y.S. Chung, C. Meyer and M. 

Shinozuka, 10/9/87, (PB88-150867, A05, MF-A01).  This report is available only through NTIS (see address 
given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0023 "Active Structural Control in Civil Engineering," by T.T. Soong, 11/11/87, (PB88-187778, A03, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0024 "Vertical and Torsional Impedances for Radially Inhomogeneous Viscoelastic Soil Layers," by K.W. Dotson 

and A.S. Veletsos, 12/87, (PB88-187786, A03, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-87-0025 "Proceedings from the Symposium on Seismic Hazards, Ground Motions, Soil-Liquefaction and Engineering 

Practice in Eastern North America," October 20-22, 1987, edited by K.H. Jacob, 12/87, (PB88-188115, A23, 
MF-A01). This report is available only through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0026 "Report on the Whittier-Narrows, California, Earthquake of October 1, 1987," by J. Pantelic and A. 

Reinhorn, 11/87, (PB88-187752, A03, MF-A01).  This report is available only through NTIS (see address 
given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0027 "Design of a Modular Program for Transient Nonlinear Analysis of Large 3-D Building Structures," by S. 

Srivastav and J.F. Abel, 12/30/87, (PB88-187950, A05, MF-A01). This report is only available through NTIS 
(see address given above). 

 
NCEER-87-0028 "Second-Year Program in Research, Education and Technology Transfer," 3/8/88, (PB88-219480, A04, MF-

A01). 
 
NCEER-88-0001 "Workshop on Seismic Computer Analysis and Design of Buildings With Interactive Graphics," by W. 

McGuire, J.F. Abel and C.H. Conley, 1/18/88, (PB88-187760, A03, MF-A01). This report is only available 
through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-88-0002 "Optimal Control of Nonlinear Flexible Structures," by J.N. Yang, F.X. Long and D. Wong, 1/22/88, (PB88-

213772, A06, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-88-0003 "Substructuring Techniques in the Time Domain for Primary-Secondary Structural Systems," by G.D. 

Manolis and G. Juhn, 2/10/88, (PB88-213780, A04, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-88-0004 "Iterative Seismic Analysis of Primary-Secondary Systems," by A. Singhal, L.D. Lutes and P.D. Spanos, 

2/23/88, (PB88-213798, A04, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-88-0005 "Stochastic Finite Element Expansion for Random Media," by P.D. Spanos and R. Ghanem, 3/14/88, (PB88-

213806, A03, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-88-0006 "Combining Structural Optimization and Structural Control," by F.Y. Cheng and C.P. Pantelides, 1/10/88, 

(PB88-213814, A05, MF-A01). 
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NCEER-88-0007 "Seismic Performance Assessment of Code-Designed Structures," by H.H-M. Hwang, J-W. Jaw and H-J. 

Shau, 3/20/88, (PB88-219423, A04, MF-A01). This report is only available through NTIS (see address given 
above). 

 
NCEER-88-0008 "Reliability Analysis of Code-Designed Structures Under Natural Hazards," by H.H-M. Hwang, H. Ushiba 

and M. Shinozuka, 2/29/88, (PB88-229471, A07, MF-A01). This report is only available through NTIS (see 
address given above). 

 
NCEER-88-0009 "Seismic Fragility Analysis of Shear Wall Structures," by J-W Jaw and H.H-M. Hwang, 4/30/88, (PB89-
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NCEER-88-0010 "Base Isolation of a Multi-Story Building Under a Harmonic Ground Motion - A Comparison of 
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5/16/88, (PB89-102883, A03, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-88-0013 "A Study of Radiation Damping and Soil-Structure Interaction Effects in the Centrifuge," by K. Weissman, 

supervised by J.H. Prevost, 5/24/88, (PB89-144703, A06, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-88-0014 "Parameter Identification and Implementation of a Kinematic Plasticity Model for Frictional Soils," by J.H. 

Prevost and D.V. Griffiths, not available. 
 
NCEER-88-0015 "Two- and Three- Dimensional Dynamic Finite Element Analyses of the Long Valley Dam," by D.V. 

Griffiths and J.H. Prevost, 6/17/88, (PB89-144711, A04, MF-A01). 
 
NCEER-88-0016 "Damage Assessment of Reinforced Concrete Structures in Eastern United States," by A.M. Reinhorn, M.J. 

Seidel, S.K. Kunnath and Y.J. Park, 6/15/88, (PB89-122220, A04, MF-A01). This report is only available 
through NTIS (see address given above). 

 
NCEER-88-0017 "Dynamic Compliance of Vertically Loaded Strip Foundations in Multilayered Viscoelastic Soils," by S. 

Ahmad and A.S.M. Israil, 6/17/88, (PB89-102891, A04, MF-A01). 
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